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Abstract

This thesis looks at domestic dressmaking to understand what the practice meant for practitioners beyond making garments. It focuses on New Zealand girls in the period from 1945 to 1965, when dressmaking was understood as a universal part of the female experience at home and school. Despite this assumption of ubiquity, little work has been done to document how dressmaking happened in homes and in schools and, more importantly, how it affected girls. The critical framework combines feminist historical and sociological thinking — including Bourdieu’s theories of habitus and cultural reproduction — with fashion studies, cultural studies, material culture and object studies. The methodology reflects this interdisciplinary approach by layering personal recollections gathered in 15 oral history interviews, with documentary evidence, image research, and object studies.

This thesis argues that dressmaking offers a new lens through which to view female experience in New Zealand at that time. Dressmaking not only shaped appearance: it affected the allocation of space and time within households; it established and reinforced shopping behaviours; it created inter-generational bonds as women shared their skills within family groups; it maintained relationships within extended family groups as a source of hand-me-down clothing; and it offered the possibility of paid employment either within or outside the home. Beyond the home, dressmaking was part of girls’ school experience, used to prepare them for a prescribed femininity, but perceived as second-rate subject because of the strong association with domesticity. Dressmaking also offered girls and women a means of engaging with change — in fashions, fabrics, patterns, and tools. Memory, place, objects, and people combined to influence dressmaking practice. For some, dressmaking became ingrained as part of their identity and can be understood as habitus. The thesis shows how dressmaking shaped girls’ identities as much as dressmaking was used to shape garments.
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Introduction:

“This vital activity”

Domestic dressmaking is the starting point for this research. This topic emerged from the realisation that both my grandmothers, my mother, and my aunts were all dressmakers, while in my generation I am the only one — neither my sisters nor my cousins make clothes. As children, my sister and I wore clothes made by our female relatives, from simple cotton dresses to crimplene suits (it was the 1970s). I had sewing classes at school when I was about 11, but I really learned to sew by observation and experiment at home. My daughters and my niece have no interest in learning beyond what they had to do at school and they have strong preferences for ready-made clothing over home-made. I thought about how quickly the practice had stopped being an everyday activity for the girls and women in my family, and how it would soon be relegated to memory and anecdote — supported by a few photographs. And I wondered what meaning would be ascribed to the now almost obsolete practice, and what qualities would be ascribed to those past practitioners. I therefore decided to investigate domestic dressmaking in New Zealand and settled on the mid-twentieth century as a time when the practice was widely used, integrated into girls’ home lives, education, and sense of self-fashioning. This also meant I could capture living memory of the practice at a time when it appears to have been commonplace.

Social conversation around this topic prompted many nostalgic reminiscences about the dressmaking prowess of female forebears. The accepted notion seemed to be that every New Zealand woman alive in the mid-twentieth century could sew. Richard Wolfe’s *The Way We Wore: The Clothes New Zealanders Have Loved* reinforces this idea.

In the 1950s, it was desirable for every home to have a sewing room, to house the electric or older treadle machine. Few homes may have had the luxury of a separate room for this vital activity, but a girl’s bedroom could have a dual purpose. While daughter was at school, mother could commandeer the space and
catch up with the family’s sewing. At school, girls were advised that while home
dressmaking did not always save money, it was an ideal way of extending the
wardrobe with individual and, hopefully, better fitting clothes.¹

Wolfe’s summary raises several questions: why was the activity “vital?” What was the
role of schools in teaching girls to sew? How important were the ideas of individuality
and fit to home dressmakers? What was the appeal of home dressmaking if it did not
save money?

I turned first to autobiographies for specific memories of dressmaking in the twentieth
century. I found three by New Zealand writers: Katherine Mansfield, Janet Frame, and
Ruth Park. All three use dressmaking as a way to describe themselves or their families,
and all touch on the tools and processes of the practice as well as the end product. They
introduce the idea of transmitted skill, the importance of space and time for the practice,
and the role of things — both as tools and as touchstones for memory.

Writer Janet Frame recognised the role of dressmaking in her family’s history. Frame was
born in 1924 and lived in New Zealand for most of her life. Early in the first volume of
her autobiography, To the Is-land, she recalls:

Grandma Frame began working in a Paisley cotton mill when she was eight years
old; that her daughters Polly, Isy, Maggie spent their working lives as
dressmakers and in their leisure produced exquisite embroidery, knitting, tatting,
crochet; and that her son George Samuel, my father, had a range of skills that
included embroidery (or “fancy work,” as it was known), rug making,
leatherwork, painting in oils on canvas and on velvet. The Frames had a passion
for making things. […] my father survives as a presence in such objects as a
leather workbag, a pair of ribbed butter pats, a handful of salmon spoons.²
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The excerpt suggests a transmission of skill within the family, and a genuine love for making. The most intriguing suggestion is that the maker survives in what they make. The autobiography traces Frame’s realisation that she was a maker of stories rather than things — yet she does not privilege words over things. She is very mindful of the power of things, “Appearance has always been important, and the appearance of others, their particular clothes had brought a sense of comfort or loss.” Fabrics and clothes are woven through her memories: the velvet of her favourite childhood dress, the stiffness of her “hand-me-down” tartan skirt, and searching for grey cotton to match the thread of her father’s suit. She never describes using a sewing machine, but knows the machine in one of the houses where she grew up was in “that honoured place in the light of the dining room window.” The sewing machine was an important tool for the household, and warranted a special place.

Writer Katharine Mansfield was born in 1888. She left New Zealand in 1903 but drew on her early life for her journals and her stories intended for publication. Dressmaking features strongly. In her early twenties she wrote a journal entry about her school sewing lessons.

I love Wednesday afternoons. I simply adore them. We don’t have any real school, only sewing class and elocution lessons in the drawing-room for the girls who take private lessons. Everything is different on Wednesdays. Some of the older ones even wear Japanese silk blouses, and we change into our slippers and we all wash our hands at the lavatory basin in the passage. The ink-pots are put away by the monitors, the desks pushed against the wall. There is a long table down the middle of the room with two big straw baskets on it. The chairs are arranged in little groups.

---

3 Ibid., 250.
4 Ibid., 22.
5 Ibid., 71.
6 Ibid., 251.
7 Ibid., 211.
8 Laurel Harris, Mary Morris, and Joanna Woods, eds., The Material Mansfield (Auckland: Random House / Katherine Mansfield Birthplace Society, 2008), 84.
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This piece puts sewing and elocution together as examples of accomplishments that a young lady might be expected to master. Mansfield conveys the sense of pleasure and excitement about the opportunity to do something separate from “real school” but also part of it. In keeping with this position on the periphery of education, sewing did not warrant a dedicated classroom, so the girls had to rearrange the furniture. This rearrangement allows them to form groups, making the sewing class a social experience. The sense that sewing sits somewhere between home and school is reinforced by the acceptability of slippers, usually associated with home, as suitable footwear for the class.

Mansfield’s journal entry also describes the sewing projects, which were garments intended for Māori, the indigenous people of New Zealand.

We are making cheap flannelette chemises for the Maori Mission. They are as long as night-dresses, very full, with huge arm-holes and a plain band round the neck — not even a lace edging. Those poor Maoris! They can’t all be as fat as these chemises. But Mrs Wallis, the Bishop’s wife, said when she gave the newspaper pattern to the headmistress, “it is wiser to reckon on their being fat.”

Mansfield’s own experience of finer things is suggested in her dismay at the lack of a lace edging. This kind of “cheap” sewing is something girls performed as a duty. It was part of their education as Christian ladies, “civilising” Māori through providing unattractive garments that conformed to an English sense of decency and propriety. While dressmaking for oneself or one’s family produces something intended to function as a garment, the type of school sewing project Mansfield describes produces a thing that functions as evidence of obedience and the intention to serve.

Mansfield came from a wealthy family, and it is unlikely she had to make her own clothes as a child. Another journal entry describes visiting a dressmaker who was unable to manage sleeves. Either through her school sewing lessons, or by observing dressmakers at work, Mansfield sewed throughout her life, using her skill to create an

---

9 Ibid.
10 Ibid., 83.
idiosyncratic personal style on a very tight budget. \(^{11}\) Her descriptions of the act of sewing are positive — she associates it with excited anticipation, simple pleasure, and the comfort of home. Her journal entry for 21 January 1915 reads:

> I have read and sewed to-day, but not written a word. I want to to-night. It is so funny to sit quietly sewing, while my heart is never for a moment still. [...] I have run the ribbons through my under-clothes with a hairpin in the good home way.\(^{12}\)

Mansfield’s writing suggests the physical act of sewing connected her emotionally to home.

The first volume of author Ruth Park’s autobiography is about her early childhood in the King country in the North Island in the 1930s. Park recalls her parents argued about the prospect of her mother earning money from dressmaking:

> My mother’s ingenuity and skill with the sewing machine could have made our day-to-day life much easier, as well as giving her personal satisfaction. “But Mel, I’m a good dressmaker. If I have an accomplishment why can’t you let me help out a little?” No, he wouldn’t. [...] “I’d be so much happier, Mel.”\(^{13}\)

Park’s father, Mel, prevailed; he was determined he would not be kept by a woman. Instead, Park’s mother was limited to making clothes for the family. By doing this, she also created a powerful association in her daughter’s mind between the machine, motherhood, aspirations, and home:

> My mother’s sewing machine — known in the household as The Singer — must have been a great consolation to her. It was a treadle machine, set in a wrought-iron pedestal so romantically ornamented with flowers and leaves of metal that I once managed to get myself shamefully suspended by a nostril from a tiny gilded vine tendril. Because I so often went to sleep while the machine hummed in the

---

\(^{11}\) Ibid., 79.
\(^{12}\) Ibid., 75.
\(^{13}\) Ruth Park, *A Fence around the Cuckoo* (Ringwood, Vic.: Penguin, 1992), 57.
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next room, I thought it was called a Singer because it sang. My mother’s Singer was second-hand when Wendela [sister] bought it; she sold it to Rosina [sister], who sold it to my mother. […] Because of that Singer I was the best-dressed child in Te Kuiti. I had no new shoes for years, but I was well dressed.14

Park’s family had to leave their home abruptly when her father declared himself bankrupt. Advised to get as many possessions as possible into the car, they loaded the vehicle, “with my mother’s sewing machine, my father’s tools, china and cutlery, rolled mattresses and no end of useful odds and bobs.”15 In extremis, perhaps Park’s father realised the potential the sewing machine held for helping the family rebuild its shattered economy.

For all three writers, sewing and dressmaking were part of home and family, or being a good Christian female. It is a quotidian practice that contributes to a sense of self, bridging private and public worlds. The writers dwell on details of the practice. They describe tools and spaces, anchoring the practice in the reality of a well-lit space, or the texture of a fabric. Yet while they describe the sound and feel of the activity, they rarely write about the results. But the finished garment is what springs to mind for most people: what a person looks like in their home-made garment when they are out in the world.

I turned to another form of representation: the visual medium of movies. New Zealanders were keen movie-goers in the mid-twentieth century;16 television was not broadcast until 1960 so movies and the preceding news reels were important sources of information about styles and fashions around the world.17 Three movies released between 1939 and 1965, all of which have a sequence that involves dressmaking, show

14 Ibid., 58.
15 Ibid., 100.
16 In 1950 New Zealanders saw an average of nearly 20 films per head of population. This figure held up for a decade until the competition from TV. Redmer Yska, All Shook Up: The Flash Bodgie and the Rise of the New Zealand Teenager in the Fifties (Auckland: Penguin Books, 1993), 110.
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how contemporary observers saw dressmaking. They continue to inform perceptions of what dressmaking meant at the time.

Each movie emphasises the finished product and the transformative power of dress, rather than the business of making. None of the female leads has a mother, and the dressmaking sequences are presented as part of a creative or resourceful femininity rather than a nurturing maternal one. In all three, the eventual transformation is from a single girl to married woman.

_Gone with the Wind_ was released in 1939\(^{18}\) and set in the American Civil War and its aftermath (1860s to 1870s). The heroine, Scarlett O’Hara, needs money to pay her taxes. She decides she must look successful to inspire confidence in her potential financial saviour. This requires a new dress, but she cannot afford to buy one. Scarlett realises her opulent green velvet curtains can be repurposed. She orders her maid to get the box of paper dress patterns from the attic and use them to make a dress from the green velvet.\(^{19}\) Scarlett herself cannot cut or stitch, but she does see how she can get what she needs from the available materials. The movie leaps over the maid’s work to show Scarlett resplendent in the dress, emphasising the finished appearance instead of the construction process.

Walt Disney’s animated version of _Cinderella_ was released in 1950.\(^{20}\) Fairy tales abound with female characters whose lives are affected, or morals revealed, by their mastery of sewing, spinning, or weaving. In Disney’s _Cinderella_, the resilient heroine is seen to be competent in all the domestic arts, from cooking and cleaning through to dressmaking. She is so sweet-natured that birds and mice befriend her. Like Scarlett, when faced with the need for a new dress, she must make do. Unlike Scarlett, she can cut and stitch for herself. In this case, she plans to refashion her mother’s old gown, but never gets time to work on the project. The mice and birds work together to make the gown for her, and the construction process is charmingly rendered on screen as a choreographed musical.

\(^{18}\) George Cukor Victor Fleming, Sam Wood, “Gone with the Wind” (1939).
\(^{20}\) Wilfred Jackson, Clyde Geronimi, Hamilton Luske, “Cinderella,” (1950).
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interlude. Sadly, the makeshift gown is destroyed by her jealous step-sisters and does not transform Cinderella’s life — but the one conjured by the fairy godmother does the trick before it too vanishes. The fate of these two fantasy gowns captures what happens to real clothing: whether it is ripped to pieces or magically dematerialised, clothing is of the moment. What lasts is the skill that makes it, the tools that are used, and the memory of it.

In *The Sound of Music*, released in 1965,²¹ novitiate nun Maria becomes nanny to the motherless and rigidly disciplined von Trapp children. She also transforms curtains into clothing, in this case to make clothes for the children that allow them to act like children without fear of damaging their usual refined and expensive garments. The process of construction is again obscured; we simply see the children wearing the garments, but it is clear that Maria does the work of cutting and stitching. Dressmaking allows Maria to demonstrate thrift and resourcefulness in remaking the curtains; at the same time, she demonstrates empathy for the children by recognising how constrained they were in their other clothes. Most importantly, dressmaking is a maternal duty, and the episode shows Captain von Trapp that Maria is both competent and kind, and strengthens her appeal to him as a potential wife and mother to his children.

In all three films, dressmaking is strongly associated with resourcefulness. None of the dressmakers have access to new cloth and must make do with what is available. Dressmaking is also transformative, both in the sense that unlikely materials are transformed into garments, and in the way those garments transform the wearers. Duty is another theme: like Scarlett’s maid, both Cinderella and Maria are essentially servants. Dressmaking is one of their duties, a way that they demonstrate obedience. Two of the films imply making is tedious; we do not see Maria or Scarlett’s maid actually sew although we know the maid has paper patterns to refer to. Dressmaking itself is only interesting when performed by bird beaks and mouse paws, and set to music, as in *Cinderella*.

These fragments from autobiographies and movies show some of the meanings ascribed to dressmaking in memory and fantasy. The themes they raise and associations they make sparked more questions for me about how and why girls and women practised dressmaking and what the practice meant to them as individuals. I set about finding out more about these questions in the scholarly literature, thinking about dressmaking as an expression of duty, obedience and resourcefulness. There it is connected to particular types of femininity, and especially to mothers. I thought about dressmaking as choice and necessity and the extent to which it was visible or covert. These themes were connected to the idea of thrift and economy. Neither the autobiographies nor the movies connected dressmaking to the idea of fashion, instead it was about personal style or transformation. I also thought about the tools and objects of the practice that were such powerful talismans for the writers. I saw that dressmaking could be seen from many perspectives, and I began to explore dressmaking as a practice that made practitioners as well as garments.

Chapter 1 begins with the literature review that further refines these thoughts and questions. It shows that domestic dressmaking remains the Cinderella of dress and fashion scholarship, kept largely out of sight. Domestic clothing production has been explored when it is used for a specific type of self-fashioning, particularly in times of crisis or celebration (war and weddings), or for specific pursuits (particular jobs or leisure activities), but the everyday is overlooked. Little work has been done on the role of dressmaking within families in New Zealand, despite its connection to the household economy and the appearance of individuals and families outside the home. The review shows that sewing and dressmaking as school subjects have been analysed from policy and school perspectives, but there has been little work on girls’ experience of the subjects. These absences highlight the gap in understanding of the materiality of dressmaking, particularly the tools and spaces which are central to the practice. The critical framework is constructed from multi-disciplinary approaches, with each discipline shedding light on different aspects of the question of what the practice meant for makers. Bourdieu’s theory of habitus was referenced in several fields and emerges as a potential meeting point for diverse aspects and approaches. The methodology is
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similarly layered, combining techniques that simultaneously recreate and analyse a practice both ubiquitous and invisible.

Chapter 2 provides the historical context for the study, drawing on magazines, newspapers, the school system, and how-to books from the time to convey a sense of how dressmaking was represented and understood.

Chapters 3 and 4 concentrate on sewing and dressmaking practices within the interviewees’ childhood homes, showing the extent to which these practices can be understood as contributing to individuals’ habitus. Chapter 3 is primarily about recollections of maternal practice and standards, and what the interviewees understood from this. Chapter 4 is focused on interviewees’ first interactions with the tools and objects of dressmaking, and their own early experiments with sewing.

Chapters 5 and 6 explore sewing and dressmaking at schools, calling on interviewees’ experience as both pupils and teachers. Chapter 5 focuses on the regulation of the practice as a school subject — including the allocation of teachers, classrooms, and projects — and how this replicated or diverged from domestic practice. It considers how sewing and dressmaking affected the institutional habitus of schools. Chapter 6 examines the way sewing and dressmaking were used to inculcate girls with disciplines assumed to be essential to their futures as good women, such as discipline and patience.

Chapter 7 follows the interviewees’ dressmaking practice as adults to identify the evolution of practice over their lifetimes, and their motivations for continuing to be dressmakers. Their recollections show that dressmaking continued to influence more than their dressed appearance.

I begin with a detailed discussion of the existing literature, which I use to frame my argument for seeing domestic dressmaking as a shaping influence in the lives of girls and women.
Chapter 1
A modern mechanism for fabrication of the self

Dressmaking appears in the literature as a subset of a wider range of dress practices, and it is often seen as a means of emulating or interacting with fashion. It sits at the outer edge of academic research (although growth in fashion scholarship is bringing dress practices closer to the centre). As Joanne Entwistle has argued, there is “a long-felt antipathy towards fashion and dress which are seen as frivolous and not worthy of serious, scholarly attention.” In their study of clothing as material culture, Suzanne Küchler and Daniel Miller show that clothing has been overlooked as a topic because it literally lacks depth.

We struggle with what might be called a depth ontology, a very specific Western idea of being, in which the real person, myself, is somehow deep inside me, while my surface is literally superficial, a slight, transient aspect that is shallow, more contrived, somehow less real and certainly less important.

When scholarly attention has been paid to Western clothing, it tends to be about the fashionable clothing of powerful or beautiful people — and is focused on the wearer’s appearance or the design of the garments, rather than on the making of them. Analysis of the materials, tools, and practices used to create garments is more likely for non-Western clothing, when it is treated as part of ethnographic or anthropological studies of the “other.” Clothes made domestically are for ordinary people and have neither the cachet of fashion, nor the fascination of difference. Cheryl Buckley and Hazel Clark acknowledge the gap in knowledge about the clothing of ordinary people and aim “to establish a new critical framework for the study of fashion and its history by examining

---

2 Susanne Küchler and Daniel Miller, Clothing as Material Culture (Oxford: Berg, 2005), 3.
3 One example is Sidney Mead’s analysis of traditional Māori costume, in which he argues that clothing teaches the beliefs and values of a society. Sidney M. Mead, Traditional Māori Clothing: A Study of Technological and Functional Change (Wellington: Reed, 1969).
its role in urban everyday life.” Their focus is on how fashion is constituted in everyday life, whereas I am looking at the meaning of making clothing as part of everyday life. My conception of the “everyday” is grounded in dressmaking as an unpaid female activity, and looks for meaning in the tools, spaces, and practices that are sometimes overlooked. Like Buckley and Clark, I am drawn to the “mundane or ordinary” which is a telling point of intersection between many fields of scholarship.

This chapter begins by looking for domestic dressmaking in fashion and dress history, before moving on to see how it is located as a distinct practice in the wider field of studies of dress and clothing. My reading of these texts was shaped by a discussion of theory and dress scholarship by Elaine Pedersen, Sandra Buckland, and Christina Bates. They point to caution about theory in dress scholarship, and offer various ways to grow theory. These include developing and linking mini theories, and integrating named theories. Pedersen’s definition of theory was especially useful for me as I looked for connections in an emerging field. She defines theory as “a set of statements that advances knowledge by describing, explaining, or predicting the relationship between two or more concepts.” I found a small body of research focused on dressmaking in specific times and places. I considered perspectives on the role of dressmaking in girls’ education, before looking at research into the material culture of dressmaking practice in both domestic and educational environments. Many of these studies are feminist, or place the topics within women’s studies: dressmaking is a gendered activity and that affects the way it is valued and understood. My review of the literature reveals that there is a gap in our understanding of dressmaking as a domestic design activity, how it affects decisions about the allocation of time and resources, what it means to the practitioner,
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5 Ibid.
7 Ibid., 72.
8 Cheryl Buckley argues that fashion is neglected by design historians because of the association with women. This neglect is even greater when it comes to dressmaking, which is more heavily gendered. Cheryl Buckley, “Made in Patriarchy: Theories of Women and Design - a Reworking,” in *Design Studies: A Reader*, ed. Hazel Clark and David Eric Brody (Oxford: Berg, 2009), 285.
and how dressmaking affects a sense of identity. It became clear I would have to develop a way of explaining the relationships between these concepts.

While my focus is on domestic dressmaking, it would be disingenuous to ignore the idea of fashion — although fashion history largely ignores domestic dressmaking. Clothing in wartime is a relatively well-documented exception. Julie Summers’ survey of style in Great Britain during the Second World War is an example of this. A New Zealand example is Deborah Montgomerie’s essay on how women dressed for glamour and duty in the same period. Both Summer’s and Montgomerie’s reference lists are dominated by personal memoirs, archival documents, and ephemera; either there is very little theoretical work for them to draw on or the caution about theory expressed by Pedersen et. al. is in play. Consequently, their work describes dress strategies to achieve fashionability in the context of war-time shortages and uncertainty, without taking a position on the meaning of those strategies.

Lou Taylor points to a strong bias in scholarship towards the aesthetic of high fashion: “It seems as if 90 percent of books at the start of the new millennium are about the clothes of the two or three hundred women who can afford these garments.” Taylor’s observation highlights the hierarchical approach. Expensive and elaborate garments attract more attention, although they represent the experience of fewer people. The clothing of the wealthy is the best made and best looked after — it is recorded in paintings, photographs, and moving images — and sometimes preserved for posterity.

Museological practice reinforces “a hierarchy within fashion,” according to Cheryl Buckley, by focusing on a narrow range of clothing, and ignoring the home-made and the everyday clothing of the working and middle-class:

---


11 The Royal Collection Trust’s 2016 exhibition “Fashioning a Reign” demonstrates this. Garments worn by Queen Elizabeth II were displayed in three of the royal palaces, including items from her childhood.
Clothes made by women for consumption in the home by their families or for consumption in their local communities had only limited value — both in terms of exchange value and aesthetic value. Buckley is one of the scholars who has addressed this gap, revealing the value such clothing has in understanding how people responded to constraints of time and budget, and to changing social circumstances. Her research about dressmaking practice is critical for this study and is discussed later in this chapter.

As well as the bias towards elite clothing, Christopher Breward notes the absence of work on the “basic coordination of needle and thread” in histories of fashion. Every garment, whether it is intended to be fashionable or functional, is a result of that coordination. But the mechanics of garment construction have been of little interest to fashion historians, who have preferred to focus on the “elusive quality of fashionability,” represented by designers and those who wear their clothes. These comments confirm the dearth of scholarship on everyday clothing and, more specifically, on the act of making.

The tendency for scholarship to focus on fashion and fashion designers can be seen in the New Zealand context in two projects. Jan Hamon’s thesis focuses on how home-based commercial dressmakers contributed to fashionability, and considers “the social and economic environment that led [them] to set up in business during the period from the 1940s to the 1980s.” Hamon’s work connects these businesses, and the women who ran them, to the story of fashion design in New Zealand without exploring the impact of the activity on the identity of the women who made or wore the clothes.

14 Ibid.
15 Movies about couture houses in the early 21st century have included footage of making, with makers subservient to the genius of the designer. Examples of this genre are *Valentino: The Last Emperor* (2008) and *Dior and I* (2015).
The story of New Zealand’s larger fashion enterprises is told in *The Dress Circle*. Lucy Hammonds, Douglas Lloyd-Jenkins and Claire Regnault were motivated by the flurry of attention given to fashion as New Zealand designers achieved international success at London Fashion Week in 1999, and pervasive discourse that suggested New Zealand had never previously produced anything that might be described as fashion. Their stated goal is to produce a design history of New Zealand fashion. What is especially pertinent for my study is the description of New Zealand in the 1940s as “a land of few designers, many home sewers and a large, professional garment-manufacturing sector.” While the women in Hamon’s thesis straddled all three of these categories, my focus is on the “many home sewers” who did not see themselves as part of fashion history. Yet, in his introductory essay, Lloyd-Jenkins acknowledges the possibility that dressmaking and fashion overlap: “if you could sew, you could have a version of the latest trend in a moment, copied from a magazine. If you could rent a little shop, a career in fashion design could be yours.” In allowing for this overlap, Lloyd-Jenkins playfully collapses the activity of making to a “moment,” in line with the magical and transformative nature of fashion. In doing so, he perpetuates the emphasis on the finished product of dressmaking rather than the process. He also infers the product of dressmaking, a garment, has greatest value if it conforms with a current understanding of fashion. My research explores the “moment,” anticipating that it will yield valuable insights into how the practice shapes the maker, as it is used to shape fabric into a garment.

Breward and Caroline Evans side-step the problem of defining fashion by characterising it as a process:
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a useful mechanism for interrogating the subjective experience of modern life. Fashion is a process in two senses: it is a market-driven cycle of consumer desire and demand; and it is a modern mechanism for the fabrication of the self. 22

I will return to the idea of modern life later in the chapter, focussing first on the idea of dressmaking as a process within fashion. Those who use dressmaking, whether or not they aspire to fashion, are very much engaged with fabricating themselves. Patrizia Calefato’s definition of fashion also captures this idea. For her, fashion is “a reproducible art form, and as a ‘worldly’ secular art.”23 Rather than talking about process, Calefato says fashion’s “ceremonies” can be “performed equally in the atelier of the famous designer and in front of the mirror at home, though in each case they have a different aesthetic value.”24 If, as Calefato suggests, we all develop our own sign system for communicating the self through clothing,25 dressmakers have a unique ability to manage each element within the sign system relative to what they see in the mirror as they fabricate the garment and themselves.

The focus on whether or not the clothing meets the threshold of fashion means the body is oddly absent from many of these discussions. Yet the body is central to dress practice, as the means of displaying the chosen garments. Entwistle’s work on dress practice starts with the body, arguing that “Dress in everyday life is about the experience of living in and acting on the body, but this embodied aspect of dress has been little discussed in the literature.”26 Entwistle suggests a focus on the body can bring together analysis of the production and consumption of dress, rather than having economists and historians study production while sociologists, cultural studies scholars and psychologists study consumption.27 Susan Kaiser integrates the idea of dress as “situated bodily practice” into a process she calls “minding appearances.” This enables:

24 Ibid.
25 Ibid., 70.
27 Ibid., 3.
the visual, embodied representation of “who I am and who I am becoming” [...] The process of minding appearances enables the construction of looks, as well as tentative understanding about the self in relation to others and consumer media cultures, at a specific time and place.28

Dressmaking requires the individual to materially engage with the possibilities of dress in a different way than if they bought or acquired garments by some other means. Someone who does not use dressmaking constructs their imagined self with ready-made garments: their choices are about which garments to put on and how to combine them. The dressmaker moves from their imagined self through a series of decisions about patterns, fabrics, trims, tools, techniques, space, and time. The decisions align with Kaiser’s argument that minding appearances allows for various identities to “be consciously or unconsciously explored and evaluated.”29

This exploration and evaluation of possibilities is central to domestic dressmaking and involves both the physical body and the concept of identity. Jennifer Craik brings these ideas together in a wider argument that is about extending the idea of fashion beyond Western constructs. She argues that while “not all clothing is fashion, all clothing systems have at least a distant relationship with fashion systems and stylistic conventions.”30 She sets out to reconstitute the idea of fashion by focusing on the relationship between bodies and clothing. Craik uses Bourdieu’s concept of habitus to argue that dress practice is part of fashioning identity, wherever in the world one may live.

Bourdieu’s theory, variously interpreted, provides a connection between dress practice and self-fashioning; it is one that I will employ in this thesis. In The Logic of Practice, Bourdieu describes habitus as:

29 Ibid., 97.
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systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate and organize practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them.\footnote{Pierre Bourdieu, \textit{The Logic of Practice} (Cambridge: Polity, 1990), 53.}

In a later article, he emphasises the possibility that habitus may be imposed and require submission, but promises “the obligated or elective submission to the conditionings of training and exercise” will lead to freedom through mastery thus achieved.\footnote{Pierre Bourdieu, “Scattered Remarks,” \textit{European Journal of Social Theory} 2, no. 3 (1999): 340.} Craik defines habitus as “specialised techniques and ingrained knowledges which enable people to negotiate the different departments of existence.”\footnote{Craik, \textit{The Face of Fashion}, 4.} Kenneth Allan’s interpretation focuses on the body:

Habitus is the durable organization of one’s body and its deployment in the world. It is found in our posture and our way of walking, speaking, eating, and laughing; it is found in every way we use our body. Habitus is both a system whereby people organize their own behaviour and a system through which people perceive and appreciate the behaviour of others.\footnote{Kenneth Allan, \textit{Contemporary Social & Sociological Theory: Visualizing Social Worlds}, 3rd ed. (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2013), 181-82.}

But the body must learn the habitus before it can enact it. Liora Gvion captures this in her framework for the study of how opera singers are made.\footnote{Liora Gvion, “‘If You Ever Saw an Opera Singer Naked’: The Social Construction of the Singer’s Body,” \textit{European Journal of Cultural Studies} 19, no. 2 (2016).} Gvion identifies what singers learn to do in class as body capital or habit, which must then be turned into cultural capital or habitus when singers become professional.\footnote{Ibid., 2.} The crucial step is the “internalization of cultural codes embedded in corporal practices.”\footnote{Ibid., 5.} While outside the fields of fashion and dress, ‘this application of habitus offers a way of thinking about
how girls learned sewing and dressmaking at home and at school: observing and repeating actions which shaped buying, making, and clothing decisions.

Within fashion scholarship, Entwistle uses habitus when she proposes “the idea of dress as situated bodily practice as a theoretical and methodological framework for understanding the complex dynamic relationship between the body, dress and culture.”38 She positions dress as “a means of marking boundaries between the self and others and between individuals and society,”39 and as “a means of managing identity in social situations.”40 Entwistle says habitus offers a means of overcoming “either/or” analysis; combined with a proper regard for the social role of the dressed body, habitus provides:

“a system of durable, transposable dispositions” that are produced by the particular conditions of a class grouping […] and] enables the reproduction of class (and gender) through the active embodiment of individuals who are structured by it, as opposed to the passive inscription of power relations onto the body.41

Entwistle crystallises this thinking to connect dress to bodily social order:

understanding of the dressed body must acknowledge the social nature of it — how it is shaped by techniques, attitudes, aesthetics and so on, which are socially and historically located.42

Entwistle’s approach opens the possibility for domestic dressmaking being understood as habitus. The dressmaker is developing a “system of durable, transposable dispositions”43 and “specialised techniques and ingrained knowledges”44 that become integral to her way of being.
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38 Entwistle, The Fashioned Body, 11.
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43 Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, 53.
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The following section of the literature review considers the emerging body of research on the dress practices of women who used dressmaking skills in the mid-twentieth century to make their own clothing. In all these studies, dressmaking is linked to notions of femininity — with dressmakers mindful of the observer’s gaze. Writing about costume worn for performance or cultural tradition, Joanne Eicher notes that such dress “establishe[s] individual identity within a cultural context.”45 In such a context, it is relatively easy to communicate identity, as Eicher suggests, “through sensory cues provided by dress without the observer asking questions.”46 The observer’s ability to understand the sensory cues depends on shared knowledge. The women in these studies are seen as separate from the fashionable elite, and are primarily white, middle-class, and heterosexual. 47 Adam Briggs says individuals can be read by those “who share the same subcultural capital as the wearer and that this will be heavily context dependent.”48 The literature suggests dressmakers in this time period were acutely aware of being “read” and were avid readers of others, looking for fashion, modernity, and skill.

Whether or not dressmakers were making fashion, they were making unique garments that shaped visual identity, so were arguably designers. Buckley describes the history of home dressmaking as being about “design as a mechanism for the material and visual representation of feminine identities.”49 In her thesis about home sewing in inter-war Britain, Carla Cesare argues for home sewing to be seen as a design practice. She says it was “intrinsically bound up with ideas of who women were, how they imagined themselves, and how their feminine identities were represented.”50 Cesare picks up on Buckley’s point about fashion history’s exclusion of the “clothes made by women for consumption in the home.”51 She describes the home-made objects as “the middle-class
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48 Breward and Evans, Fashion and Modernity, 80.
of fashion scholarship,” at threat of becoming “lost in the story of design, femininity and domesticity.”

The idea that dressmaking was a creative activity, not simply one of necessity, allows us to consider how women used it for specific ends. Like Cesare, Catherine Horwood focuses on the role of home dressmaking for British women between the world wars. Horwood notes the increase in mass-produced clothing meant women no longer had to make clothing, “Nevertheless, home dressmaking was extremely popular and was another way middle-class women improved the quality and stylishness of their wardrobe.” Dressmaking was a means of keeping up; Horwood cites *Vogue* magazine running articles about using it to improve one's wardrobe, “visibly aimed at a readership from the middle classes struggling to maintain social standards.” Despite this endorsement, some of the women Horwood interviewed expressed a preference for ready-made clothing over home-made, with one remembering the thrill of buying her first ready-made outfit: “I thought I was really dressed up because I had a bought dress on.”

This brings us back to Breward and Evan’s idea of the experience of fashion in modern life as the “market-driven cycle of consumer desire and demand”. They argue that “fashion is a metaphor for modernity itself”, using Marshall Berman’s three-stranded definition:

> Modernisation is the process of innovation that eventually impacts urban, social and artistic life. Modernity is experienced as modernisation infiltrates everyday life and sensibilities. Modernism is the movements in society that respond to or represent the changes in sensibility and experience.
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Writing about the inter-war period, Buckley emphasises women’s increased access to fashion through sewing machines, paper patterns, shop displays, and the advance of modernity. Buckley argues that clothing was a necessary part of creating a modern femininity and that dressmaking can be seen as part of the way women responded to modernity.

Although stores such as Marks & Spencer brought better-quality clothing within the grasp of working-class and middle-class women, for the former, purchasing from such stores still represented a special investment, one not made regularly. For many working-class women, home dressmaking was the main way in which to acquire new clothes.

This continued to be true for women in New Zealand until after World War II. The country’s geographic isolation meant sewing machines, fabric, and even the paper for patterns — not to mention ready-made clothing — were all in short supply and subject to rationing until the 1950s. This reality is evident in the literature, which emphasises a “do-it-yourself” mindset. Hammonds et al. are confident that New Zealand women had the dressmaking skills to translate displays and exhibitions of fashion to a personal reality. Fiona McKergow suggests dressmaking skills were highly valued in New Zealand. In her essay on dress in the 1940s and 50s, McKergow says that, whether bought or home-made, “dress was reaffirmed as an indicator of class differences.” Home-made clothing was not associated with having lesser value, indeed it was seen as
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58 Writing about depression-era Toronto, Katrina Srigley also highlights the gap between what women wanted to wear — as displayed in shop windows — and what they could afford to wear. She emphasises the importance of clothing in maintaining respectability, and finding and keeping work. Katrina Srigley, “Clothing Stories: Consumption, Identity, and Desire in Depression-Era Toronto,” Journal of Women’s History 19, no. 1 (2007).
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part of a carefully constructed appearance. Those uncertain of their ability to construct such an appearance for themselves might have paid a dressmaker.⁶⁴

Dressmaking has the potential to contribute to a highly managed appearance, and to create a visual manifestation of the inner person. These aspects of the practice are explored in Carol Tulloch’s study of Jamaican-born women living in Britain in the 1940s and 1950s.⁶⁵ Tulloch identifies a strong preference for bespoke garments made by a dressmaker, in stark contrast to Horwood’s subjects who attributed greater status to off-the-rack garments. Tulloch links the preference to the desire for well-fitting and individual garments to create an individual and very feminine identity.⁶⁶ The case study Tulloch uses is a confident dressmaker who had sewing lessons at school from the time she was eight years old. The woman relies on confidence to create the intended look from a piece of fabric without needing paper patterns, “if you aim for what you want, you just get it [...] whatever you’re sewing, it’s inside of you.”⁶⁷ This statement signals a design process — combining accumulated technical skill with taste and an intuitive feel for what will work. It also suggests dressmaking is integral to the person, “inside of you,” rather than a learned skill. The relationship between the person and their practice is central to this research.

The practice is also associated with fantasy, with mastery offering a way of making fantasy into reality. This is evident in Margarethe Szeless’ analysis of the role of Burda magazines in home dressmaking culture in Austria 1950 to 1970.⁶⁸ The magazine was directed at middle-class women, and enabled them to emulate the latest fashions at a
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⁶⁴ Jan Hamon’s research focuses on “the social and economic environment that led dressmakers to set up in business during the period from the 1940s to the 1980s.” Jan Hamon, “The New Zealand Dressmaker: Experiences, Practices and Contribution to Fashionability, 1940 to 1980” (PhD thesis, RMIT University, 2007), 289.


⁶⁶ Ibid., 116.
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lower cost by making garments for themselves. Szeless notes the potential for readers to go beyond the “socially accepted spectrum of female dressmaking” because “the actual possibilities of female self-expression and empowerment lying in this practice are extremely vast and various.” Constrained fantasy is evident in Rachel Moseley’s essay “Respectability Sewn Up: Dressmaking and Film Star Style in the Fifties and Sixties.” Moseley brings together ideas of femininity, identity and respectability in her research based on case studies of British women who made their own clothes when growing up in the 1950s and 60s. The femininity these girls aspired to was influenced by the movie stars of the times, in particular Audrey Hepburn and Doris Day. Despite looking to the fantasy of cinema for dress inspiration, the girls chose movie stars who conformed to notions of respectability, “white, desexualised, hetero-feminine and middle-class.” Moseley’s analysis again references Bourdieu’s theory of habitus, summarised as “a feel for the game.” She uses it to reveal the emotional connection between making and wearing garments, and the transition the dressmakers made between watching (for style information) and being watched (for approval).

The Cinderella fantasy, of being swept off one’s feet by Prince Charming while wearing a perfect gown, is evoked by Eileen Margerum. She analyses the Singer Sewing Machine advertising campaigns that encouraged girls to take up dressmaking as a means of attracting a potential husband. The logic was that femininity is confirmed by masculine attention, that masculine attention is attracted by a dress, and a dress is achieved by sewing. Margerum says the campaign showed girls:

69 Burda included paper patterns that readers needed to trace from a densely-printed master sheet. Ibid., 849.
70 Ibid., 861.
72 Ibid., 487.
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75 In Walt Disney’s 1950 animated Cinderella, the ballgown is created by magic, rather than being stitched by Cinderella herself or the helpful mice and birds.
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that charming a masculine heart was their ultimate happiness and that making their own “glamour” dresses as a result of taking Singer sewing lessons was the surest was to attract the Prince Charming on whom their whole future would depend.77

That future is understood to be marriage and motherhood. At this point the motivation for dressmaking moves from creating a charming femininity to having a competent and domestic maternal femininity. The literature that focuses on dressmaking as part of this maternal femininity shifts the focus from fashion, design, and appearance, to the necessity of having skills, tools, time, space and resources for dressmaking. It situates the practice in the home and emphasises the tangible nature of the activity.

Sarah Gordon’s research about home sewing in the United States, 1890-1930, does not differentiate between domestic sewing and dressmaking.78 Sewing is a catchall for both activities. Gordon suggests sewing was positioned as a means of demonstrating competence as a woman, wife, and mother, even when ready-made clothing was easy to get.79 She asks why home sewing persisted when ready-made garments and items were so accessible, and believes the decision to sew rested on “a man’s money versus a woman’s time.”80 The practice is presented as a battle in the gender war; one which modelled domesticity as a means of expressing love and fulfilling duty, including the duty to be thrifty.

Thrift also emerges as a factor in dressmaking practice in Alberta, Canada in the 1940s. Marcia McLean looks at how identity was constructed around the activity.81 McLean uses social positioning theory as a framework to analyse women’s expression of identity, and

77 Ibid., 204.
79 Marguerite Connolly underscores the expectation that women in America in the nineteenth century were expected to sew “all or most of her and her children’s garments, including underclothing, plus some garments for her husband.” Marguerite Connolly, “The Disappearance of the Domestic Sewing Machine, 1890-1925,” Winterthur Portfolio 34, no. 1 (1999): 32.
finds “the discourse around home sewing was of feminine thrift, creativity and attractiveness.”

Sewing and dressmaking emerge as expected skills for wives and mothers in Helen May’s research about the lives of post-war Pākehā women. Pākehā is the Māori word for a person of European descent in New Zealand. May cites her own experience as a girl born in 1947, one of New Zealand’s baby boomers, notionally educated in the same way as a boy:

We also carried with us traditional notions of femininity: motherhood as a career was our destiny. Employment was an interim step before motherhood and/or something to return to later […] those of us who had passed our School Certificate examinations were supposed to choose “careers” like teaching, nursing or being a librarian.

May’s interview subjects are her contemporaries. Like her, they recall mixed messages about the value of education. When they became wives and mothers, sewing and dressmaking were part of their duties; women’s duties related to good household management and thrift rather than fashion or fashionability. The garments they made were symbols of their competence in their domestic roles.

While May does not explicitly use the idea of modernity to frame her study, it is implicit in the way her subjects’ expectations and experiences are transformed. Ideas about how girls should be educated and what work they could do changed rapidly in the twentieth century, and placed demands on the girls and women whose lives were affected by these changes. Habitus re-emerges as a way of understanding the impact of this change on a generational chain of women in mid-twentieth century Norway. Helene Aarseth, Lynne Layton, and Harriet Bjerrum Nielsen argue that “rapid social change and mobility

82 Ibid., 70.
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produce misfit between embodied practices and social requirements”. Aarseth et. al. use habitus to understand how the successive generations became modern but, like the fashion scholars, see limitations in the theory. Their solution is to supplement habitus with “a psychoanalytic relational concept of socialized subjectivity”. The approach taken by Aarseth et. al. highlights the potential of generational chains to show the advance of modernity, and is an example of how to integrate theories to apply to specific concepts.

The literature discussed to this point has placed dress practices within a broadly ontological framework; dress is about being and identity. But dressmaking is a learned skill, and a manual practice; to be a dressmaker requires epistemological knowledge. This links back to Bourdieu’s idea of “obligated or elective submission to the conditionings of training and exercise.” The following section of this chapter considers literature that looks at how girls were taught to sew and reintroduces the idea of needle and thread and other tools required for the practice. It shows that training and exercise was intended to shape how girls were, as well as adding to what they knew.

Those scholars who have looked at sewing and dressmaking specifically within the education system focus on it as a gendered activity to the almost total exclusion of its association with dress practice, apart from the sense in which it allows for conformity in dress. A review of Western education systems shows needle-based subjects provide a way to limit expectations for girls, especially girls from marginalised or subjugated racial or cultural groups. The way subjects are included and offered in school curricula shapes expectations throughout society. In New Zealand, a separate school system was established for Māori children. By 1943, about half of Māori primary school pupils were attending “Native schools.” These schools taught practical skills at the expense of

86 Ibid., 149.
88 Sarah Gordon makes the same point in the United States context, describing the role of sewing and domestic subjects in segregated schools for African American and Native American girls in the early part of the twentieth century as part of ensuring they were ‘Americanized’. Gordon, “Make it Yourself,” 91.
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academic subjects, thereby limiting pupils’ options for further study and employment. In Australia, technical education was part of the democratisation of post-primary schooling in the early and mid-twentieth century, offering further education to children who were not intending or expected to attend university. Both Judith Biddington, looking at Victoria, and C. M. Quinn-Young, looking at South Australia, note that technical education for boys prepared them for paid employment, whereas technical education for girls had a strong domestic focus. Girls were being prepared for managing their own domestic environment as wives and mothers, or to be ready for (low-paid) work as domestic help in wealthy households.

Domestic subjects were offered to the wider population of American girls as the field of home economics developed in the period from 1870 to 1940, according to Sally Helventson and Margaret Bubolz. They say the home economics curriculum was developed in response to the idea that “families alone could no longer prepare girls for the responsibilities of a changing family and home life.” Sewing was part of the curriculum, understood as a necessary gender-based activity. The curriculum had a contradictory consequence: while it emphasised educating girls for family and home life, it necessitated developing tertiary training programmes to produce suitably qualified specialist teachers, necessarily female. Mastering school sewing could lead to a career in teaching. While noting this, Helvenston and Bubolz conclude the most significant impact of learning to sew at school was that it “made it possible for many girls, regardless of economic or social class, to conform to a middle-class ideal.” Sewing encouraged homogeneity, of dress and aspiration.

---
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Another of Bourdieu’s theories, that of cultural reproduction, comes into play here. Chris Jenks says Bourdieu developed the theory in the context of education in modern society, the function of which he saw, “was to ‘reproduce’ the culture of the dominant classes, thus helping to ensure their continued dominance and to perpetuate their covert exercise of power.”⁹⁷ Cultural reproduction, says Jenks, “allows us to contemplate the necessity and complementarity of continuity and change in social experience.”⁹⁸

Scholarship about the United Kingdom education system shows sewing was a heavily gendered subject used to manage expectations. Penny Summerfield uses cultural reproduction to explain how schools in the United Kingdom transmitted ideologies to perpetuate the relationships between class, sex, and ethnic groups in the period 1850 to 1950.⁹⁹ Summerfield allows for the idea that girls might see education as fitting them for paid work, but suggests schools “teach girls that their main objective in life is to fit themselves for a caring role, primarily as wives and mothers.”¹⁰⁰ Madeleine MacDonald uses theories of social reproduction and cultural reproduction of the class structure to explain the forms of women’s education within capitalist and patriarchal societies.¹⁰¹ MacDonald’s view is that classes in sewing and other non-examination courses were “oriented towards a future domestic role rather than waged labour.”¹⁰² MacDonald suggests the goal of such an education is to construct a view of femininity that “does not encourage achievement or ambition in the academic world; rather it directs girls to external goals of being good female companions to men.”¹⁰³ Ciara McDonald describes sewing classes in Irish Catholic schools as a way teaching nuns enforced a skilled and obedient Christian femininity in their pupils.¹⁰⁴ Learning sewing and dressmaking helped make girls into compliant women.

⁹⁸ Ibid., 1.
¹⁰⁰ Ibid., 149.
¹⁰² Ibid., 17.
¹⁰³ Ibid., 24.
The final part of this review looks at scholarship about the tangible things associated with the practice, and the spaces in which it is performed, both at home and school. The ordinariness of these things and spaces reintroduces the idea of everyday experience.

Material culture offers a perspective on dressmaking that connects it to how practitioners lived instead of what they made. Daniel Miller attributes an educative value to things that means a person becomes typical of their society through what they touch and do.

People do not need explicit educations systems or schools in order to learn how to become a typical Berber or Inuit, because everything they touch and do is infused with that underlying order that gives them their expectations of the world, and which are characteristic of their particular society. The order of things — how to sit, be polite, play and dress — is their education, socialising them to become typical of their people. 105

While “things” may be educative in their time, and outlast those who use them, comprehension of their meaning is sometimes lost with the users. Mary Beaudry shows this in her work with needlework and sewing artefacts from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 106 As Beaudry explains, the objects are deemed trivial because of their association with women’s domestic work, an obstacle that stands in the way of the artefacts of twentieth century dressmaking. Beaudry shows how object analysis reveals “ways in which gender identity can be signalled and shift according to context.” 107 The objects Beaudry is working with must tell their own story; the people who used them are long dead. Some of the scholarship on twentieth-century dressmaking takes advantage of living memory to gain the user’s perspective on objects and the context in which they were used in everyday life. Together with Dan Hicks, Beaudry argues:

historians view things as alternative sources to complement documentary material; geographers use things to understand lived space; sociologists look at

---

107 Ibid., 4.
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objects in social relations and develop constructivist or consumption studies; cultural studies uses thing theory.\textsuperscript{108}

The sewing machine and paper patterns are the dressmaking objects that have gained most scholarly attention, particularly as examples of innovation. Barbara Burman notes the acceptability of sewing machines as an object worthy of museum collection, theorising their status is enhanced because they can be interpreted as engineering or science, and connected to “male entrepreneurial innovation” rather than female creativity.\textsuperscript{109} Marguerite Connolly looks at the tension surrounding the sewing machine in the United States at the turn of the twentieth century. She argues that the idealised image of women sewing was of hand-stitching, rather than being at a machine,\textsuperscript{110} although machines made women’s lives easier by speeding up the endless tasks of maintaining the household’s clothing and linens.\textsuperscript{111} Nancy Page Fernandez identifies the same time period as the peak of popularity for sewing machines and paper patterns, linking the peak to women being encouraged to use these tools and their dressmaking skills as a means of achieving stylish dress.\textsuperscript{112} Connolly suggests sewing machines and obviously home-made clothing were stigmatised post-World War I because ready-made clothing was widely available, and well designed and constructed.\textsuperscript{113} Nevertheless, women continued the practice which suggests a motivation other than necessity. The relationship between the dressmaker and her sewing machine is such that the machine is anthropomorphised in Marcia McLean’s study of the practice in the 1940s.\textsuperscript{114} The dressmakers see their machines as an ally in the task, contributing to the success of their sewing.

\textsuperscript{108} Dan Hicks and Mary Carolyn Beaudry, eds., \textit{The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 3.
\textsuperscript{109} Barbara Burman, ed. \textit{The Culture of Sewing: Gender, Consumption and Home Dressmaking} (Oxford: Berg, 1999).
\textsuperscript{111} Ibid., 32.
\textsuperscript{113} Connolly, “The Disappearance of the Domestic Sewing Machine,” 45.
\textsuperscript{114} McLean, “I Dearly Loved That Machine.”
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While fashion patterns — as offered in Burda magazine — are the primary object of study for Margarethe Szeless, she also considers the sewing machine, noting how it was associated with fashion, modernity, and success in post-war Austria. Szeless also makes the point that the machine can be used by several generations, connecting practice between generations. The patterns themselves are ephemeral both in substance and time, intended to help home dressmakers interpret fashions that were expected to change. Szeless concludes that dressmakers did not simply use the patterns to emulate a watered-down version of the latest fashion. Instead, dressmakers saw the potential for self-expression and empowerment, and used the patterns to construct identity.

Lilian Mutsaers settled on a crucial object for dressmaking with her investigation of the signifying potential of unsewn cloth. Mutsaers draws on work by Henry Glassie and Ian Woodward to suggest that fabrics are “cultural residue,” and embody personal, emotional, and cultural meaning. Like several of the studies mentioned in this review, Mutsaers’ work combines object analysis (of the fabrics, patterns and notions) with interviews. She connects this aspect of dressmaking practice to the individual’s response to the world, their way of being. Mutsaers’ approach rectifies what she describes as an imbalance in histories and theories of clothing that privileges clothing over fabric as a means of representing people. I believe there is another imbalance, whereby finished articles of clothing are privileged at the expense of their creation. This renders the process of design and construction invisible and limits the opportunity to understand the meaning of making.

The review of the literature in this chapter shows academic unease about fashion and dress as scholarly topics is being overcome as the twenty-first century progresses. An increasing number of topics are situated within specific historical enquiry, either of social movements or of design. Studies of dress practice are no longer confined to being anthropological perspectives of the “Other”; instead dress practice is being used to

---

116 Ibid., 854.
117 Ibid., 861.
provide an enlightening reflection of who we are. Dress scholars are being encouraged to theorise by developing and combining mini theories and integrating named theories.\textsuperscript{119} Key studies confirm the role of dress as an act of self-fashioning beyond the merely physical, and suggest connection with the inner self through acculturation, education, and — importantly for this thesis — predisposition, or habitus.

These considerations point to a critical framework that anchors the practice in lived experience and encourages us to look at the practice and the associated material culture, distinct from what is made (garments). Daniel Miller’s assertion that “material culture matters because objects create subjects much more than the other way around,”\textsuperscript{120} supports my hypothesis that dressmaking and the associated tools and spaces “made” girls through becoming part of their way of being. Miller also admits material culture “has never really been a discipline — it is effectively an intervention within and between disciplines; translations from one realm into another.”\textsuperscript{121} Some kind of translation is necessary, given the relative obscurity of dressmaking practice in the historical record. By including objects in this research, I gain what Ann Brower Stahl describes as an enriched historical understanding, “by taking inter-relationships between humans and materials into account.”\textsuperscript{122} Understanding these inter-relationships helps reveal the meaning of the practice. As Brower Stahl says, material culture is “bound up in how history as socio-historical process was lived [and] its study can provide insights into past practices and processes.”\textsuperscript{123}

Judy Attfield defines material culture as “the integration of artefacts into the social world,” and finding “social meaning within specific cultural/historical contexts.”\textsuperscript{124} Attfield says material culture allows, “broader interpretive connotations beyond the object itself, homing-in much more acutely on less stable territory — on things and

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{119} Pedersen, Buckland, and Bates, "Theory and Dress Scholarship."\
\textsuperscript{120} Miller, \textit{The Comfort of Things}, 287.\
\textsuperscript{121} Victor Buchli, ed. \textit{The Material Culture Reader} (Oxford: Berg, 2002), 13.\
\textsuperscript{122} Ann Brower Stahl, “Material Histories,” in Hicks and Beaudry, \textit{The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies}, 151.\
\textsuperscript{123} Ibid.\
places where the interrelationship between people and the physical world at large is played out.”

The things and places of domestic dressmaking, like the end product, are often resolutely ordinary and perceived as having little value. Yet, as Attfield argues, “It is things, as opposed to design or craft, product or commodity, that make up the materialisations of the everyday.”

My critical framework privileges the everyday as crucial to understanding dressmaking as an integral and shaping activity in girls’ lives. While the everyday is a growing field of scholarship, Attfield’s early articulation of its value remains pertinent here.

The “everyday” has a distinct place in historiography based on a political position that acknowledges the importance of taking into account the more mundane aspects of life which are ignored by official histories that only give the dominant point of view.

I propose using the everyday objects and spaces of dressmaking to recreate the practice and to consider that practice as a shaping set of behaviours — what Bourdieu calls habitus. A number of researchers, including Craik, Entwistle, and Moseley, have used habitus to understand dress practices as I have outlined above. I return to Entwistle who critiques Bourdieu’s theory for failing to account for embodiment in everyday life.

There is much potential in his idea of the “habitus” as a concept for thinking through embodiment. The habitus is used to describe the way we come to live in our bodies and how our body is both structured by our social situation, primarily our social class, but also produced through our own embodied activities. It is, therefore, a concept that can provide a link between the individual and the social.

According to Bourdieu, our social class structures our “tastes,” which are

---

125 Ibid., 40.
126 Ibid., 50.
127 Ann Smart Martin is aware of the value of everyday things in gaining an understanding of consumer behaviour. “We must work hard to understand the people that made, bought, used, re-used, and witnessed everyday things. To understand these objects’ meanings is the toughest job. After all, the goal is not to study consumers but to understand people who consume.” Ann Smart Martin, “Makers, Buyers, and Users: Consumerism as a Material Culture Framework,” Winterthur Portfolio 28, no. 2/3 (1993): 157.
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themselves bodily experiences, but these structures are only brought into being through the embodied actions of individuals. Once we have acquired the appropriate habitus, we have the capacity to generate practice.\textsuperscript{129}

I will examine the notion that dressmaking is an embodied activity that shapes the practitioner as much as it shapes cloth. I will explore this by looking at how girls saw, learned, and practised dressmaking at home and at school.

The small body of studies of the topic in other Western societies demonstrates how other researchers have developed methodologies to consider the meaning of the practice. These studies variously draw on historical, sociological, material culture, and object theory methods, often with case studies and oral histories focusing on the individual experience of “ordinary” women. The methodology developed for this study combines documentary and image research, material culture, and personal recollections gathered in oral history interviews. Thomas Schlereth suggests material culture is not a theoretical standpoint at all but may be better framed as a mode of inquiry. It is:

an investigation that uses artifacts (along with relevant documentary, statistical, and oral data) to explore cultural questions both in certain established disciplines (such as history or anthropology) and in certain research fields (such as the history of technology or the applied arts).\textsuperscript{130}

The documents, images, and objects from public collections provide an external perspective for the personal mementoes and subjective memories of interviewees.

The first documents I analysed were the archived documents of the Department of Education. I looked at how needle-based subjects were positioned in the free, state education system, to find reference points both for the role of dressmaking in girls’ lives, and the expected techniques and levels of skill. I focused on the development of the Sewing, Needlework, and Clothing syllabi, and associated documents about resources,

\textsuperscript{129} Entwistle, “The Dressed Body,” 148.
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examinations, and teacher training. I looked for descriptions of rooms, tools, and equipment, and for the prescribed projects. This material serves two purposes: it provides benchmarks for proficiency with the component skills of dressmaking; and provides context for the physical experience of learning to sew at school. Knowledge of that physical experience informed my questions to the case study subjects, both of their school and domestic experiences. At post-primary level, I looked for connections between the curriculum and the examination papers. In the examination papers, I looked at the phrasing of the questions and what assumptions the questions made about the candidates’ ambitions and prospects. Taken together, the Department of Education archives give insight into how the state regulated an activity that was part of domestic life, and equated girls’ sewing and dressmaking skills with particular educational and lifestyle outcomes.

The next layer of research was a survey of dressmaking books that I refer to as “how-to” books. I looked at these books to see what they promised readers, and what they expected of readers — both in terms of equipment and expertise. My analysis of these books is informed by my own experience as someone trained in garment design, patternmaking, and construction. These books fell into two groups: those written for a general audience, and those written as text books to support school teaching. I found that the school syllabus recommended dressmaking books intended for a general audience as prescribed texts, and books written to support the syllabus were also aimed at a general audience. This suggested a blurring between home and school practice.

Taken together, the archives of the education system and the how-to books described benchmarks for dressmaking skill in the time period, and suggested what might be common practices.

From there, I needed to understand how dressmaking, both as a school subject and a domestic practice, was represented in society (other than in movies and autobiographies referred to in the introduction). I did this through a survey of the New Zealand Woman’s
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*Weekly (NZWW)* and four metropolitan newspapers. I chose the *NZWW* because of its deliberate attempts to appeal to a range of female readers and its ubiquity. The magazine was in print continuously throughout the period and had North and South Island editions to meet the needs of readers throughout the country. New Zealand simply did not have enough the population to support magazines aimed specifically at girls, so the *NZWW* had features devoted to children and teenagers. In her analysis of how girlhood was constructed in English magazines for girls in the early twentieth century, Penny Tinkler identifies magazines targeted at specific types of girl. Tinkler refers to research from the 1980s which suggests female readers are conscious that magazines bear specific discourses:

> It seems highly probable that girls in the period 1920 to 1950 similarly recognised the preferred readings embedded in their magazines. This was partly because these readings were framed so explicitly by editorials, feature titles, illustrations and techniques of repetition and enforcement.\(^\text{133}\)

Girls and teenagers reading the *NZWW* consumed “their” content in the context of a discourse that prescribed an industrious, domestic, maternal New Zealand womanhood. Writing about women’s magazines available in the United States in the 1980s, Ellen McCracken identifies the master narrative that urges readers to:

> experience a sometimes real and sometimes utopian sense of community while reading these texts, confident of participating in normal, expected, feminine culture, [while] they are at the same time learning consumerist competitiveness and reified individualism.\(^\text{134}\)

The four metropolitan newspapers I surveyed each had special columns, sometimes whole pages, for women readers — women’s interests were distinct from news. *The Press*

---


\(^\text{133}\) Ibid., 7.
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had “Women’s News and Views” on page 2 every day, and was notable for the coverage of community and service organisations. The *Evening Post* (*EP*) had “Women’s News” daily, although the placement varied. The *New Zealand Herald* (*NZH*) had “Woman’s World” in three days of six, although the days and the page numbers changed over the 20-year period. The *Otago Daily Times* (*ODT*) had “Notes for Women” three days a week in the 1940s, and by the 1960s had “Mainly for Women” every day, supplemented with shopping and chat columns on Thursdays and Saturdays. The content aimed at women was broadly similar, covering clothing and fashion, social issues, health (particularly children’s health), education, and community service. The advertising in these sections or pages assumed similar interests, with many advertisements for clothing, fabric, shoes, hosiery, household appliances, convenience foods, beauty products, and patent medicines.

I surveyed summer and winter editions of all five publications at five-yearly intervals throughout the 20 years of the study. My approach was qualitative, based on analysis of the language and images. I looked at advertising, regular columns, features, and editorial for mentions of sewing and dressmaking. I considered the language and images to assess what assumptions were being made about dressmaking skills and knowledge. This methodology is similar to that used by Margarethe Szeless in her study of how Austrian women used the patterns in *Burda* magazine to fulfil their fashion wishes in the period 1950 to 1970.135

The next layer was to see how individual schools recorded and rewarded needle-based subjects, and how visible these subjects were relative to academic ones. I chose secondary schools because they have records in the form of prize lists and school magazines. The choice of schools was dictated by the school having remained in operation and having a library or archive. I wanted both girls and co-educational schools

135 Szeless deliberately chooses opposing theoretical approaches to position home dressmaking in the post-war discourse about femininity. Where I have looked at the curriculum, magazines and newspapers, Szeless focuses on *Burda* magazine and the *Austrian Journal of Sewing Machines and Bicycles* for context. Szeless conducts a structuralist and semiotic analysis of the magazines. She then contrasts this with a sociological approach to home dressmaking, inspired by Angela Partington. Szeless uses the findings from oral history interviews to challenge the idea of trickle-down fashion. Szeless, “Burda Fashions.”
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because both were available in the period of the study. I looked at prize lists, class notes, reports on trips and events, and photographs. I looked at placement and priority of this information. Where student contributions were included in these publications, I looked for writing and images that referred to sewing and clothing, both as school subjects and in life outside school.

Some schools had objects — items of uniform and student workbooks — which I photographed. Wherever possible, both at the schools and with case study subjects, I looked for objects or artefacts that showed me what girls used as students and home dressmakers, and what they made.

Such objects or artefacts were few and far between because of their low status and consumable nature. My goal with these things is to follow Mary Beaudry and, “construct a rich contextual analysis of how women and men used objects of needlework and sewing and to consider the multiplicity of meaning these everyday items conveyed.” 136

Unlike Beaudry, however, I have been able to ask people to provide their own narrative about the use and creation of things. The documentary, image, and material culture research created a context in which I could place and analyse individual experience. I investigated individual experience by recording oral history interviews. Several of the sources cited in the literature review use oral history for research about clothing practices and how these relate to identity and the imagined self. 137 Lou Taylor describes the value of oral history as “its ability to clarify the individuality of each human life and yet to reveal the individuality of each human life and the contribution of each person within their wider community.” At the same time, Taylor warns, “What is left out or forgotten may be as important as what is remembered.” 138 The earlier layers of research gave me a

136 Beaudry, Findings, 7.
sense of what was left out or forgotten by some of the subjects, and a means to assess when absence had meaning.

The interviewees are the backbone of the thesis, a unique data set that provides remembered experience of the practice, supported by photographs and objects. In the context of the other layers of research, the interviewees illustrate the development and evolution of dressmaking habitus and its role in creating the self at a particular time in New Zealand’s history.

I interviewed women who experienced sewing in the New Zealand free education system between 1945 and 1965, mostly as pupils, but with scope to include some teachers. The scale of the project (n = 15) means I could not get a representative sample. I could, however, get a geographical spread. The women went to schools throughout the country, both single sex and co-educational schools. I found the first women by word of mouth, then developed a vetting questionnaire to assist the geographical spread and check for objects to support the memories. I preferred women who had sewing machines, equipment, photographs, or handmade items I could ask them about and photograph. I also preferred women who had continued dressmaking throughout their lives so I could ask about how their practice changed over time.

The interviewees are Pākehā, most of whose forebears were from the United Kingdom. This reflects the New Zealand population of the time. New Zealand had net migration increases throughout the 1950s of people from the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth countries.

---

139 The state education system provided separate schools for Māori (the indigenous people of New Zealand), with a curriculum intended to prepare boys for manual and agricultural works and girls for factory or domestic work. This is a separate topic of research.

140 Helen May talked to 25 Pākehā women about their lives during their childrearing years. She put the spoken material in context provided by the NZWW and NZ Listener: She used a “snowball” method to choose subjects, and when a sameness was beginning to occur, she would start in a new town or from a new contact. May, Minding Children, 10.

The questions covered five main areas: biographical details, education, sewing and dressmaking in the family home, sewing and dressmaking at school, and dressmaking since school. If the subjects were teachers, I asked about their training for and experience of teaching sewing and clothing. The questions (see Appendix 2) provide the basis for analysing the data — an evolving process of grouping, coding and categorising.¹⁴²

The methodology yielded a rich dataset. The following chapter, “A life-long asset to every woman,” uses some of the primary sources — newspapers, magazines, books, and archival documents — to introduce representations of the practice in the time period. The subsequent chapters use the memories, information, and objects from the 15 interviewees. The chapters consider how the interviewees experienced dressmaking in their childhood homes, how tools and spaces influenced dressmaking practice in homes, how and where dressmaking was taught in schools, how girls experienced dressmaking at school, and how dressmaking practice evolved over the interviewees’ lifetimes.

Figure 1. Map showing birthplaces of interviewees and locations of schools visited. Map created by Alice Funnell.
Chapter 2
Dressmaking in society: “A life-long asset to every Woman”

Any reader of a metropolitan newspaper in New Zealand between 1945 and 1965 would, consciously or unconsciously, recognise that sewing and dressmaking were associated exclusively with girls and women. This chapter provides context for the findings of the thesis by examining the discourse about these activities in newspapers, magazines, and in the education system, to show how they were represented. At the same time, it introduces the material culture of the period — the things that girls and women used as part of their dressmaking practice.

In 1945, a womenswear business called Reslau Limited advertised in the Auckland Star, using the phrase in the title of this chapter. The advertisement read:

To girls who are now released through the lifting of certain manpower restrictions: we would advise you to reply to Reslau Limited. While in our employ you will learn and keep in touch with the always useful and interesting art of Dressmaking, which is a life-long asset to every Woman. There is no piecework. You machine and finish each garment yourself, thus making it more interesting.1

This thesis is concerned with dressmaking as a personal practice, focusing on a specific period. The Reslau advertisement provides a useful marker for the beginning of that period, 1945. It shows that society had changed because of the war, and was beginning to readjust to the possibility of peace: “girls” only have this opportunity because of the lifting of man-power restrictions. The Reslau job, which is never given a title, is advertised as a way for girls to learn an art that will be an asset to them as women. Described as an “art,” dressmaking is elevated from a domestic task to something that
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requires a certain amount of creativity. The word “useful” suggests being able to sew for oneself and one’s family. “Interest” comes from being able to work on complete garments, rather than enduring the repetition of piece work.\(^2\) The advertisement specifies that girls will use a sewing machine, which places the work firmly in the modern, commercial world, and assumes technical expertise. At the same time, there is scope for hand-stitching with the phrase “finish each garment.” Reslau’s advertisement declares that dressmaking is a mutable practice — both domestic and commercial. In both spheres, it has the potential to change the practitioner. Girls can use their experience as domestic dressmakers to secure a paid position with Reslau, then apply those skills to improve their domestic practice (which will make them better women).

In the same year that Reslau advertised for female staff, the *Auckland Star* reported that a total of 800 sewing machines had been granted to New Zealand from the annual pool, although the whole number might not be available. Paper dress patterns were being made in New Zealand in an attempt to make up for the “unavoidable reduction in imports.”\(^3\) Dressmakers had limited access to two of their most important tools, although the story offered no comment on what this might mean for practitioners, or when supply would improve. The *ODT* and the *NZWW* both ran advertisements for 3-in-one oil that addressed the short supply of sewing machines by encouraging women to look after the machine they already had (see fig. 2). A sewing machine was a tool, like the vacuum cleaner, and something a woman needed to use to keep her household functioning throughout the privations of war.

---

\(^2\) Piece work is a production system where machinists assemble a specific section of a garment and become quick and efficient through repetition of the same operation.

Figure 2. 3-In-One Oil advertisement.
The war meant material goods were in short supply and that maintaining household appliances was critical. Sewing machines were a woman’s responsibility as this advertisement for 3-in-1 oil makes clear. NZWW, 4 January 1945: 52.

In July 1945, *EP* reported the New Zealand Retailers’ Federation protest about the Controller of Customs’ decision to refuse extra licences to import paper dress patterns, or to bring the tax on imported fabrics down to the same level as that on imported clothing. The retailers argued that the decision exacerbated “man-power shortages and clothing shortages” which could be alleviated if “the home clothes-maker could be encouraged rather than discouraged.” The retailers spoke of “latent womenpower in the homes,” ready to “give their time and sewing talents to the matters.”

way women could contribute to post-war recovery. The story emphasises the way that
dressmaking has economic value, at the same time as linking it to fashion and taste
through access to appealing imported patterns. Dressmakers needed certain things —
machines, tools, patterns, fabrics, and sewing cotton — in order to make this economic
contribution and to achieve the desired aesthetic result. The difficulty of having the right
things for dressmaking was underscored by advertising which was explicit about scarcity
and shortages (see figs. 2 and 3). Rationing continued until the early 1950s, so coupons
were an integral part of shopping. Would-be dressmakers had little chance to forget that
“things” were hard to get, and they had to make the best of what was available.

Figure 3. Coupon calendar.
Editorial and advertising content in newspapers and magazines reminded readers about shortages and
rationing. This advertisement corrected an error in the calendar printed on the ration books because it was
essential shoppers (mostly women) could keep track of what they were entitled to. The Press, 19 February
1948: 9.
Shipment of sewing supplies were cause for excitement in the years following the end of World War II. Something as simple as sewing cotton could be described as “thrilling” because potential buyers were acutely aware they could not mend or remodel garments without it. *EP*, 18 August 1949: 3.

The women’s pages of newspapers balanced messages about frugality with tantalising glimpses of a post-war normality. The *ODT* “Notes for Women” pages for 1946 included a regular report from a London correspondent. In February, the report stated:

Women’s new fashions — for export — are attracting much interest [...] there is a tendency towards “swish and softness” as a contrast to the severe military styles of the war years. [...] These export models have no austerity restrictions.5

While this may have given Otago readers some cause for hope as an export market for new British fashion, the advertising on the page reflected that the daily reality of dressing was still about looking after what you had rather than getting something new. A hosiery

repair service promised a 48-hour service for “precious” silk stockings, and a brand of soap flakes promised daily rinsing in the product would stop runs in stockings and make them last longer. Imported clothes were advertised in the *ODT* in August, but advertisements for fabric dominated. Women readers were targeted as being interested in fashion, but more likely to make or mend clothing than to buy it. Advertisements for fabric included width and price per yard so the cost of a garments could be calculated at home. In an era of black and white print, colour was evoked with words and created in the dressmaker’s imagination.

![Figure 5. Milne & Choyce advertisement.](image)

New Zealand women looked to overseas for fashion inspiration, often citing English style as aspirational. Dress fabrics, as well as styles, were imported. Dressmakers who could not imagine the difference between “green haze,” “mist green,” and “heath green” could write for samples. *NZH*, 1 February 1947: 11.

*6 Fashionbilt. Advertisement. ODT, 30 August 1946: 3.*
Figure 6. D.I.C. advertisement.

All dress fabrics were imported, and shipments were eagerly awaited in the post-war years. The possibility of having new fabrics and therefore new garments was a cause for celebration. *ODT*, 15 August 1946: 3.

Newspapers generally left it to businesses to encourage women to practise sewing and dressmaking through the messages in advertisements. Editorial content about clothing was either from an economic perspective, as in the examples above, or described new trends or the garments of celebrities. When newspapers did include instructions for sewing in editorial content, they assumed a high degree of skill on the part of readers. In 1947, the *NZH* explained how to make a “sack dress”:
one buys a shoulder-to-hemline length of tubular-knit woollen jersey, which is about 38in in circumference. All large shops which deal in yardage sell the fabric and offer directions for its sewing. The jersey costs from 18s to 24s a yard, and an average length is one and one-third yards; thus, the fabric combined with findings is usually about 30s.

This tubular length is then seamed across the top except for the gap left at the neck. Slits are cut below the ends of the seam, for armholes, and these slits and the bottom edge are hemmed—and there is the “sack dress” itself. A wide belt—which most women already have—draws it in at the waist.  

This assumes readily accessible shops selling “yardage,” staffed by helpful assistants who know how to sew. The NZH relies on readers’ own knowledge to complete this project and achieve a fashionable look. It also assumes she has time to shop and sew, and has no more lucrative way to spend her time. If readers were perplexed by these scant instructions and had not struck a helpful assistant, they would not have to look far for an advertisement for dressmaking classes or in-store demonstrations; all the newspapers ran them throughout the period of the study. In the 1940s, the language implied dressmaking was primarily an economic choice. The Ross Hynes College promised “lovely clothes at so little cost,” that it was possible to “save pounds upon pounds on children’s clothes,” and “you can re-make and renovate” (see fig. 6). The emphasis on economy and thrift persisted throughout the period. In 1964, one of Wellington’s department stores hosted sessions to help customers “create professional and quality-looking spring clothes in a minimum amount of time, effort and money” (see fig. 8). Saving money was still an important motivation, but dressmakers were now thinking about season-specific garments. Fabric, trims and accessories were readily available so dressmakers could make something entirely new, and in fashion.

Figure 7. Ross Hymes Dressmaking Course advertisement. Dressmaking was portrayed as a normal and useful activity for girls and women. Those who did not sew were reminded of the benefits of competence, which included having more clothes to wear because of the lower cost of making them yourself. *NZH*, 11 February 1947: 3.
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Figure 8. Kirkcaldie & Staines advertisement.
Although dressmaking was portrayed as a traditional domestic skill, it was not immune to the advance of modernity. Dressmakers were encouraged to keep up to date by ensuring their practice included the increasing variety of patterns, trims, and notions. _EP_, 4 August 1964: 8.
Advertisements for sewing machinists, like the one from Reslau Limited, were a constant in the period. Dressmaking was a popular choice of employment. In January 1945, the *Auckland Star* ran a story on the results of a survey of girls’ preferred jobs on leaving school. Dressmaking came fourth, with hairdressing topping the list, followed by shop work, then office work. The classified advertisements in the same newspaper confirm this, with home dressmakers offering to make garments to measure. For those who could not work outside the home, dressmaking was an achievable and appropriate way for women to earn money. By 1964, advertisements for machinists for ladies’ coats, suits and dresses asked for applicants who were “experienced,” “fully-qualified,” and “top-flight operators.” There was no mention of training or of womanly arts, as in the Reslau advertisement; this was strictly business. It had become more commonplace for women to work outside the home, and the pool of available workers was large enough for these businesses to specify experience.

Unlike newspapers, the *NZWW* seldom acknowledged sewing and dressmaking could be part of a paid jobs. The *NZWW* appealed directly to a readership understood to be primarily concerned with maintaining families and households, and devoted to work in the home or the community. The *NZWW*’s regular features were about domestic skills and concerns: knitting, gardening, sewing, and cooking. Readers contributed household hints, shared funny stories, and asked for advice on family matters. The magazine had a brisk, practical tone that suggested readers could turn their hand to any task. This was exemplified in the pattern service.

While the newspapers ran stories about shortages of paper for dress patterns, the *NZWW* offered a free pattern service, “specifically designed to meet the requirements of this Dominion. Its aim is to make it possible for New Zealand women to be smartly

---

12 The magazine did run features on women who worked in fashion. One example is a profile of Chinese-born New Zealander who opened a clothing business after leaving Epsom Girls Grammar School. The article presents the business woman as an example of the exotic other, foreign and unmarried, maker of cheongsams as well as “Western styles.” “Kim Sews a Nifty Cheongsam.” *NZWW*, 1 February 1960: 44.
Dressed.” One of the week’s patterns was available at no charge other than a stamped self-addressed envelope. Extra patterns were available for ninepence worth of stamps. The instruction sheet in the magazine included a cutting layout, and advised:

owing to the shortage of paper it is often impossible to extend patterns of skirts, coats, dressing gowns, etc., to their full length. When this is the case, the fact will be mentioned in the description of the patterns so that readers may extend it to the desired length.

The NZWW was confident readers would have sufficient skill and experience to manage the truncated patterns and make the necessary adjustments. The NZWW pattern service assumed that women would make clothes for their children too, regularly offering patterns for girls’ and boys’ clothes. In 1950, as more girls started secondary school because of the increase in the school leaving age, the NZWW included patterns for girls’ school uniform clothes: gym bloomers, blouses, gym tunic and blazer. This meant girls would go to school as walking evidence of maternal competence at dressmaking.

---

13 “Pattern Service.” NZWW, 12 July 1945: 47.
14 “Pattern Service.” NZWW, 12 July 1945: 47.
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Figure 9. Pattern Service, NZWW.

Fashion pattern services like the one offered by the NZWW were described as a service to readers. Publishers balanced the shortage of paper with the necessity of making and remaking clothes. Readers could get patterns in return for stamped addressed envelopes and use them to fulfil their duty to be well presented. NZWW, 12 July 1945: 47.

The NZWW had a feature called “War Economy Hints,” with ideas submitted by readers. These ranged over the entire spectrum of household management — from cleaning products to extending the life of pencils. Readers demonstrated their own mastery of tools and materials and assumed others would have similar levels of skill.
“Economy” submitted simple instructions for table napkins, “take the best parts of linen or cotton frocks or blouses which have had their day and cut into the required sizes and hem,”\(^\text{17}\) with no advice on the depth or style of hem or the best stitch to use. In the same edition, “Betty” offered instructions for a waterproof raincoat, “make the collar and cuffs of double material and strengthen inside the buttonholes with soft leather,”\(^\text{18}\) without elaborating on how to sew leather to fabric, or what type of needle or thread to use. Readers were expected to know how to do these stitching tasks. Editorial content also assumed the need to make garments last longer, and offered ways of doing so through the clever use of buttons\(^\text{19}\) or dye.\(^\text{20}\) Such features again assumed readers were motivated and confident with managing cloth and tools.

The NZWW’s advertising struck a tone between empathy and stricture about shortages in the immediate post-war years. The previously discussed advertisement for “3-in-one” oil was about taking care of what you had. In 1945, a children’s clothing company reassured readers by saying, “We can’t all have ‘Childswear’ just yet!!! But soon there will plenty for everyone.” (see fig. 10)\(^\text{21}\)
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\(^{17}\) “War Economy Hints,” NZWW, 15 February 1945: 32.
\(^{18}\) “War Economy Hints,” NZWW, 15 February 1945: 32.
\(^{19}\) “You can remodel with buttons,” NZWW, 13 July 1950: 49.
\(^{21}\) Childswear. Advertisement. NZWW, 1 February 1945: 33.
Figure 10. Childswear advertisement.

Shortages were such an accepted part of life that manufacturers could advertise the promise of stock. Such advertisements about the shortage of ready-to-wear clothing reinforced the value of being able to make and remodel clothes at home. *NZWW*, 1 February 1945: 33.

Waiting was part of life and expectations for material goods were not set too high. By the middle of the 1950s, sewing machines were heavily advertised in newspapers and the *NZWW*. The *NZWW* advertised tools to help with sewing too. In 1955 it ran advertisements for ironing boards, irons, shoulder pads, pinking shears, dyes, fabric, and patterns, along with a dress-sense quiz which encouraged readers to keep up with rapidly
changing fashions.\textsuperscript{22} Women’s problems with dressing went from not having any choice, to having too much choice — which increased the chance of getting things wrong.

The magazine’s assumptions about its readers’ lifestyles are evident in an editorial from 1960, called “Children and Accidents.”\textsuperscript{23} It expected readers to be wives and mothers who are responsible for the health and safety of their children. Maternal sewing tools come in fourth on the list of dangers, behind frayed electric cords, electric power points, and matches: “If you have a young child keep your scissors, pins, needles etc., safely in your sewing basket.” Readers were expected to have such a basket and use those tools as part of their household work.

The ability to make was often associated with being thrifty, which was challenged in an article from 1965. The \textit{NZWW} reported on an English survey which found home-sewn or knitted articles were not always cheaper than ready-made.\textsuperscript{24} Nevertheless, readers still valued these skills for their own sake, if not for their budgeting value. The same month, the \textit{NZWW} published a letter from “Dawn”:

\begin{quote}
I would like to see classes of cooking and sewing for all courses. It does not seem to be generally realized that many secondary school courses do not include cooking and sewing, that it is only the commercial and homecraft courses that enjoy these classes. To me it seems something is lost to young girls who cannot continue these classes from intermediate school to secondary school, especially as at this stage they begin to be very interested in their clothes.\textsuperscript{25}
\end{quote}

Dawn makes a direct connection between school sewing and the ability to produce items of clothing that will be used outside school. Dawn does not tell us about herself, but her letter shows she understood the post-primary education system, which had changed significantly in 1945.

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
Girls’ experience of sewing and dressmaking in the education system is another way that we can see how essential these skills were in the post-war decades. Every girl who went to a state school in New Zealand had some sewing classes, most often between the ages of 8 and 12 (see Appendix 5). The way sewing and dressmaking skills were taught at school provided a benchmark for practice and expertise in private life. For girls whose mothers did not sew, school was an opportunity to be taught according to a prescribed syllabus. For girls who grew up in households where women sewed, school classes created a point of intersection between regulated public practice and idiosyncratic private practice.

The belief that sewing and dressmaking skills were vital to girls’ education is evident in letters to the Department of Education as well as those like Dawn’s to the *NZWW*. Letitia Sidford wrote to the Governor General in 1942, asking that “our girls on leaving school should go through a compulsory training at a university or college where they could study the ancient arts of womanhood.” Her letter was penned as girls and women had been mobilised into work to do the jobs previously done by men then serving overseas. Letitia Sidford’s concern was about what would happen when “our men take up their old positions and girls trained for office work are called upon to become wives and mothers.”

Twenty years later, anxiety remained about the status of the subject within the education system. Joan M. Bryan wrote to the Chief Inspector of Post-Primary Schools, citing her experience as an Assistant Examiner for School Certificate Clothing and as a teacher of Homecraft and Clothing. She wrote “it is obvious that the majority of schools encourage only pupils of low ability to take these courses. The examination therefore can only be planned and marked with this in mind, hence the standard is not comparable to other subjects.” Miss Bryan’s letter highlights a fundamental conflict over the role of
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26 Letter 30 June 1942 from Letitia Sidford to the Governor General. R7208918 Secondary education - Courses of instruction - Domestic Science. ANZ.
27 Letter 18 December 1962 from Joan M. Bryan, Senior Home Science Tutor on letterhead of Victoria University of Wellington Regional Council of Adult Education to Chief Inspector of Post Primary Schools, Department of Education. R7208918 Secondary education - Courses of instruction - Domestic Science. ANZ.
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Clothing as a subject in the post-primary system. As an examinable subject, it had some sort of academic weight, yet schools saw the subject as a time-filler for the less academically able. At the same time, sewing and dressmaking continued to be presented as necessary skills for girls and women.

If girls did not learn to sew at home, or at school, and did not go to any of the classes advertised by magazines or newspapers, they could teach themselves to sew from a book. “How-to” books are an important source for understanding the meaning of dressmaking in the period because they often go beyond the mechanics of construction to instructions about how to be as a person. All assume female readership by addressing girls or women. The books link dressmaking to economy, femininity, and duty, as well as to producing clothing. They prescribe equipment and techniques, give guidance on materials and space, and advise on matters of style and taste. I looked at 14 books published between 1945 and 1966, all available in New Zealand. Five of the books were written in New Zealand for the New Zealand school sewing curriculum, while the remaining nine were international and include three written to support sewing or clothing teachers without being aligned to a particular curriculum.

The dressmaking books for a general audience presume readers want to see themselves as creative and that they wish to use that creativity to produce garments uniquely suited to themselves. In Clothing Construction, Evelyn Mansfield describes making good clothes as “a form of artistic expression,” and assumes readers will have sufficient self-awareness to produce garments that are “well suited to the wearer.”28 And So to Sew, from the British Needlework Development Scheme, explains that:

> The making of a garment is never considered as an end in itself, but, as the final chapter on “Grooming” indicates, the art of dressing is more fundamental and “gives the clue to the character.”29
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Allyne Bane makes the connection by titling her book *Creative Clothing Construction*, in which she invites the reader to “get acquainted with yourself”30 and therefore be able to create “the intimate and distinctive touch that makes the costume a very personal thing.”31 Similar ideas are presented in *Modern Sewing Techniques* by Frances F. Mauck, who characterises home sewing as both a creative outlet and an economic asset.32 The dressmaker is presumed to be a person who wants to be creative, and to make the best of herself.

These books show dressmaking as a means of achieving a desired or idealised visual identity, assumed to be a very feminine one. The foreword of the 1947 edition of the *Simplicity Sewing Book* suggests dressmaking is about more than just physical appearance:

> Making your own clothes can be as exciting and as much fun as painting a picture. For, using fabrics instead of paints, the clever dressmaker really creates a picture — a portrait of her own personality — and her own most charming self.33

Dressmaking, by this definition, does not merely clothe the body — it creates a representation of the maker. This image foreshadows the argument of this thesis, that dressmaking itself contributes to the practitioner’s sense of self and becomes part of her habitus.

The books do not limit the dressmaker’s creativity to her own dress, but assume she will be a mother and responsible for dressing her children. The cover of K. D. Woodgate’s 1945 book *Dressmaking and Cutting Out* has the words “A guide for every woman” above the title.34 The book is aimed at the ordinary woman, not a trained or specialised
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31 Ibid.
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dressmaker. The title page further proclaims “This guide is for the use of Every Woman — school girl or matron — who wishes to make garments for herself or others.” The states of female existence are simply defined: one is either a school girl, or a matron. The purpose of dressmaking is to dress one’s self or others, signalling a strong service aspect to the activity. The book is also clear that it is about making garments, not fashion. The emphasis is on simplicity and efficiency:

This book is the result of years of working as a mother, teacher and commercial dressmaker. It aims at supplying a simple, efficient method of cutting and making garments. It is simple enough to be taught in schools, but efficient enough to be used all through the pupils’ lives. It should be specially useful to young teachers, mothers with young children and girls wishing to make their own clothes.  

Woodgate wrote the book using her experience teaching at a girls’ school, but what she is teaching is intended to be used in a domestic environment:

This scheme of dressmaking is a practical method for use both in schools and at home. It has been tried out at the Waitaki Girls’ High School and Oamaru Technical classes.

The book confirms the interplay between domestic and school experience, and that mothers’ knowledge will shape their expectations of classroom teaching. A section aimed directly at teachers stresses the importance of measuring well and cutting accurately, “remember if the garment is not very well made some allowance is made for the work of a child, but if it does not fit well the teacher is blamed.” Woodgate believes that mothers expect their daughters to produce wearable garments at school, even if they are not perfectly made.

---

36 When Sister M. Benedict of St Mary’s College in Ponsonby wrote to the Department asking about the favoured system on pattern designing, she was advised to write for a copy of this book. Reply from Director of Education dated 13 November 1944. R19235789 Manual and Technical - Dressmaking Systems. Chart System of Dressmaking. ANZ.  
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*Clothing: A Practical Course for Post-Primary Schools* is aimed directly at teachers. The author L. E. Eason is mindful that not all women sew, and some of those who do are not highly skilled. Eason identifies poor domestic practice as a potential problem and warns teachers about maternal intervention.

> No alterations in cutting out are to be done at home without permission. Kind friends and mothers sometimes give very harmful “help” without understanding exactly how the garment is being made. The child should understand that while sympathetic interest is welcome the work must be the child’s own.38

This approach creates a division between domestic and school practice, seeming to suggest that women who have not been taught at school cannot be doing things the right way.

Eason’s book was one of three that were directly related to the Regulations for Clothing as a post-primary subject, although it does not appear to have become a set text. Geraldine McDonald’s *You and Your Clothes*39 was a set text, although it had a more conciliatory approach to the relationship between home and school sewing. Geraldine McDonald was one of the women interviewed for this thesis and her personal experience is used in later chapters. In the preface to *You and Your Clothes* she states: “To the best of my knowledge this book covers all the work prescribed for the School Certificate Examination in Clothing with the exception of the mechanics of pattern drafting and practical sewing techniques (although some of the latter are included).” In her interview, McDonald stressed how important it was for her that girls got some academic credit for their knowledge of sewing and garment construction. She says her intention was to help girls achieve School Certificate by getting a good pass in Clothing.

McDonald’s text is imbued with a sense of morality, about the right way to do things, and the importance of duty and hard work. It emphasises the fact that the girl is part of a family, and the clothing budget of each individual must be seen in relation to the family
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budget. McDonald uses a family of five to explain the role of dressmaking in a family, positioning it as an economic activity, firmly connected to the household income and the clothing needs of the individuals within it. The text is explicit about the allocation of the clothing budget, calculated at 14 per cent of household income, with most going to the father because — as the mother explains to Betty — “his clothes are expensive and I cannot make them at home.”40 The female readership is expected to accept that more money will be allocated for menswear, and that savings can be made on clothing for women and children through domestic activity.

Writing about post-war Austria, Margarethe Szeless notes that home dressmaking was seen as a survival strategy and a female contribution to the tight post-war family budget,41 something McDonald perpetuates in the way she calculates the relative costs of making and buying clothing. Although sewing is seen as a way of extending the budget, and therefore a useful and legitimate activity, readers are advised that it must not intrude on other family members. The finished product of dressmaking may be seen, but the working must be done out of sight.

About the same time McDonald was writing for the post-primary course, Audrey Thomas produced a workbook to support the 1958 syllabus for Forms I and II. Clothing: A Workbook for Forms I and II with a Special Section on Clothes Consciousness and Personality Improvement looks like an annotated exercise book, clearly intended to be written in and have samples affixed to it. The book is in three sections, with the first focused on developing the necessary skills for dressmaking, working safely, and maintaining equipment. The second section is about understanding textiles and their uses. The third and final section, the Self Improvement Plan, starts with “Your personal appearance is very important to you and the people you meet. If you are sure that you are looking your very best, you feel more confident and you are able to work more efficiently.”43 The Self
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40 Ibid., 20.
41 Szeless, “Burdas Fashions,” 857.
43 Ibid., 48.
Improvement Plan includes value statements about clothing and dress habits. The plan for Form I includes cleanliness, “No matter how old your clothes may be, there is no excuse for them being dirty. If mother is busy, wash and press your own clothes.”

Clothing and appearance are firmly associated with judgement, and the opinions of others. The book implies that girls must take responsibility for this part of their lives, yet it also suggests girls may not have complete control of their appearance, advising girls to “Ask if you can help to choose any new clothes Mother is planning for you.”

Figure 11. “Sitting correctly.” Illustration.
Girls were not just taught to make clothes at school, they were also taught how to wear them. Sitting correctly was a necessary skill for those planning to wear a short skirt. Audrey Thomas. *Clothing*, Thomas Avery & Sons, n.d.: 56.
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44 Ibid., 50.
45 Ibid., 53.
This brief survey of newspapers, women’s magazines, the education curriculum, and clothing manuals shows how dressmaking was part of everyday life for girls and women in the period, and an important dress strategy for many. Several themes are repeated in these sources: dressmaking is specifically feminine, often maternal, and firmly associated with home. It is a means of gaining approval, saving money, and engaging with fashion. Writing about dress, rather than dressmaking, Joanne Entwistle describes it as an embodied practice, “an inter-subjective and social phenomenon, an important link between individual identity and social belonging.”46 This chapter shows that when dressmaking is a key dress strategy, the practice can be seen to link the individual, her identity, and her social belonging. In this period, women were encouraged to see sewing and dressmaking as part of their collective identity as wives and mothers, which was central to their social belonging. The next chapter focuses on how individual girls experienced dressmaking in their homes, and it explores the various ways they attributed meaning to the practice.

46 Entwistle and Wilson, Body Dressing, 47.
Chapter 3
Dressmaking at home: “She’d never had a piece of bought clothing in her life”

Val, born in 1948, is the youngest of three girls. Her mother began working in the garment industry straight from school and was keen that her daughters learn dressmaking — which two of them did. Val took to it early, and her interest and aptitude meant she and her mother spent time working together.

I remember when my eldest sister got married, mum and I spent a weekend. And she and I made the two bridesmaid’s dresses, the bride’s dress, and an outfit for myself one weekend. And my second sister down had been away and come back and was absolutely livid. […] She [mother] had found a label somewhere, it was a label for an English garment with a very good name, Gainsborough or something like that. And we sewed it into this suit we made for myself. And to this day she [middle sister] still argues that we didn’t make that — mum and I had gone and bought it. And it wasn’t fair because she’d never had a piece of bought clothing in her life.1

Val’s story introduces several of the major themes discussed in this chapter, which uses interviewees’ stories to understand how girls saw dressmaking practised in their childhood homes and what meaning they attributed to it. An underlying question is whether the practices they observed, part of their history, became part of their own habitus “in accordance with the schemes generated by history”.2 The themes that emerged from these stories include maternal duty; inherited skill; being judged — both for competence and appearance; the responsibility to be thrifty; and having a sense of ease. These themes confirm the more general discussion in the previous chapter and are similar to the ones that Sarah Gordon found in her research into domestic sewing in the
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1 Val, born 1948.
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early twentieth century in the United States of America. She found that sewing "represented a set of ideas about women and their roles: it evoked ideas of discipline, thrift, motherly love, beauty, and production." Individual experience also confirmed the external messages conveyed in the primary sources discussed in the previous chapter. But for some of my interviewees, these themes emerged as counterpoints — to a lack of skill, or a situation where money was no object. At the individual level, the themes were strongly tied to relationships, mostly with mothers and sisters. Interviewees were also seeing modernity unfold; the period of this research was one when New Zealanders were experimenting with how to present themselves visually in a modern world. Interviewees were aware that their mothers and grandmothers adapted textile and dressmaking practices in response to changing tools, fabrics, fashions, and attitudes. I use the interviewees’ early experiences as benchmarks, both to show change over time and to illustrate the extent to which maternal practice was formative in the interviewees’ own practice.

One of Val’s earliest memories is of being on her mother’s lap as her mother used a Singer treadle machine. She says the rhythm of the treadling action is in her body. Val is clear that her mother was a highly-skilled dressmaker, and that this skill was a source of pride. Val’s mother used her skill to manage her own appearance and her family’s, and to contribute to important events such as her daughter’s wedding. The story of the wedding shows dressmaking had the potential to strengthen relationships; in this case, mother and daughter worked together on the project. Fiona McKergow cites a similar example — also from New Zealand — of Yvonne Marsh, who needed a new dress for her twenty-first birthday in 1956:

3 Gordon, “Make it Yourself,” 111.
5 Val, born 1948.
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Mother and I made it in a joint effort. After the war years, probably about 1950, she went to pattern cutting classes. She’d always made my clothes… she took different styles from pictures and adapted them to be a bit different.⁶

Dressmaking created opportunities for working together with a joint purpose; several of the interviewees talked about mothers and daughters, or sisters, sewing together.

While Val is clear that her mother was proud of her dressmaking skills, and that she aspired to a similar level of skill, her sister’s response to the trick with the label shows conflict about how the skill was valued. Val’s sister’s jealousy about the idea that Val had a piece of “bought clothing” echoes Cheryl Buckley’s comments about the clothes made by her mother and aunt in the mid-twentieth century:

> These designs did have special qualities which gave “added value” for their wearer — they were exclusive in that the unique combination of design elements, materials and colour was distinctive to that one particular garment — however, in a period in which shop-bought clothes had a great deal of cachet, there were looked down upon as “home-made.”⁷

For Val, the suit represented time, skill, and a joke shared with her mother. For the other sister, the suit was evidence of unfair treatment because she believed it was shop-bought. The label marked the garment as somehow superior to one made at home.

Val’s mother had been paid to make clothes with labels in them when she worked in the garment industry. She trained as a tailoress and worked for a department store in Wanganui (a provincial town in the North Island of New Zealand) before she married and moved to the Hokianga (a rural settlement in the Far North). While she was working, Val’s mother won a competition to attend the School of Design in Sydney. Whatever career may have been in the offing stopped for marriage and motherhood. As a wife and mother, she made clothes for herself, her husband and son, and her three daughters. She also entered one of the dressmaking competitions run by some retail
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Val’s mother’s entry was rejected because the judges believed it was a shop-bought garment from which the label had been removed.

Val also saw her mother use her dressmaking skills to be thrifty, unpicking garments to re-use good parts of the fabric, or to make patterns. In the midst of all this activity, Val believes she first started using needle and thread when she was about four years old — using scraps and off-cuts to make clothes for dolls. Val’s mother taught her to sew gradually, “it was mostly trial and error as a little kid. And as I got older she’d show me how to place the patterns on the fabric and pin it on and cut it out.” Both mother and daughter seem to have got pleasure from this transfer of knowledge. Val recalls that her mother loved that two of her daughters sewed, going as far as to say, “My eldest sister doesn’t really like sewing and she was a bit of a disappointment. But she’s not very crafty either.”
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8 Val, born 1948.
Dressmaking competitions were an opportunity for dressmakers to demonstrate their expertise beyond the confines of home and family. Such competitions underscored the fact that the products of dressmaking were subject to scrutiny and judgement even when no prizes were at stake. *NZH*, 5 August 1957: 14.
While Val has life-long memories of her mother’s expertise, stemming from the rhythm of the treadle, she also saw her mother learn new skills. When Val was 12, her mother had an engine added to the treadle machine, bought a fitting form, and trained as a Homecraft teacher (this is explored further in chapter 5). The decision to do the training and get paid employment outside the home sent strong signals about what was possible for a woman, wife, and mother to do — and it stemmed from her skill as a dressmaker.

The idea of inherited skill is implicit in Val’s stories. She credits her mother with giving her the confidence and competence to be a dressmaker herself, and acknowledges that one of her sisters also learned from their mother. The idea of inherited skill is more pronounced in Velma’s description of her mother. Velma, born in 1934, is the youngest of two girls. She says her mother’s great love and skill was fine handwork and knitting, but she was also a competent dressmaker. One of the objects Velma showed me was a copy of *The Girl’s Own Annual* inscribed with her mother’s maiden name and dated 25 December 1922 (see fig. 13). It was apparently a well-received Christmas gift. The previous chapter considered books as part of the discourse about sewing and dressmaking, and looked at how they prescribed tools and spaces. Velma’s mother’s book does that too, but, more importantly for this discussion, it is an object that links mother’s and daughter’s sewing practices and forms a memento of their relationship. *The Girl’s Own Annual* was edited by Flora Klickmann, and was one of a series of publications that positioned sewing and needlework as feminine and maternal activities. Readers could find suggestions for knitting, crochet, and other handcrafts, in between fiction and non-fiction articles. Velma can look at it and recall various projects she and her mother made and remember those projects in the world, as well as inside the pages of the book. The book is tangible proof of interest in handcraft and sewing; its survival suggests the contents were valued.
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9 Velma, born 1934.
10 Penny Tinkler notes the *Girls’ Own* series survived from 1880 to 1950 in various guises. The publications were inspired by a strong Christian ethic and aimed at an educated middle-class. Tinkler, *Constructing Girlhood*, 48-51.
11 Younger girls were introduced to these skills in *The Little Girl’s Sewing Book* which used instructions for making dolls clothes to instil these values. It supposes girls see themselves as mothers and links the ability to dress a child [doll] with being a good mother.
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Figure 13. *The Girl’s Own Annual*, 1922 edition.
Velma has kept her mother’s 1922 edition of *The Girl’s Own Annual*. Mother and daughter both made projects from the book. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

Velma’s mother was one of five girls and several boys who grew up in Waipawa (a rural New Zealand town), although they were born in England. The family is an example of several generations of women engaging in textile-related activities, and using those activities within relationships. Velma knew her mother and aunts won prizes for their handwork (knitting, crochet lace and oil painting) at the Waipawa Horticultural Society show, even though this was before she was born.12 Girls in the family started making things early in life. Velma has a photo of her mother, aged under five, sitting on a doorstep knitting:

> It just was part of growing up, as it was with us [Velma and her older sister]. I think we did French knitting first, with cotton reel with the four [...] I think that was the first thing we learned. Pre-school.13
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13 Velma, born 1934.
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Velma’s maternal grandfather opened a shop in Waipawa which operated as a newsagent and haberdashery. The daughters worked in the shop, selling goods for sewing and knitting, and providing advice to customers. The family shop was a safe place for daughters to work, surrounded by family and focused on productive, creative, and essentially feminine practices.

Velma’s memory of her mother is built on the idea that she came from a family with specific expertise in needle-based skills, and that those skills were developed early in life and practised throughout it. Teaching the skills was part of raising children. Velma did not have children herself, but she did make clothes for other people’s children, “somebody I thought was cute,” showing Velma was motivated to hand on the skills, at least by example.

The theme of thrift came through strongly in Velma’s memories too. She cannot remember her mother buying clothes, either for herself, or for Velma and her older sister. Velma had just started school when World War II started, so her memories of those first years at school are caught up with war-time shortages. One of her mother’s older sisters would send clothing her daughters had outgrown, thus maintaining family connections in a visible and material way. These parcels of home-made hand-me-downs were tangible evidence of the family aptitude for knitting and dressmaking, and a way of being thrifty and helpful. New Zealanders had a well-established tradition of adapting and passing on clothing, both within families and through churches and charities. Sheena and Alison also talked about clothing being handed on within the household, to maximise wear from garments that had been outgrown rather than worn out. Val said her mother sent clothing to cousins, while Cathie’s family received clothing. Another way of being thrifty was to unpick garments, both to re-make, or to create a pattern:

14 Ibid.
both Val’s and Velma’s mothers did this. The garments in these exchanges are material evidence of taste, skills, standards, and status within families.

Margaret, born in 1938, readily described the dressmaking skills of previous generations — but could not see that she was part of the continuum. Margaret says her maternal grandmother was in service for a wealthy family in Canterbury (a province in the South Island of New Zealand) and learned many fine needlework and dressmaking skills as part of her job. These skills were passed to Margaret’s own mother, whom she described as a perfectionist. Margaret’s mother won a dressmaking prize at secondary school. Like Velma’s mother, Margaret’s mother — or some other family member — must have reported these prize-winning skills to the daughter, which implies pride in the achievement. Margaret says her mother tried to pass on her skills, “She was a good teacher. She taught me as much as I was prepared to follow the instructions.”

Margaret’s husband, then fiancé, was a more compliant pupil, and made two garments for her under the supervision of his mother-in-law. These were not simple garments, “a Chinese dress with piping. And a black velvet coat.”

17 Margaret, born 1938.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
Figure 14. “A man in a nightie!”

Sewing and dressmaking were gendered activities, commonly understood as feminine. This feature shows the idea of a man sewing was not impossible, but it assumes that a woman would be more efficient. Margaret’s fiancé was at least one exception to this. NZWW, 19 April 1956: 33.

Alison, born in 1942, lived in a house with her maternal grandmother and a maternal aunt, as well as her parents and sisters. She saw evidence every day that the women of her family sewed and did other textile activities. She remembers her grandmother embroidering and making lace, her resident aunt Beryl knitting, and that her mother
made clothes for her and her sisters, and herself as well. Her mother had a treadle machine, but Alison was one of several interviewees expressly banned from using the sewing machine at home.

Figure 15. Alison and her sisters as children. Alison (left) with her sisters in outfits that were the same but different. All their garments, including their underclothes, were stitched or knitted by female relatives. Photograph supplied by Alison.
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Alison can remember one favourite dress her mother made her on that machine:

Flocked nylon must have come in and been very fashionable or something. Kids wouldn't look at it now. [...] It was a yellow dress with white flock on it. It was lovely. Little narrow belt, black velvet belt.20

Alison also remembers another aunt being an extremely good dressmaker.

Aunty Freda used to sew. She didn’t live with us, but she used to sew for us as well. Because Aunty Freda was a woman who could knock up a dress in an afternoon. She’d come and she could always do this. Just throw the material down on a surface and cut into it. And pin it on you and sew it up.21

Alison’s description of her aunt’s approach to dressmaking illustrates Bourdieu’s own reflection that habitus offers “the only durable form of freedom, that given by the mastery of an art, whatever the art.”22

This mastery did not come easily to Alison or Margaret. Alison remembers her sisters learning almost automatically, “Dorothy could sew. Dorothy could always sew. She took to it like a duck to water. And Milly did too.”23 Both Margaret and Alison were sent to dressmaking lessons, separate from school lessons, by their mothers. This suggests the mothers felt an obligation to ensure their daughters learned to sew. For Margaret, these lessons happened in the first year after she left school. She does not remember them being hugely successful because, “This lady would whizz along — things didn’t have to go right. I probably learnt some bad habits. My mother would tack things.”24

Alison’s mother sent her to lessons when she was 18, by which time she was married and had her first child:

and mum realised there was a gap in my domestic canons and so she sent me off.

At that time a company called Singer, Singer Sewing Machines had a sewing

20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
23 Alison, born 1942.
24 Margaret born, 1938.
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school in town. [...] and mum paid for me to go to a six-week course and I went every morning for six weeks to learn to sew.²⁵

Alison’s recollection suggests that her mother felt it was part of maternal duty to ensure that her daughter could sew, although she had never sat with her to teach her. Alison’s experience at that course is discussed in chapter 7.

Cheryl, born in 1951, has recollections that combine the sense of inherited aptitude for sewing with some more deliberate learning. Cheryl’s mother grew up in rural Manawatu and from age 14 she went to sewing and textile classes at the Country Women’s Institute with her mother.²⁶ Like Margaret and Velma, Cheryl had stories of making prowess from before she was born. She gave the example of her mother being able to cover shoes with fabric to match a dress, which she did for her self-made wedding outfit. Cheryl’s mother had a treadle machine, for which she also had many attachments. This suggests someone who enjoyed technical challenges. Cheryl’s mother bought an electric Singer in 1960, which coincided with making the dresses for her eldest daughter’s wedding. After that, Cheryl remembers her mother using the treadle machine for spinning yarn, using an attachment called a “lazy Kate”. Cheryl’s first experiments were on the electric machine, and she feels she learned “by osmosis.”²⁷

²⁵ Alison, born 1942.
²⁷ Cheryl, born 1951.
Sheena, born 1951, described a variation from the pattern of maternal skill transfer. Her mother grew up on a farm, and saw her mother (Sheena’s maternal grandmother) sew on a treadle machine — which Sheena now has in her living room. But Sheena’s grandmother did not teach her daughter to sew on that machine. That task fell, almost by accident, to the mother at the neighbouring farm, who became Sheena’s paternal grandmother. She must have been a good teacher, because Sheena says her mother was a competent dressmaker who used her skill to clothe herself and her four daughters.

Sheena does not recall her mother winning school prizes or entering competitions for sewing, but her attitude to dressmaking shows she felt she would be judged in the result. Sheena remembers, “For summer, she would often do this hard-out sewing spree of 12 dresses, three each. You got a new best dress every year which got relegated to not-best the next year.” Sheena associates the new best dress with summer, and says they wore...
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them for the Hawkes Bay Agricultural and Pastoral Show. Sheena remembers this routine as part of her mother’s standard of dress for her daughters, and as being an economic necessity when her father started up his accounting practice. Her father became deputy mayor of their town, and this seems to have further constrained their dress strategies. Along with the need for “best” dresses, was the understanding that the girls would not wear shorts to school. Other girls might, but those sisters did not. In their study of appearance socialisation in childhood and adolescence, Johnson, Kang and Kim identify various influences on dress, including family, peers, community and media. They also identify seven categories of rules: aesthetic, context, role, social position, hygiene, modesty, and functionality. Mothers emerge as “an important source of influence on daughters’ appearance management behaviours,” and “appearance gatekeepers of the family.” Sheena’s mother’s routine for producing appropriate clothing seems to have been linked to social position and modesty, and had a powerful influence on her daughters’ dress and dressmaking practices.

Sheena and her sisters all learned to sew at home; she absorbed the skill in the same way Cheryl did.

Mum had been teaching us to sew at home. Rather, when you’re third in a line of four girls you’re watching it all the time. And I understand that with our parents, they could leave any sort of nails or hammers, that sort of thing, lying around, but they couldn’t leave needles and thread or knitting needles. We would be into them. So I had some understanding.

The phrase “watching it all the time” says that sewing and dressmaking activity were part of life in this household. Sheena’s words echo Daniel Miller’s idea that children become typical of their people, “because everything they touch and do is infused with that

29 Shelley O’Brien tells a similar story of new “town” dresses being worn for the first time at agricultural shows. Labrum, Real Modern, 136.
31 Ibid., 86.
32 Ibid., 83.
33 Sheena, born 1951.
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Sheena’s parents reinforced dressmaking as a necessary skill by making their daughters responsible for their own clothing budget from the time they started secondary school.

And we got the family benefit\(^{35}\) which was $6.40 a month — some bizarrely small sum of money — and that was for us to buy our clothes. Parents provided the school uniform, school shoes, school socks. And we had to buy everything else ourselves out of it. So that was undies and whatever gorgeous dress you wanted. So of course, you sewed. And mum would give us gifts of material she’d bought so it was really enough for one new dress for summer and one dress for winter.\(^{36}\)

While Sheena’s parents actively encouraged their daughters to manage their appearance through sewing, they also defined this as a purely domestic pursuit. Sheena knew she was expected to go to university, and says her parents discouraged her from doing sewing at secondary school because that would not help gain University Entrance. One of Sheena’s older sisters took Home Science at university, “And at that time it was just a Diploma. A three-year full-on course and it was just a Diploma. And the skills she learnt were just phenomenal.”\(^{37}\) This sister, Ali, shared her expertise with Sheena and their mother, further embedding the family’s vision of itself as being able to make their own clothes to high standards — of both skill and social position. The course Ali chose, and her success, contributed to modernising dressmaking in the household. Sheena’s sewing had been modelled on her mother’s practice. Under Ali’s supervision, Sheena did things by the book, “I had to iron out the seams, I had to have a piece of material alongside. And I was not allowed to iron on the right side.” Both Sheena and her mother deferred to Ali’s knowledge. The simple task of clipping seams was never the same:

I remember one pattern I had, like in the T shape, and I had green and pink gingham in the top and pink on the bottom and you had to clip under the arms

\(^{34}\) Miller, *The Comfort of Things*, 287.

\(^{35}\) Family benefit was a universal government payment made to mothers for every child living in their care.

\(^{36}\) Sheena, born 1951.

\(^{37}\) Ibid.
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and mum was like “no, no, no dear” because she thought it would rip the seams. But Ali made me clip the seams and mum respected her.

This story suggests that Sheena’s mother did not see herself as expert, although she had appeared that way to her youngest daughter. Sheena describes her mother “letting go” of sewing when the girls had left home, and reverting to her real loves: spinning and weaving. Her dressmaking practice, impressive as it had been, was part of her job as a mother.38

Jocelyn, born in 1932, is the only one of my interviewees who experienced paid sewing within the family home. Whereas Val’s mother stopped working when she married, Jocelyn’s mother continued to do so. Like Val’s and Sheena’s mothers, Jocelyn’s mother was conscious of how her dressmaking skills would contribute to the way her family was seen in public. She took great pains over Jocelyn’s clothing. Jocelyn was often embarrassed about the clothes her mother made her because people looked at her so closely.

I remember she did something with lapel type sleeves, she buttoned on. Instead of sleeves, she buttoned these strips, and hand worked strawberries, in beautiful hand-stitching over and around the square neck. […] Oh, but I was embarrassed. I didn’t have a lot of clothes, but anything I had you could’ve bought in the top shop anywhere. In fact, the farmers’ wives would see me down town and they’d come around and ask, could she make the same for their daughters.39

A few years after I interviewed Jocelyn she found the photograph reproduced here, of mother and daughter on a Wellington street in the early 1950s. It shows what Jocelyn had described to me in the interview.

I was always terribly embarrassed about how outstanding she looked. She would come along to the school sports. Everybody else’s mother would be in a frock and sandals. My mother would arrive in a black suit, pearls, choker, you know,

38 Ibid.
39 Jocelyn, born 1932.
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high neck white blouse, big rose on her lapel. And she would have made the blouse, made the suit, made the bouquet, made her hat. She didn’t make her gloves.40

At first glance, Jocelyn’s dress is a simple, full-skirted cotton frock. A close look shows it is cut on the bias with inverted pleats in the skirt, and a professional precision to the contrast collar and cuffs. Managing appearance was clearly important to Jocelyn’s mother. She saw herself and her daughter as walking demonstrations of her expertise, but she did not feel driven to teach her daughter.

No, no, she never suggested it and neither did I. I think she was too busy. […] I can remember asking her, this frock that I tried to make, […] I was being bridesmaid, and it was too big down the back or something. […] I said, look it’s too big, and I can’t get it to go right. And I’d turned it in down the back. And she said you must never ever touch that straight line, that’s what the darts are for. You take it in there. So that’s about the only advice I can remember her giving me.

Jocelyn did learn to sew (and sewed for most of her life), but she learned in spite of, rather than because of, her mother.

40 Ibid.
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Figure 17. Jocelyn and her mother.
This street photograph of Jocelyn and her mother confirms Jocelyn’s description of her mother as someone who dressed to be noticed. Both mother and daughter are entirely clad in home-made garments. Photograph supplied by Jocelyn.

While it is not possible to see a correlation between a mother’s skill as a dressmaker and the ease with which she passes those skills on, those interviewees who noted unease in
the transmission carried that feeling with them for years afterwards. While a few of the interviewees talked about projects that had not gone well or were never finished, three described themselves in the most negative terms, and compared themselves unfavourably with others. Thinking of her mother, Jocelyn said, “I think I was put off because she was so good at it.” Margaret said, “I don’t think I’m very good.” Alison’s self-assessment was even more harsh, “And I couldn’t ever sew. I couldn’t ever cut out things. I was hopeless.” All three grew up to sew, so must have reached a point where necessity or increasing confidence overcame these mental pictures of incompetence.

The ease with which Velma, Cheryl, Sheena, and Val learned from their mothers was also evident for two other interviewees: Lyndsay and Lynne. Lyndsay, born in 1940, remembers being able to use her mother’s treadle sewing machine, in her case, “fiddling with doll’s clothes.” Learning at home was supplemented by visits to the house of a friend:

This friend was really important because her mother was widowed and it was a household of women. And one of them was a dressmaker who produced fabric and we made dolls clothes. And all these women were really happy to help us kids. They were wonderful really.

Lyndsay’s memories of sewing and dressmaking are firmly connected to women, both in her home and that of her friend. Her mother was a confident dressmaker who had trained as a Home Science teacher in the 1920s. The Home Science training did not include tailoring or patternmaking, and Lyndsay’s mother would not attempt tailored garments. However, she did learn patternmaking when Lyndsay was growing up. She went to “The Hollywood School of Dressmaking to learn pattern drafting and they had their own special rulers.” As well as this special ruler, Lyndsay remembers her mother using white newsprint for patternmaking, and having two pairs of scissors, “pretty expensive and pretty special.”

41 Jocelyn, born 1932.
42 Margaret, born 1938.
43 Alison, born 1942.
44 Lyndsay, born 1940.
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Her mother’s patternmaking skills had a positive consequence for Lyndsay and her sisters:

we could go into town and look in Ballantyne’s [a high-end department store] window and see a dress we liked, take mother to have a look at it and she would draft a pattern for it and make it.\textsuperscript{45}

Lyndsay remembers one of her school friends was very envious, because:

I could go to Miller’s [a drapery store], choose material, mother would make a dress, it wasn’t a great drama, and there it was — it didn’t matter that it wasn’t expensive material. Whereas her mother went to Ballantyne’s, fuss over what she was buying and the stuff never got made, or got made far too late.\textsuperscript{46}

The recollection reveals that dressmaking was not merely to be clothed, it was about being in fashion. The symbolic consumption of fashion is an idea that Katrina Srigley explores in her analysis of how women consumed clothing in depression-era Toronto. One of her interview subjects describes similar window shopping expeditions, to “check out their expensive clothes and run home and my mother could cut it free hand.”\textsuperscript{47}

Cheryl Buckley and Hazel Clark note that increased access to displays of glamour throughout the 1930s — in movies or shop windows — “contributed to the democratization of fashionable styles and looks.”\textsuperscript{48} The ability to consume through gaze was central to the advent of modernity. Bronwyn Labrum describes how New Zealand women were confronted by modernity through techniques of retail display and events in department stores.\textsuperscript{49} Shoppers were browsing the newest goods, displayed in the latest style — and changing with the seasons.\textsuperscript{50} Dressmakers could then convert the picture in their mind’s eye to fashionable clothing.

\textsuperscript{45} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{46} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{47} Srigley, “Clothing Stories,” 97.
\textsuperscript{48} Buckley and Clark, \textit{Fashion and Everyday Life}, 119.
\textsuperscript{49} Labrum, “The Female Past.”
\textsuperscript{50} Ibid., 317.
When asked if her mother enjoyed sewing, Lyndsay said, “I think she got satisfaction from the fact we were well clad.” The mention that “it didn’t matter that it wasn’t expensive material” implies that thrift was a factor in achieving the desired look. Thrift is also implied in Lyndsay’s description of her mother “splashing out” on a dressmaker from time to time. In addition to being thrifty, Lyndsay’s mother was a practical woman — she stock-piled fabric before the war in anticipation of rationing:

and she kept all the lengths of fabric in a box ottoman and we could choose what she was going to make. But by the time I came along – I was number three — the choice was very limited, I got the dregs. That went through to 1950, ‘51 those fabrics would have lasted us.

In the uncertainty of war, her mother had decided it would be more important to have some fabric than to try and get the latest fabric. Being in fashion was a secondary consideration, but her willingness to window shop and her patternmaking ability meant her daughters appeared in modern styles.

Lyndsay was aware that her mother sometimes stayed up late into the night to complete garments, and this was accepted as part of family life.

And the treadle sewing machine got brought out and she was always a last-minute artist and she could be sewing until two in the morning so that you could wear it the next day. She was a real beaut at that. And you took over doing the cooking and providing the meals while she sewed.

Lyndsay must have been paying attention because, when she was 21, her mother was sick and unable to sew. Lyndsay “just set to, bought material and laid it out on the floor and mother was absolutely amazed. I had a bought pattern. She was amazed that I just set to and sewed.”

---

51 Lyndsay, born 1940.
52 Ibid.
Lynne, born 1946, also enjoyed an easy transfer of knowledge. Like Val, she has vivid memories from her early years of her mother sitting at the treadle machine. As the mothers went about their tasks, their daughters were forming “their basic beliefs about the natural order of the world.” Lynne progressed from observing her mother sew to trying for herself by the time she was about six:

I remember my mother used to disconnect the cord so I could learn the action of the treadle. And when I could do that, I was allowed, with guidance — I’d be given scraps of material to sew. […] We were just allowed to puddle.54

Being permitted to “puddle” aligns with Miller’s idea of everyday ritual; Lynne’s mother did not make a big thing about her learning to use the machine, but simply let it happen. Unlike Alison’s mother, she did not make any rules about what Lynne and her siblings could touch:

We would be able to play with the things in the sewing box while she was sewing. [And the] Buttons – a box of beautiful buttons. And we were allowed to play with that often. All sorts of threads and darning and wool and pins, scissors, elastic.55

Lynne remembers her mother using pinking shears, “Just to cut out […] she didn’t have an overlocker, and that would stop it fraying.” Lynne was allowed to use her mother’s scissors, under supervision, “We were given our own pieces to do. We were allowed to be in on everything.” Lynne has continued to sew throughout her life, and when her sons were small she used the same approach her mother did. The boys saw her sew, and one of them used the machine quite early. When asked if she was consciously doing what her mother did, she said she supposed so.

54 Lynne, born 1946.
55 Ibid.
Vera, born in 1945, remembers sewing as part of her mother’s work. Her parents were orchardists, who set up a motor camp on their property when Vera was 12. She was the youngest of six children and the only girl, so her mother had lots of people to feed and clothe, as well as running the businesses.
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And they had a shop, and a swimming pool, and motels — and she did all those sorts of things as well. So she’d look after the shop and she did all the catering, all the servicing of the motels, and the linen. She was a busy woman.56

Vera’s mother does not appear to have been troubled by the need to be the best or look the best. Instead, she used sewing to manage the cost of clothing a large family and maintaining the linens for the family businesses. In Vera’s house, the sun porch served as a sewing room; it had lots of windows and looked over the orchard. Vera’s mother could sew there, while also keeping an eye on what was happening on the property. Sewing was work in that household and doing it did not diminish Vera’s mother’s control of the household. Vera remembers this room as “definitely” being her mother’s space, and being forbidden to touch the machine as a young child; chapter 4 reveals that Vera was less obedient than Alison. Perhaps as a result of this, Vera’s mother did not teach her to sew but expected her to be able to. “I wanted something and she said, well you can make it. That’s when I first started to sew.” Vera made pyjamas, and says it was hard to do the collar and set in sleeve, “They weren’t very well made but I finished them and I wore them.”

Until then, Vera’s mother had made all her clothes. Vera remembers a trouser suit she had, which was an unusual choice for a girl at that time. The decision to make trousers for her only daughter is in keeping with her mother’s practical approach — with five sons, she was used to making trousers. Vera enjoyed wearing it, “it was really lovely in the wintertime. Browny colour, browns and golds.” But when she outgrew the trousers, her mother lengthened them with a band of contrast fabric that Vera did not like. Her mother explained that this was a necessary economy, and talked about being used to this sort of thing from her own childhood. Vera also learned from an early age that fabric must be of a certain quality to be worthy of the effort of making and mending. Vera says her mother was not stylish, but only bought good quality fabric.57 “She always bought

56 Vera, born 1945.
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the best in material, whatever she made. So it would last. She wouldn’t buy a cheap piece of material.”58

Geraldine, born in 1926, has early memories of her mother sewing at home, using a treadle machine. Like Lyndsay, Geraldine’s memories are associated with a sense of ease. She has no specific memory of her mother teaching her to sew. Geraldine’s mother sewed throughout her life, which Geraldine believes suggests it was an activity of choice. But little value was ascribed to the activity at the time, “Just like making a batch of scones. You did things. If you didn’t knit, then you probably sewed.” Nevertheless, Geraldine also described her mother’s habit of using dressmaking to make her garments as gifts at Christmas. This suggests a sense of thrift, because new garments were for special occasions rather than something created on impulse. It also elevates the practice to something more than utilitarian — it was a means of creating something special enough to be wrapped and labelled as a gift. Geraldine’s daughters benefitted from this habit too.

My mother every Christmas would make them matching outfits. They loved them, they still talk about them. Mum would get a Vogue pattern, a children’s pattern and she would make it up in matching fabrics, not exactly the same. She’d also try to get something for the son but he wasn’t at all keen on things.59

Geraldine’s son instinctively understood the protocol that Barbara Burman describes, “Clothes made at home by mothers are for little boys.” Big boys wear clothing made by other men, or by women who are anonymous and invisible; this was part of becoming a man.60 This distinction is another way in which dressmaking is gendered: both producers and consumers of the product of dressmaking are understood to be female.

Of the 15 women interviewed, three — Railene, Caroline, and Cathie — said their mothers did not practise dressmaking. Nevertheless, all three had memories of their mothers relating to sewing or broader dress practice.

58 Vera, born 1945.
59 Geraldine, born 1926.
60 Burman, The Culture of Sewing, 13.
Railene was born in 1934, the same year as Velma, but to a very different family. She has no memory of her mother sewing at home, other than a little mending. Railene’s mother came from a highly-educated Otago family. She had been to a private school for girls in Dunedin before marrying Railene’s father and moving to a farm in Manawatu. The couple had three daughters. Railene remembers her mother fulfilling the obligation to dress her daughters by spending money on dressmakers and ready-made garments. Meanwhile, “Mother was always beautifully dressed because they could afford it. She bought hats and gloves. She had fur coats.” Unlike most of the other interviewees, Railene could recall her mother in shops, selecting clothes and accessories. Much of her mother’s clothing was made by a dressmaker, who also sewed for the girls, “When we were small — we were all dressed the same. We had Viyella dresses made in the winter, all the same.”

Despite the family’s financial security, they were not immune to war-time shortages. Railene and her sisters went to boarding school at Iona College in Hawkes Bay. When Railene started at Iona in 1946 she had first-hand experience of not having much choice about what she wore. Her eldest sister had already been at the school for a few years and had a uniform made to measure, but by the time Railene started the clothes had been recycled over and over, and the regulation uniform fabric was not available. She and her peers started school with a makeshift outfit:

I was conspicuous in this funny made costume. I had a worn-out gym tunic. I remember it being really worn out. It was all right because you were like the other girls. But the walk to church — I was in this jolly thing. When you are young you like to conform don’t you?

For the first part of Railene’s life, conforming had meant matching Viyella dresses, so the sense of deprivation was acute. Sewing was part of the curriculum at Iona, and Railene and her sisters learned to make and mend their own clothes. Their mother
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supported this activity, buying a portable electric sewing machine for her daughters to use at home in the school holidays.

Railene’s older sister did Home Science at Otago and learned more advanced design and construction techniques. As Sheena’s sister did some years later, she shared her knowledge with her sisters during holiday sewing blitzes. It is only in these two families, where a sister went to Otago to do Home Science, that interviewees spoke specifically about inter-generational skill transfer. Alison talked about her sisters being natural sewers, and many of the others had older sisters who also sewed, but none of them talked about their sisters helping or teaching them. Both Railene and Sheena have definite memories of their trained sister sharing expertise. Sheena said her mother deferred to the trained daughter’s view; in Railene’s case, there was no maternal knowledge to supplant.

The family’s spending and clothing habits returned to normal as more goods became available in the shops. Once again, Railene’s mother was instrumental in clothing her daughters by spending money.

In 1948 I was invited to a dance and we went into Collinson & Cunningham. The man called us over and got out a roll of nylon material. It was new sort of material. He held it up to the light and it was a special sort of material, a glazey one. She [mother] bought me enough for a dress. It was the most exciting thing. Most people were sort of wearing a sort of sateen — satiny stuff — lining taffeta, moiré taffeta. I had this nylon frock and I was the envy of my friends.63

---

63 Ibid.
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Figure 19. Celanese fabric advertisement.
Railene’s mother grew up wearing clothes made to measure and had the means to have her daughters dressed the same way. This tradition was updated by the introduction of new fabrics that pushed dressmakers towards modern techniques and styles. *The Press*, 23 August 1948: 9.

Railene remembers her father being involved in purchasing decisions too:

I remember after the war when the Horrocks’ frocks came from England, my sisters and I got three each and we paraded them at home to see which one daddy liked best, and he said keep the lot. They were expensive. The sort of
thing other kids would love to have one. I didn’t realise until I got older, the difference having money made.64

When Railene turned 21 she was allowed to name her desired gift. She chose a Singer machine, and her parents bought her the top-of-the-line model.

Caroline, born in 1941, says her mother grew up accustomed to having elegant, well-made clothes – and perhaps did not realise the significance of her good fortune until later in life. Caroline’s maternal grandfather was a tailor, and his connections in the trade gave his daughter access to high-quality clothing. She did not learn her father’s trade and had little aptitude for dressmaking. Any maternal lessons were cut short by her mother’s death when she was 15. Caroline has an early memory of her mother trying to hem a dress for her, but it was so crooked that one of Caroline’s great aunts had to take over and make it straight.65

When Caroline was about 10, her mother bought a treadle sewing machine and was persuaded to go to sewing classes by a neighbour who was a tutor at the Risingholme community centre. Night classes in sewing and dressmaking were offered by many district high schools, technical colleges and the Workers Education Association throughout the period, and commercial courses were also heavily advertised.66 Caroline’s mother made identical dresses for her and her sister. Caroline says they had a lot of fabric gathered in at the waist and deep hems that could be let down as they grew, and they were uncomfortable to wear. Caroline’s mother’s experience illustrates that dressing well and dressmaking well are entirely different skills, although both create visual identity. Her mother knew what a good garment looked like, and wore clothes well. These attributes did not help her sew, nor did they relieve the weight of expectation that she should be able to.
Cathie, born in 1940, says her grandmother’s treadle machine was in her house for as long as she can remember, but she never saw her mother use it. Instead, her mother taught her to darn socks. Cathie eventually learned to use the machine, and has it still. The family was poor and Cathie’s clothes were “mainly hand-me-downs from my cousins. My aunty was a good sewer, that was mum’s sister. And they had nice clothes and it was like Christmas when I got them.” Cathie’s mother bought her own clothes on lay-by, and she knitted cardigans. Without the hand-me-downs, and careful buying, Cathie’s family may have had to try and get a special assistance from the state. The Department of Social Security at the time provided payments to allow the family to “maintain a wardrobe at a reasonable standard.” Cathie’s mother seems to have been very aware of the impact of appearance, and strived to manage her own appearance within her limited means, “She liked to look nice. She vacuumed the house every day and got changed at lunch time.” For Cathie, learning to sew was a powerful tool for appearance management that gave her far greater choice than she would have had if she had to buy ready-made clothing. She learned to sew when she did Clothing as part of her School Certificate course at secondary school. Cathie’s experience of that subject, along with that of the other interviewees who took it at secondary school, is examined in chapter 6.

Joy, born in 1936, had no maternal example in either skill or dress. Joy’s mother left the family home when Joy was five years old. A housekeeper moved in and did the domestic chores for Joy, her father and brother. The chores included mending the father’s and brother’s clothes, and making clothes for Joy. When asked if she knew where the housekeeper learned to sew, Joy said, “No, she didn’t like me. She’d never had kids of her own. And it was very hard for her.” The housekeeper made decisions about what she would make for Joy, and produced the garments out of sight. Joy does not recall being asked what she wanted, or having any choice. Joy was not alone in this: several of  

---

67 Cathie, born 1940.  
68 Labrum, McKergow, and Gibson, Looking Flash, 123.  
69 Cathie, born 1940.  
70 Joy, born 1936.
the interviewees mentioned having no choice about their clothing until they were in their teens.

But all the other subjects, even those whose mothers were not dressmakers, saw sewing in the home. Joy even found it hard to be certain whether the housekeeper had a treadle or electric machine. She does remember the woman was very good at sewing and made “classy” dresses for herself, “slim fitting frocks with peplums and the beadwork down them.” The housekeeper did not attempt to teach Joy to sew. While dressmaking and mending were apparently part of the housekeeper’s duties, sharing her skill was not. And she managed to keep the practice invisible within the house, even though the resulting garments were evidence of her fulfilling her duties. Joy had no model to follow, no practice to emulate.

The housekeeper was still making Joy’s dresses when she first left school and was still living at home. Joy still had no say in what was made, but would be presented with the finished garment, “And I used to be quite envious of my best friend who had nicer looking things than I did.” The following chapter looks at what happened when Joy had a space of her own, and was able to use dressmaking to create her own visual identity.

The family experience of the interviewees shows some key common strands. All of them, except Joy, saw their mothers using sewing and dressmaking to fulfil what was accepted as a maternal obligation to clothe, or at least mend the clothing of, their children, particularly daughters. They also witnessed pleasure, pride, and creativity. In some families, the mothers continued to make their daughters’ clothes until they were adults. In Geraldine’s case, her mother sewed for the following generation as well. Daughters were aware of their mothers working within constraints of money and time and they were (mostly) pleased to be the recipients of their mother’s efforts — Caroline’s bulky seams and Jocelyn’s ostentatious details aside. Girls began sewing as play and imitation; some, like Velma, Vera, Sheena, and Val were encouraged to develop their skill as a way of increasing their wardrobes. Mothers with daughters who had difficulty with sewing sought extra tuition for them, as Margaret’s and Alison’s mothers did, to ensure the young women were equipped for life. The mothers who did not sew
supported their daughters by making fabric and tools available. It is clear that, despite the idiosyncrasies of different households, dressmaking was common to all of them. Girls saw, and were encouraged to see, dressmaking as a necessary and valuable dress practice. The following chapter looks at the objects and processes of dressmaking in homes by focusing on material culture.
Chapter 4

Experimenting with tools: “I sat down at the machine”

When Vera, born in 1945, was about ten years old, her mother replaced her Elna sewing machine with a new model — one that had an automatic buttonhole feature. The machine was set up in the sun porch that served as Vera’s mother’s sewing room. Vera says the room had a single bed, rarely used, and a wardrobe and drawers for storing materials and patterns. More importantly, it had the Elna. Vera’s mother told her the machine was out of bounds, “I wasn’t to play with it, I wasn’t to use it.” Despite this warning, Vera could not resist experimenting. This covert operation had a good outcome; Vera was within earshot when her mother first attempted to sew a buttonhole.

She was sitting there doing it, and she said, “ohh I can’t do this.” […] and I said to her, “No, no, no, you don’t do it like that mum, you do it this way. And you do this, this and this.” And she said, “You’ve been playing on my machine!” And I said, “No mum — I read the instructions.” […] Then she wasn’t making a very good job and I said, “Can I have a go?” and then I sat down at the machine and I did it. But little did she know I had been playing on it.¹

Chapter 3 looked at how dressmaking was positioned and practised in girls’ homes, and focused on relationships and attitudes. This chapter examines the objects of dressmaking, the material culture, to see how girls and women experimented with available tools, materials, and spaces to develop their dressmaking practice. I argue that tools and materials, or things, are a link between habit and habitus. According to Judy Attfield, “It is things, as opposed to design or craft, product or commodity, that make up the materialisations of the everyday.”² Joanne Entwistle says things are part of the practitioner’s embodied experience.³ Habitual use of certain things enables practice, becomes evidence of practice, and allows for reflection and recall of practice. Lynne’s

¹ Vera, born 1945.
recollections of being able to “puddle” with her mother’s machine and sewing equipment foreshadowed this idea.

Helene Aarseth et al. believe that “habitus forms through concrete relationships,” and allow for these relationships to be with things as well as people.

From the very beginning conflicts in the habitus are entwined with the child’s relations to loved and hated, internal and external objects. And it is the way these relationships are negotiated that, in part, determines whether and what kind of change in habitus may occur.

This concept helps to understand Vera’s experiment, which signals a dressmaking habitus distinct from that of her mother. The machine is the key object in the space: the most important dressmaking tool and a manifestation of modernity. The promised efficiency of an automatic buttonhole function may well have been what motivated Vera’s mother to upgrade her Elna machine — after all, she had a husband and five sons to make shirts for. Vera’s incursion into the space and experiment with the machine was both imitation of her mother’s habitual activity, and the beginning of her own practice. Where Vera saw her mother sew for reasons of thrift and efficiency, Vera used the space and same objects to achieve technical mastery. The experiment coincided with Vera being told she would have to make new pyjamas if she wanted some. By revealing her interest and aptitude, she had signalled to her mother that she was ready to begin making herself. She had earned the right to be in the room and touch and work the machine.

---

5 Ibid.
Advertisements for sewing machines implied modern features replaced the need for skill. Vera’s experiment with her mother’s machine showed the dressmaker still had a part to play, both in mastering the machine and in producing garments. *NZH*, 21 August 1957: 16.
Vera’s story is set in a dedicated and notionally private space: her mother had claimed a room in the house as a sewing room for her particular use. None of the interviewees grew up in homes with a designated sewing room. Instead, rooms or spaces were appropriated for the purpose, such as the sun porch in Vera’s home. The decisions women made about dressmaking signal the value ascribed to activities and relationships, and the patterns of consumption. Tim Putnam’s idea of the home “as a socially constituted space” is relevant here because it considers:

the various forms of communication which take place between occupants of different households in the construction of identity; the interplay between objects sharing the same domestic space; and the place of the actual and imagined home in life histories and projects.⁶

Vera’s mother, like the mothers of some other interviewees, was making a statement about the value of her sewing and dressmaking by claiming a room in the house. In this case, sewing and dressmaking were work, and contributed directly to the household’s income through the connection with the accommodation businesses they ran. Margarethe Szeless identifies “the sewing machine, paper patterns and fabrics” as the three material prerequisites of home dressmaking.⁷ These are the three things Vera referred to her mother having in the sun porch sewing room, and that I see inextricably bound to the spaces in which they are used.

This chapter reveals that dressmaking space in homes had varying degrees of visibility; it was often negotiated and necessarily adaptable. As Cheryl Buckley puts it:

Throughout the twentieth century women have made clothes by hand, aided latterly by a sewing machine finding space on the kitchen table, and squeezing sewing between other domestic responsibilities.⁸

---

Despite these amorphous qualities, the way space was used for dressmaking also created patterns of behaviour that endured — sometimes over decades. Dressmaking books from the period give a broad picture of how spaces and things could be managed in homes, and confirm the rarity of domestic sewing rooms by focusing on tools and techniques while glossing over space. This general advice provides context for how other interviewees managed space in their homes and developed their own relationships with the material culture of dressmaking.

In how-to books, dressmakers were encouraged to be organised and efficient, which aligned the activity with the feminine and domestic attributes of good women, wives, and mothers. The 1947 edition of the *Simplicity Sewing Book* is typical: it pictures essential equipment under the advice to “be well organized when you start to sew,” but has no mention of where the tools will be stored or used. A cutting table is under the list of “Desirable Aids.” The 1957 edition headlines a photograph of essential tools with “Have proper tools” and “Be well organised.” The book still does not assume the reader will have a space for a cutting table, which is now listed under the “Additional Aids.” None of the interviewees reported having a dedicated table in their homes; instead they made space for the activity by clearing kitchen or dining tables. Geraldine said she lived in a small flat with her mother after her father died, “there wasn’t much space for anything much. The main thing was to have a large table you could use for cutting out patterns.” Like most of the women interviewed, Geraldine often did her cutting out on the floor, and she confessed to covertly using the board table in her workplace later in life.

*Successful Dressmaking,* also a recommended text for primary school sewing, notes that “A large table is useful for cutting out,” but the drawing opposite reflects the reader’s

---

9 *Simplicity, Simplicity Sewing Book.*
10 Ibid., 6.
11 Geraldine, born 1926.
13 Ibid., 7.
likely reality by showing cutting out being done on the floor.\textsuperscript{14} Another drawing shows a woman using a sewing machine at a fold-out sewing cabinet, but there is no advice on where to sew or how to store equipment.\textsuperscript{15} Again, the reader is left to imagine how this might work in their own home. The equipment necessary for sewing is also illustrated without specifying space (see fig. 21). A full-length mirror and a dress stand are at the centre of the illustration; the mirror is described as “essential for fitting the garment,” while the dress stand is “a help for draping.”\textsuperscript{16} The reader is invited to visualise themselves in the finished garment — which may take whatever form they imagine.

\textsuperscript{14} Ibid., 6.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., 66.
\textsuperscript{16} Draping is technique for garment design, more used by designers than home dressmakers. The designer uses muslin (or cotton duck) to drape the garment on a form, capturing design lines with pins and thread markings. The muslin (or cotton duck toile) is then unpicked and the shapes and design lines are transferred to a paper pattern, used to cut the actual fabric. Experienced designers may drape and cut the fabric directly.
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Figure 21. Dressmaking tools.
Dressmakers used the same tools to achieve very different outcomes. This illustrated list of tools shows what is necessary to make any garment, while leaving the specifics of style to the maker’s imagination. Resek and Resek, *Successful Dressmaking*, 7.

This imagery recalls Carol Tulloch’s investigation of the dressmaking practice of Jamaican women in the 1940s and 1950s, where “Clothes represent a definition or statement of difference, independence and autonomy. […] Such definitions may be
Jocelyn’s mother used her dressmaking ability to create a look that matched her desired identity as a fashionable woman. Newspapers and magazines suggested fashion was something that happened in England or America, and New Zealand women could achieve fashionability by emulating overseas style. In 1950, one of the NZWW’s regular features was “Test your Clothes Sense”: this was intended to increase “fashion know-how.” Jocelyn’s mother seemed to have “know-how,” and used her expertise to create a fashionable identity.

She managed space and tools in their family home to support this identity, along with her paid tailoring and dressmaking work. Most of her work was hand-stitching the buttonholes on men’s suits, or making bespoke suits. The suits were transported to the family home in Masterton, from Wellington by train, sent from the menswear tailoring business where she had started her working life as an apprentice. Jocelyn described this expertise as a double-edged sword.

Men’s tailoring and that, it just meant money I think. She was good at it, didn’t mind it. She would have preferred to be in high fashion — she would have loved to have worked in a high fashion house. Try to do that in Masterton!

Relative to Putnam’s notion of the actual and imagined home, Jocelyn’s mother seems to have reimagined the actual family home as that high fashion house. She made clothes to measure for paying customers, and did alterations for womenswear retailers in Masterton. Jocelyn, her father, and her brothers were all aware of the level of her

---

17 Tulloch, “There’s No Place Like Home,” 120.
18 In 1949, women in Wellington could see a collection of “exclusive model frocks created by world famous designers,” and buy the fabric the frocks were made from. The parades would enable women to see “how best to make up the materials. Which materials are suitable for one kind of dress, and how to achieve the best effect.” “Model frocks flown from England for James Smith’s Fashion parade,” EP, 18 August 1949: 10.
20 Writing about dressmakers in post-war Toronto, Alexandra Palmer notes: “Taking in home-sewing work often involved no startup expenses other than the initial cost of a sewing machine and so provided an easy and affordable means of furthering or creating income.” This was true for Jocelyn’s mother, who already had a machine and expertise. Alexandra Palmer, “Virtual Home Dressmaking: Dress-Makers and Seamstresses in Post-War Toronto,” in Burman, The Culture of Sewing, 218.
mother’s activity because of the way space was used in the house, which changed with the seasons. In summer, Jocelyn or one of her brothers would sleep in the sun porch, a closed-in veranda. This meant a bedroom was available for their mother to use as a sewing room. “And then when it got too cold in the winter, she had to clear out of that and just use the sitting room.” Whatever the season, people who came for fittings were ushered to the sitting room, where a screen preserved their modesty while they changed their clothes. Jocelyn also remembers trestle tables for cutting out being moved in and out of the house. The trestle tables were a visible sign to customers that fabric was being cut on special surfaces, and implied a dedicated space for dressmaking. But Jocelyn said, “I think she just quietly did that [cutting out] on the kitchen table, and no one knew.”

The household worked around the demands sewing and dressmaking put on their shared spaces. In her final years at school, Jocelyn started to occupy those spaces with her own dressmaking. One day when her mother was away, Jocelyn started a dress on her own:

I cracked into it, but I got tired and went to bed with it not finished. […] something had gone wrong for the neck and I’d undone it, and tried it again and […] I thought I’ll have another go in the morning. […] she must have arrived home about 10.30, saw it sitting there and finished it off. Lovely little surprise for me when I got up, and I can remember being quite pipped.

Jocelyn’s experience ran counter to the scenarios imagined by dressmaking books, which advised dressmakers to pack up their work so it did not impose on the family. Jocelyn might have been better to have cleared away her work so her mother could not impose on the space and the garment.

Evelyn Mansfield’s *Clothing Construction*, published in 1953, suggests that dressmaking should be kept entirely separate from the rest of the household. Mansfield treats dressmaking as an expression of individual style and creativity rather than an activity that shapes a household’s dress practice. This attitude is reflected in the uncompromising advice about space.
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While you are making a garment, keep all your sewing equipment close at hand and do the whole job in one room. A studio or guest room equipped for cutting, pressing, stitching, and fitting is always ready for use and can be left undisturbed between work periods.\footnote{Mansfield, \textit{Clothing Construction}, 1.}

Mansfield would clearly prefer that sewing space not be shared at all, and inquisitive daughters like Vera would not be able to experiment with the machine. \textit{Clothing Construction} includes a photograph of an ideal room, showing a draped mannequin between two mirrors which means we see three views of the draping. The dressmaker who uses this space is constructing an identity dedicated to perfection in stitching and fit. Mansfield’s mention of work periods acknowledges the dressmaker may have other demands on her time, but the separate room means it is easy to pick up the work where it was left off, using tools designed for the purpose. Cheryl, born in 1951, explained her mother’s technique for managing projects in between working on the farm: she rolled them up in a clean sheet.\footnote{Cheryl, born 1951. This unusual use of an everyday item shows a feminine equivalent of the “number 8 wire” mentality usually associated with the ability of New Zealand men to make anything work using whatever was available (often a length of number 8 wire).} This practical technique confirms Cheryl’s description of her mother as someone who solved problems.
Figure 22. An ideal sewing room.
A dedicated sewing room was a fantasy for most interviewees. While the image shows a dress being created by draping on a form, all of the interviewees reported using paper patterns to cut fabric on a flat surface. Mansfield, *Clothing Construction* frontispiece.

Apart from a few fathers who helped with marking hems, interviewees scarcely mentioned fathers when they talked about sewing and dressmaking in their family homes. This can be attributed to the fact they are recalling a period when men were usually in paid employment outside the home, and women managed what happened inside the home. A consequence of this is that women could easily claim space in the home when men were at work. This idea is raised in a 1949 edition of the *Singer Sewing Machine Manual* edited by Mary Brookes Picken. Yet even in the absence of the observing
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male gaze, Picken seems to want the act of making to be invisible. She places dressmaking in the domestic environment as a discretionary, almost self-indulgent, task — not to be undertaken before necessary work.

Never try to sew with the sink full of dishes or bed unmade. When there are urgent housekeeping chores, do these first so that your mind is free to enjoy your sewing. [...] When you sew, make yourself as attractive as possible. Go through a beauty ritual of orderliness. Have on a clean dress. [...] Have your hair in order, powder and lipstick put on with care. Looking attractive is a very important part of sewing, because if you are making something for yourself, you will try it on at intervals in front of your mirror, and you can hope for better results when you look your best. If you are constantly fearful that a visitor will drop in or your husband will come home and you will not look neatly put together, you will not enjoy your sewing as you should.23

The advice implies it is less than desirable to be caught in the act, at the same time as it confirms the end result is for public display. While engaged in making, the dressmaker's identity as a wife must be fully evident; if she is discovered, the act of dressmaking should be invisible, or be seen as a controlled part of her wifely identity. In Lyndsay’s home, the family accepted their mother would sew until late at night, having traded the promise of a new garment for having other housework done.24 Margaret described similar trading of tasks in her home, and neither described their mother dressing up to sew.

Two New Zealand books, published between 1959 and 1965, offer specific advice on how to manage space for dressmaking, both of which perpetuate the ideal of almost covert activity. Geraldine McDonald’s You and Your Clothes, and Florence Davies and S. B. E. Hatherton’s Materially Yours were both written to support the secondary school Clothing syllabus, but addressed a general audience as well as the school one. Neither suggests the activity can be invisible, but both offer ways to minimise its impact on other

24 Lyndsay, born 1940.
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members of the household. McDonald is firm on the idea that the dressmaker must not disturb others.

When you sew do you disrupt the family's activities by spreading your work all over the living-room? If you want to make dress-making a pleasure for both yourself and others you should give some thought to the planning of your sewing area.\(^{25}\)

These questions confirm that space is a resource that needs to be allocated in the home, and implies that allocation will be relative to the value of the activity. The kitchen and laundry are fixed places because what happens in them is necessary; “your sewing area” is understood to be transient space, in which the dressmaker may produce something for her own benefit. McDonald has already established that the benefit is for women and children and has little value for men.\(^{26}\) McDonald’s approach does not allow for the happy integration of sewing into family life, as described by Velma, Cheryl, Sheena, and Val — and hinted at in her own early memories. Instead, the book suggests ways to create space for four different dressmaking activities: cutting, sewing and pressing, fitting, and storage. For storage, she gives instructions to make a portable sewing screen (see fig. 23), and suggests a tea trolley is also an option for storing a portable machine and pressing equipment.\(^{27}\) None of the interviewees recall making such deliberate efforts themselves to create storage space, although Sheena’s and Margaret’s fathers did home renovations with this goal in mind (of which more, later).

\(^{25}\) McDonald, *You and Your Clothes*, 40.

\(^{26}\) When the fictional family in the book is discussing its clothing budget, Mrs Brown says, “Your father needs the most money because his clothes are expensive and I cannot make them at home.” Ibid., 20.

\(^{27}\) Ibid., 41-42.
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Girls were encouraged to create special places for their sewing tools, mostly to keep them out of others’ way. Beneath this illustration, Geraldine McDonald assures girls, “The floor makes a satisfactory cutting surface as long as it is clean and smooth.” McDonald, You and Your Clothes: 41.

Davies and Hatherton address the challenge of space in the first lines of Materially Yours.

All people who sew require equipment that will be reliable and a pleasure to use. Not many women are fortunate enough to have a room specially for sewing and most have to work in a room used by other members of the family.28

The wording clearly divides equipment from the room, or space, in which it is used. And while equipment is associated with “pleasure,” which suggests modern and easy to use, space must be negotiated. Even when dressmaking is being treated as a necessary skill, readers are reminded to keep expectations realistic. Davies and Hatherton stress the importance of having good light and storage space for “all sewing needs.”29 While the

Figure 23. Portable sewing screen.

---

29 Ibid.
activity itself cannot be invisible in the home, at least the tools, fabrics, and patterns can be hidden away when not in use.

As discussed in the previous chapter, Joy had the unusual experience of growing up in a house where the dressmaking really was invisible — presumably done in the housekeeper’s bedroom, or when no one else was home, and scrupulously tidied away. Joy’s first experience of sewing at home was not in a traditional domestic space. When she left her father’s house, she moved to Wellington and got a live-in job at a hotel. Her room-mate had learned to sew at school and had a portable sewing machine. She encouraged Joy to use the machine and make her own clothes. The presence of a sewing machine helped transform the room from a shared lodging in a city hotel into a safe, domestic environment where the young women could experiment with fabrics and styles. For the other girl, this environment may have been a recreation of her home life; for Joy, it was a novel experience. In the absence of any parental figures, they did not have to negotiate the space for the machine. Joy said, in retrospect, it was lucky they had something to keep them occupied in the security of their room within the hotel. In this safe place, Joy embarked on an ambitious project:

I tell you how bloody stupid you can be, I bought velvet, red velvet, and made myself a coat and lined it. […] It was ambitious. And I loved it. Yes, I wore it everywhere. It was a swing back coat.³⁰

³⁰ Joy, born 1936.

At 18, Joy was beginning to be a dressmaker. She embraced her new-found skill and got to know the fabric and haberdashery shops in Wellington. She presumably shared her room-mate’s other tools as well as the machine, because she had not seen herself as capable of making anything until this time.
Dressmaking gave girls of limited financial means the ability to dress in the latest styles. The swing back coat Joy made in 1954 was right on trend, as shown in this advertisement from the same year. *EP*, 16 August 1954: 7.
A sewing machine is arguably a dressmaker’s most important tool, and the one that often defines a dressmaking space. Most interviewees remember Singer sewing machines, reflecting Singer’s dominance of the New Zealand market. For the interviewees who had portable sewing machines, space was likely to be created by placing the machine on the kitchen (hotel room) table.31 Those whose families had a treadle machine remember sewing spaces evolving around the machine. Velma’s mother sewed on a treadle machine in the covered-in entrance porch to their family home. In Velma’s memory, the machine was “always there.”32 She thinks the place was dictated by a lack of space elsewhere in the small house, rather than a conscious selection of the best place to sew. This aligns with Velma’s recollection of her mother cutting garments out on the floor because there was no table large enough. Velma’s mother used the little drawers on the machine table to store equipment, and her scissors were in one of the bottom drawers. This is etched in Velma’s memory because she used them to cut her teddy bear’s hair and wept at the news that it would not grow back.

Cathie, Sheena, Cheryl, and Val all have treadle machines used by a mother or grandmother, some of which date from the early twentieth century. Lyndsay’s mother got a treadle machine from her brothers as a wedding gift when she married in the 1930s; Lyndsay’s daughter now has that machine. These machines link textile and domestic practice through generations. The choice to keep them reflects Laurel Thatcher Ulrich’s observation that textiles have long been associated with women and have become a “gendered form of heritage.”33 Writing of the mechanisation of the sewing machine in the mid-nineteenth century, Tim Putnam says women were quick to claim the sewing machine as their own, even though it was intended for commercial workshops.34 Once in the home, a machine, “could help maintain a culture of sewing in the home, with all that implied for the transmission of gendered identity and skill.”35

31 Railene, Caroline, and Sheena all described this scenario.
32 Velma, born 1934.
33 Mutsaers, “Unpacking Mrs Wood’s Suitcases,” 29.
35 Ibid., 279.
machine itself is a touchstone for this transmission, even though it requires an operator to be of any use.

The treadle machine that Val remembers her mother using had a motor added to it in the 1960s, taking away the necessity of the treadling action that imprinted itself on Val's infant memory. The Singer was replaced by a Bernina in the late 1970s, but Val kept the older machine. It is in the foyer of the fashion school she runs. A framed photograph of her mother sits on top of it, showing her mother beautifully dressed in self-made garments. Val's middle sister now has the Bernina. The machines connect the daughters to their mother — tangible evidence of their shared interest, and of the time their mother spent practising the craft.

Figure 25. The Singer sewing machine used by Val's mother. Val's earliest memory is of the rhythm of her mother's treadling on this Singer sewing machine. The machine is in the foyer of Val's design school, with a photo of Val's mother on it. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.
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Figure 26. Trims in one of the drawers of Val’s mother’s machine.
Val, like other women who had their mother’s machines, had not thrown away any of the items in the drawers of the cabinet. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

Sheena, like Val, had not emptied the drawers of the treadle machine she inherited. The miscellaneous items in the drawers (machine attachments, darning thread, shirring elastic, scraps of ribbon and lace, wooden cotton reels) are connected to their idea of the sewing machine and its original user. Cathie inherited her grandmother’s treadle from her mother, who did not sew herself. Cathie keeps the darning mushroom her mother used (and taught her to use) in one of the drawers of the machine, so the objects link the generations even though the machine itself was not used by all three women. The drawers of Cheryl’s mother’s machine contained the boxes of attachments used to achieve different effects such as blind and rolled hemming, decorative stitches, and buttonholes. Cheryl sees the attachments as evidence of her mother’s mastery of the machine. As Daniel Miller observes, material culture enables “apparently mute forms [...] to speak more easily and eloquently to the nature of relationship than can those with persons.”36 For all these women, the inanimate object of the sewing machine and associated items provide a focal point for remembering generations of sewing practice.

Railene still uses the machine her parents bought her for her twenty-first birthday. Because her mother did not sew, there is no connection to a previous generation, other than her parent’s financial ability to buy the machine, and their generosity in choosing to do so. Railene sees the machine as a constant companion in her sewing life:

---

We took it Palmerston North a couple of years ago [for servicing]. It purrs. It made every curtain in this house. I could have ordered these curtains — but I think I made them better. Recently made cushions for a great niece — modern creamy things. It has earned its life. […] I’ve got a whole box of things that make it do this and that. We were taught on straight sewers.37

Railene’s attitude to her machine is like those of the women Marcia McLean interviewed for her analysis of home dressmaking in Alberta, Canada in the 1940s — captured in the quote used in the title of the piece, “I Dearly Loved that Machine.”38 Women who sew a lot see the machine as an ally. Both Margarethe Szeless, writing about Austria in the 1940s,39 and Eileen Margerum, writing about America at the same time,40 identify this as a marketing technique used by the Singer sewing machine company. Szeless points out that slogans “seemed to substitute the sewing women by the machine,” and included phrases like “wishes come true; the sewing machine does all the needlework of the household.”41 Margerum notes that Singer’s advertisements for an 8-week sewing course gave the act of sewing “short shrift,” with clothes appearing magically.42 Singer and other manufacturers used similar techniques for advertising machines in New Zealand, emphasising automatic features and ease of use (see figs. 20 and 29). Sewing machine technology advanced rapidly over the 20 years of this study, but Railene, in charge of her Singer treadle, was unmoved by these innovations:

I could never quite work out why anyone needed a zig-zag [stitch type]. A couple of years ago I bought a second-hand one. And it is very handy for mending jeans. I’m probably not the average person.43

37 Railene, born 1934.
38 McLean, “I Dearly Loved That Machine.”
39 Szeless, “Burda Fashions.”
40 Margerum, “The Sewing Needle as Magic Wand.”
42 Margerum, “The Sewing Needle as Magic Wand,” 199.
43 Railene, born 1934.
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Lynne no longer has her mother’s treadle machine, but she has a rich sensory memory of it. She paints a picture of a household in which sewing and dressmaking were integrated with everyday activities, and created happy, productive spaces.

The sewing machine was in the living room and I remember sitting on the arm of the chair beside it watching her sew […] just hunched over working away. I can see her there. [her feet] constantly on the treadle. Because it was a quite a mesmerising thing […] the noise, and the things, and we used to talk and so on and sit in the sun.44

As well as talking about what she could see — her mother’s posture, and the activity of sewing — Lynne talked about feeling the warmth of the sun on her skin, the “mesmerising” noise of the treadle, and that they talked. Lynne’s perception was that sewing “wasn’t a chore,” indeed, it seems to have been part of maternal identity. Lynne’s mother does not appear to have thought too much about the need for dedicated spaces for the four dressmaking activities defined in You and Your Clothes (cutting, sewing and pressing, fitting, and storage). She did her cutting on the dining table, which was also in the living room. Lynne says her mother did not have an ironing board. She used the electric iron on the table in the kitchen, which she covered with woollen blankets and an old sheet. Lynne’s recall of being fitted is limited to her mother checking hem lengths, “I remember she used to stand us on the table. We’d have to turn round and round and she’d measure and put the pins in.”45

Lynne’s description was notable for the number of sewing tools she mentioned, and also for the adaptive use of items: tables were used as flat surfaces for cutting out and ironing, and as elevated platforms for marking hems. There was also the box of buttons that became a plaything. Lynne’s description highlights the difference between suggested dressmaking practice in books from the period, the inanimate evidence of the objects, and the remembered experience which explains how other items were adapted or appropriated for dressmaking. Cheryl’s mother using a sheet to store work is another

44 Lynne, born 1946.
45 Ibid.
example of adaptation, as is her novel use of Sellotape. On the day of her eldest sister’s wedding, Cheryl complained the netting ruffle on the neckline of her flower-girl dress was scratching her skin, so her mother used Sellotape as a smooth facing on the inside edge of the garment.

Figure 27. Cheryl in a dress made by her mother.
Girls who wore home-made clothes understood that dressmaking required innovation and adaptation. Cheryl enjoyed being a flower-girl at her sister’s wedding in this home-made dress after her mother used Sellotape around the inside of the neckline to stop the edge of the netting feeling scratchy against Cheryl’s skin. Photograph supplied by Cheryl.

Val confessed to using Sellotape on hems when she was in a hurry to wear a new garment out for a party (and also recalls having her mother stand over her while she stitched hems before being allowed to leave the house). Mary Beaudry laments the absence of such first-hand accounts in her investigation of the objects of seventeenth and eighteenth-century dressmaking.46 Without these accounts, the meaning of objects is overlaid with assumptions about the context in which they were used. Beaudry uses pins

46 Beaudry, Findings.
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as an example, understood by twenty-first century archaeologists as sewing items used by women, yet revealed to have several uses by both men and women in previous centuries. One hundred years from now, will kitchen tables, living room floors, and Sellotape be understood as part of home dressmaking?

Lynne says her mother’s smaller sewing tools were stored in a hinged wooden box that was permanently in the living room, along with treadle machine. Lynne’s mother had to reorganise things so she could use the dining and kitchen tables for cutting and ironing, and this activity is captured in Lynne’s statement about observing “all the things that happened.” Lynne’s father was not present for any of this activity and she supposes he was at work. While this implies sewing did not happen at the weekend when he was at home, Lynne’s recollection does not suggest any anxiety about the visibility of the practice.

Spaces and tools were inseparable in Sheena’s memories, indicative of the role sewing played in the family’s clothing strategies. Sheena’s father altered the family home to accommodate his wife’s sewing. First, he built extra cupboards which stored her mother’s dressmaking materials. Stock-piling fabric, as Lyndsay’s mother did before the war, puts pressure on storage space. After the war, Sheena’s mother did the same thing — buying fabric at sales so she had plenty to choose from as she embarked on a round of new dresses for her four daughters. Sheena says her father eventually adapted the laundry in the family home as a sewing space for his wife.

Mum was out this afternoon and he said to me, can you just come. And he was making a cupboard to set up for a sewing room. [...] He had the old dining table and he’d put in there. [...] And he’d put shelves up the side and he was going to have this as a sewing room and mum really wanted it because she liked things very tidy. Dad asked me to stand there so he knew where to put the window. He’d taken where I was standing to put the window, so when you sat at this
sowing thing, you only saw the wall and the window was way up. Mum loved that. That’s where she sewed.47

Sheena was keenly aware of how she was different from her mother, noting her mother was very tidy and she is not: “So I’m a huge disappointment to her on the tidiness.” Although the daughters were given free access to the sewing room, Sheena and her sisters preferred to use the kitchen and dining room, as they had seen their mother do all their lives:

because you could spread out over the Formica table. You could have the iron and stuff. We didn’t have an ironing board. You put down about four layers of old blankets, then you put the sheets, the pillowslips, the hankies.48

Sheena’s father had also modified the kitchen to make ironing safer, putting a hook in the ceiling to minimise the risk of ironing over the cord. Did the next family who lived in that house understand the function of that hook? Did other users of that Formica table recognise its history as a sewing tool? Sheena’s father was an accountant, but it was his second choice of profession. He’d wanted to be an engineer but could not get a cadetship. She described her father as “someone who always liked making things,” recalling again Janet Frame’s idea of the family of makers. His innovations in the family home were his way of supporting his wife and daughters as they made things from fabric.

---

47 Sheena, born 1951.
48 Ibid.
Men could support their wives and daughters to sew by modifying the house to accommodate the practice.

These instructions for an ironing cupboard include the detail of a sleeve board, which would be useful during garment construction or for regular ironing. *EP*, 18 August 1954: 17.
Margaret told a similar story of the home being altered to create a special place for sewing. But by the time her father had boxed in the veranda to create a sewing room, her mother was no longer spending as much time sewing. Margaret’s memories are similar to Lynne’s and Sheena’s, where sewing was a highly visible part of maternal activity within the family home. Whereas garments materialised from nowhere at Joy’s house, these interviewees could see their mother sewing. And like Jocelyn’s mother, Margaret’s mother used different spaces at different times. Margaret can remember her mother sewing at tables in the kitchen, the dining room, and by a window in the living room. These arrangements reflect Margaret’s mother’s enjoyment of sewing and dressmaking. Whereas the dressmaking books said to avoid disturbing other family members, in that household dressmaking was a service to family members, not something to hide. Dressmaking was also an activity that could displace other household tasks. Margaret said her mother could easily be encouraged to complete a sewing task if Margaret offered to cook or take over any other housework.

Margaret’s mother had a Singer machine, but longed for a Husqvarna sewing machine because her maternal grandfather was Swedish, and the family had a saying that “if it was Swedish, it must be good.”49 She eventually got a Husqvarna, which was used as a “best” machine for fancy work. The Singer was kept for heavy work. It is possible to see this behaviour as a result of advertising that suggested sewing machines were more important than their operators. For whatever reason, Margaret’s mother deferred to the Husqvarna as superior, and Margaret — who deferred to her mother’s superior ability — preferred to use the Singer.

49 Margaret, born 1938.
Margaret’s mother bought a Husqvarna sewing machine because of family connections to Sweden, suggesting she saw her choice of sewing machine as a statement about who she was. *The Press*, 22 August 1963: 2.

The human body is a vital object in dressmaking practice. Joanne Entwistle sees dress as “part of our epidermis — it lies on the boundary between self and other,” and suggests we are more conscious of dress “when something is out of place.” This may be related to not having the right clothes for a situation, or be about the fit of the clothes on the body — when they are too tight or too loose.  

Clothing made by dressmakers, unlike clothing made by manufacturers, is made for a particular body: sometimes it is the

---
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dressmaker’s own body, other times that of a family member. The layout of dressmaking books reinforces the importance of fit, with many beginning with advice on measuring. Interviewees remember their mothers measuring their bodies and fitting clothes on them. Jocelyn knows her mother fitted garments on clients. But what of the clothes they made for themselves? For girls and women making their own clothes, one’s own body is often not as accessible as necessary — particularly for fitting sleeves, or any features on the back of a garment. Dress forms were heavily advertised as the solution to this problem.

While Lynne at first struggled to recall her mother making clothes for herself, she realised she must have because she had a dress form. The dress form was stored in the back of a wardrobe; how often it was used for the intended purpose remains a mystery, although Lynne remembers dressing it up. This relegation to a plaything seems typical of experience of dress forms. Cheryl says her mother was particularly good at fitting garments on her, and could place darts at the most flattering angle. She gave Cheryl a dress form as a gift, but Cheryl seldom used it because she never felt the cardboard form matched her shape. When asked how they managed fitting their own garments, most interviewees said they got in and out of half-made garments, and stood in front of a mirror pinning as much as they could. Some recalled their mothers doing the same thing. This makeshift solution, like the appropriation of the kitchen table or the living room floor, seems to have been the preferred technique.

Good fit was a marker of success for a dressmaking project. In theory, a dress form makes fitting easier by enabling the dressmaker to check the garment from every angle. In practice, dressmakers wriggled in and out of half-made garments. *NZH*, 16 August 1962: 4.

Hemming a garment is the final stage of fitting, and is a stage where help is often required. Men sometimes provided this help. Lyndsay said, “Dad was very good at
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measuring hems. […] We would stand on the kitchen table. Mum held the yard stick and Dad did the marking.” Margaret says her husband (who was taught to sew by her mother) was the one who pointed out that their daughter should be wearing her shoes as Margaret marked the hem of her wedding dress.53

Cheryl remembers her mother having a wooden floor-to-hem stand-alone ruler for marking hems. This object, like some of the treadle machines, connected practice through three generations:

For that meticulously straight hemline we were up on the kitchen table while she [Cheryl’s mother] sat on a chair and measured the floor-to-hem distance and marked it with a pin. Her mother [Cheryl’s grandmother] used the same method and mum recalls it feeling like hours she had to stand and if sighing and changes of stance occurred a reminder on the leg was duly applied! I don’t remember [my mother] doing that to us, she seemed pretty good at it so didn’t seem a long time to me, after all, it was the means by which I was getting a nice skirt or dress.54

Cheryl’s sense of standing in her mother’s footsteps and seeing her mother’s attention to detail shaped her own careful practice.

52 Lyndsay, born 1940.
53 Margaret, born 1938.
54 Cheryl, born 1951.
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Figure 31. Fitting a garment at home.
Making a garment for someone means spending time with them. This drawing captures the intimate domesticity described by interviewees, with the machine in a living room, the basket on the floor, and hemming stick ready. Needlework Development Scheme. *And So to Sew*, frontispiece.

For most domestic dressmakers, the process of fit begins with choosing a pattern, and comparing the measurements of the body with the measurements of the pattern. This is not as straightforward as it might seem, because patterns have ease built into them, without which the body would be unable to move inside the garment. The amount of ease varies according to the style of the garment, increasing the chance the dressmaker may not understand how the measurement of the body and the measurement of the pattern should relate to one another. The patterns readers sent for from the *NZWW* in the 1940s and early 1950s were unmarked tissue, navigated by relating the shapes to the
suggested layout and using any notches at the edge of the pieces. The dressmaker had to understand what the seam allowances were before beginning to calculate how much ease might be in the pattern. Yet this was better than nothing.

Velma, Lyndsay, Margaret, Vera and Lynne all mentioned themselves or their mothers making or adjusting patterns. Sheena talked about her mother cutting patterns wider to fit Sheena’s round childhood tummy. Vera’s mother altered finished garments to prolong their use, which suggests some degree of patternmaking ability. Mostly, dressmakers wanted a guarantee of success, particularly when fabrics or money were in short supply. Publishing houses and pattern companies capitalised on women’s need to get things right by including free patterns in magazines and producing low-cost, multi-style patterns.55 Geraldine McDonald, despite being trained in pattern drafting, said of her own practice in the 1950s, “I never bothered much with [drafting] patterns, you could buy very good patterns by then.”56

None of the women I spoke to had the confidence of Carol Tulloch’s subject who used freehand dressmaking: drawing or even cutting directly on to the fabric, “from your knowledge.”57 The nearest anyone came to this was Alison recalling her highly-skilled aunt Freda cutting into cloth and making things work. Alison said when her aunt did use patterns, they were a tool that enabled her to get a dress out of a short length of fabric:

She made me a black and white harlequin cotton everglaze and it had a roll neck collar and cut-away shoulders and it was a Vogue pattern and I can remember her using the pattern, and it was a lovely pattern, it was a princess line, zip up the back. And I can remember her placing that pattern round and round on that material to get it out. But she did it.58

56 Geraldine, born 1926.
57 Tulloch, “There’s No Place Like Home,” 114.
58 Alison, born 1942.
Alison’s story ties dressmaking to fashion, with patterns as a vital link in this relationship. She says her influences in dress came from movies and pattern books.

Audrey Hepburn was a great influence. Everyone aspired to that black dress and her coats, those coats by Balmain and Givenchy. But that was later. Vogue patterns were a great influence, going into the shops and looking at the pattern books.59

Rachel Moseley talks about the role of patterns in helping young English women achieve movie-star style in the 1950s and 1960s.60 Pattern companies had been exploiting dressmakers’ desire to emulate movie styles since the 1930s, a strategy that “allowed young working-class women to visualise their dreams particularly through the consumption of fashionable clothes.”61

Margarethe Szeless contrasts the durability of the sewing machine with the fragility of paper patterns in her analysis of the role of Burda patterns in home dressmaking in Austria in the 1950s to 1970s.62 Unlike sewing machines, “patterns on thin paper illustrate the volatility of rapidly changing fashion trends.”63 Women might be using the same machine their mother or grandmother did to create very different garments. The picture Szeless draws of dressmaking in post-war Austria has many parallels with New Zealand in the same period, with women adapting techniques to cope with shortages and restrictions. Burda is a magazine dedicated to home dressmaking that mainly consists of pull-out patterns. Szeless says it managed three things: to provide patterns at low cost, to target a broad spectrum of middle-class women, and to create a style that was related to the latest Paris fashion and relatable for readers.64 What made Burda different from other magazines and commercial patterns was its expectation of the reader’s expertise and patience. The New Zealand women interviewed for this thesis cited ease of use as a

59 Ibid.
60 Moseley, “Respectability Sewn Up.”
62 Szeless, “Burda Fashions.”
63 Ibid., 854.
64 Ibid., 849.
major reason to use patterns. *Burda* patterns are not easy to use. Szeless describes them as:

A dense and entangled web of black lines interspersed with numbers and symbols, which might easily be mistaken for an aviation or navigation map by the layman.\(^65\)

Once a reader has chosen the pattern they want, they must trace off the necessary pieces, following whatever line corresponds to their chosen style. Szeless assumes “a certain familiarity with and transfer of the skill of home dressmaking within families in the post-war era,”\(^66\) nevertheless *Burda* was not an easy option.

Vera was the only one of the interviewees who regularly uses *Burda* patterns. Chapter 7 looks at some of the interviewees’ adult dressmaking practice, but some of Vera’s story belongs here. Those early experiments with the buttonhole feature on her mother’s latest Elna machine set Vera up for a lifetime of mastering the technology of dressmaking, including the “dense and entangled web” of *Burda* patterns. The shelves above her machines hold *Burda* magazines and sewing manuals. She cuts facings with a rotary cutter on a special cutting mat, often used by quilters to cut precise pieces for patching. Vera bought her own Elna sewing machine in the first years of her working life. When her mother died, she used some of her inheritance to buy herself a new Elna machine, overlocker, and press. The machine and overlocker are in a modern version of the foldaway sewing cabinet advertised in newspapers since the 1950s, but now designed with space for an overlocker as well as a “portable.” Vera uses the sun porch of her home as a sewing room, in much the same way as her mother did. From where she sews, she can see a planter made from the legs of her grandmother’s treadle machine — stripped back, painted with red enamel, and affixed to a brick wall.

---

\(^65\) Ibid., 855.

\(^66\) Ibid.
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Figure 32. A planter made from a Singer sewing machine table. Vera’s sews on an Elna machine, just as her mother did. And as her mother extended the life of garments by adapting them, Vera extended the life of a treadle sewing machine by adapting it as a planter. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.
This chapter shows how girls’ experiences of dressmaking space and things reinforced their understanding of their mothers’ practice, and laid the foundations of their own practice. Despite advice in books and magazines that suggested dressmaking should be regarded as an imposition on others, and kept out of sight, it seems to have been a highly visible part of family life. The adaptation of spaces, objects, and routine that accompanied dressmaking was not seen as good or bad, but simply normal if girls and women were to be clothed. In homes, the things of sewing were both commonplace — because they were seen every day — and special — because they were associated with a specific individual. Tools, particularly machines, were powerful talismans of connection, usually with a mother and sometimes a grandmother. Choices about machines and the space in which they were used can be seen to repeat over time, as does the value attributed to the skill. The emphasis on objects has supplemented understanding of practice. This and the preceding chapter have remained mostly within homes, and support Bourdieu’s assertion that:

Through the economic and social necessity that they bring to bear on the relatively autonomous world of the domestic economy and family relations, or more precisely, through the specifically familial manifestations of external necessity […] the structures characterizing a determinate class of conditions of existence produce the structure of the habitus, which in their turn are the basis of the perception and appreciation of all subsequent experiences.67

The following two chapters look at sewing and dressmaking at school, examining the interviewees’ experience as pupils and as teachers.

67 Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, 54.
Chapter 5
The regulation of sewing at school: “A room in the basement has been fitted out”

The preceding chapters have shown that girls often saw sewing and dressmaking as necessary activities at home, and associated them with the exercise of individual choice, taste, and values. They saw practice evolve through experimentation — with materials, tools, and space — all of which took place in the privacy of their homes in whatever time was available. The following two chapters shift the focus to examine how girls experienced sewing and dressmaking at school, where the practice was public and uniform. What, where, when, and how they sewed was regulated by the government, the school, and the teacher, and associated with compulsion and discipline. This chapter looks at how teachers were trained, how the subject was connected to domestic practice, how space for it was created, and how the subject was positioned in the life of the school.

The introduction to this thesis includes Katherine Mansfield’s account of sewing at school in the early twentieth century. Mansfield describes a break in routine, achieved by rearranging furniture, and stitching as an act of Christian charity. Sewing and needlework were seen as a necessary part of girls’ primary education from 1877. From 1945, a newly created subject called Clothing became an option for girls to include in a course of secondary school study for the terminal qualification called School Certificate. As an examinable subject, Clothing — and the other needle-based subject of Embroidery — now warranted defined and dedicated space within schools. The tools and space schools provided said something about how the subjects were viewed in the school, as well as affecting how girls experienced them.

1 See Appendix 5 for a timeline of the New Zealand education system.
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The inspection report for Otago Girls’ High School from 1947 describes the tools and space the school provided for these subjects.

A room in the basement has been fitted out as a dressmaking room and is in full use throughout the week. Some Embroidery lessons have to be taken in the ordinary classrooms. The dressmaking room is well equipped with cupboards, fitting rooms, and twelve treadle machines but as yet there is no electric machine, a distinct lack in these days of when electrical appliances are so widely used in the home. The room is spacious and has been made as attractive as possible. Conditions for working would be considerably improved by the installation of better lighting system and by the replacement of the present seating forms with stools which could be put under the tables when they were not in use and would permit greater freedom of movement.2

The inspection report shows that Otago Girls’ High School was fulfilling its obligation to offer subjects that were part of the curriculum, but what it provided suggests these subjects were not highly valued in the school. The report could be summarised as saying a big, dark room that wasn’t being used for anything else had some treadle sewing machines and awkward benches in it. While the subject was called Clothing, the report talks about the “dressmaking room,” suggesting a carelessness even on the part of the inspector. The room serves both Clothing and Embroidery classes, but some of the latter are “taken in ordinary classrooms” — possibly a better option given the comments about the lighting. The report confirms the link with domestic practice with the reference to electrical appliances being widely used at home. The school magazine from the same year shows that “needlework” was being taught by two unqualified part-time members of staff.3 Taken together, these factors suggest the subject is being offered under sufferance, rather than from a desire to give girls a choice.

3 Otago Girls’ High School Magazine, 1947, staff list.
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Figure 33. Sewing room at Wellington Girls' College, 1947.
The treadle sewing machines, large tables, and pictures on the blackboard suggest the room was dedicated to the subject rather than being a makeshift space. Photograph from Wellington Girl's College archive.

Just as material considerations contributed to the formation of habitus at home, so too did they at school. Sue Middleton references both cultural reproduction and habitus when she interprets Bourdieu as arguing that:

> each family transmits to its children, indirectly rather than directly, a certain cultural capital and certain ethos. When children go to school, they take this habitus with them, and it must work alongside the school’s habitus, which has assigned value to subjects.4

---

At school, individual experience is constrained by what was prescribed in the syllabus, and the embodied experience takes place in shared spaces using common tools. I argue that sewing and dressmaking were used in schools to effect cultural reproduction. While schools attempted to replicate what they understood to be domestic dressmaking habitus, the domestic was subsumed by the institutional habitus which privileged traditional academic achievement. Writing about the interplay of individual and institutional habitus, Bourdieu suggests the institutional habitus will revise and transform. That transformation did not take place within the time period I have focussed on. The idea that all girls might stay at school past 15, let alone aim for university entrance, was still new. Likewise, Clothing had only just become an examinable subject at post-primary level. The society in which schools operated was ambivalent about the roles girls might play upon leaving. These factors combined to maintain an institutional habitus geared to support and celebrate academic achievement in established disciplines. The curriculum may have been modernised, but modernity had yet to take hold in schools.

The training and recruitment of sewing and dressmaking teachers provides a clear statement about the status of these subjects. Three of the interviewees taught sewing at primary school or Clothing at secondary school, and their individual experiences illustrate the evolution of the curriculum over the period. The environment in which their experience occurred was shaped by the Education Act of 1877, which enshrined “Sewing, needlework, and the principles of domestic economy” as part of girls’ primary school experience. At that time, it was taken for granted that female teachers would be able to provide tuition simply because of their gender. The idea that a woman did not need formal qualifications to teach girls to sew lingered into the second half of the twentieth century. It is evident in the practice of recruiting mothers to teach sewing where a female teacher was not available. An exchange of letters in 1933 shows the Department of Education endorsed such recruitment. The Taranaki Education Board queried how the Department might respond to “meet the demand for sewing teachers

5 Bourdieu, *The Logic of Practice*, 57.
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for sole teacher schools in charge of male teachers.” The Director of Education annotated the letter thus:

Mr Boyle reports that in Canterbury local committees are using the services of ladies in their districts to do the work without charge. Perhaps a similar arrangement would be possible in Taranaki.\(^6\)

The implication is that the ladies would be willing and able to teach for no pay. Sewing was of sufficient value to girls to be included in their formal school education, but not of sufficient value to warrant training, recruiting and paying specialist teachers.\(^7\)

Geraldine McDonald\(^8\) was born in 1926, so her own school experience predates the time of the study. But she is an example of someone who was trained as a specialist teacher, ready to deliver the Clothing syllabus when it was introduced after the war. Geraldine’s path to becoming a Clothing teacher in the 1940s is an example of “continuity and change in social experience.”\(^9\) When she started at her urban secondary school for girls in the late 1930s, such schools were understood to be “training grounds for aspiring entrants to university or the professions.”\(^10\) Geraldine was determined to go to university and was 16 when she passed the examination. But her youth, her gender, societal norms, and the planned changes to post-primary education affected her plans. Geraldine’s application for Teachers College at Victoria University in Wellington was rejected because she was too young.

The careers advisor […] found that a new course was being set up to train teachers for Homecraft subjects. They would accept me. This involved going

---

\(^6\) R19234720 - Public School Syllabus - Needlework 1913-1946. ANZ.

\(^7\) Correspondence from 1936 shows that even paid teachers did not always deliver the necessary level of skill or enthusiasm for sewing in the classroom. A memorandum to Senior Inspectors of Schools and Principals of Training Colleges refers to complaints that girls “have not received adequate instruction in hand-sewing while in the primary schools.” The Principals of Training Colleges are asked to see that “students in training receive regular and competent instruction in this subject.” Circular No. 1936/57, 26 May 1936. R19234720 - Public School Syllabus - Needlework 1913-1946. ANZ.

\(^8\) Geraldine McDonald is the only one of the interviewees to be named in full because she went on to write *You and Your Clothes*, used as a textbook for School Certificate and cited in this thesis.

\(^9\) Jenks, *Cultural Reproduction*.

first to Dunedin Teachers College. After two terms […] the Wellington candidates were transferred to the Wellington Technical College.\textsuperscript{11}

The year after returning to Wellington, Geraldine enrolled for education at Victoria University. Geraldine believes she was filling a quota for enrolment in the newly-established Homecraft teachers course\textsuperscript{12} simply because she was a girl.\textsuperscript{13} As a consequence of those first years of training, she learned patternmaking and tailoring by a woman who had trade training, and began her teaching career confident of her ability to sew and to teach the post-primary syllabus. By then, secondary schools were adjusting to the requirements of delivering the common core curriculum to increasing numbers of pupils because the school leaving age had been lifted to 15 in 1945.\textsuperscript{14}

Geraldine worked as a Homecraft teacher at Hutt Valley Memorial Technical School for four years and later joined the panel of examiners for School Certificate Clothing. Geraldine saw that girls doing courses that included Clothing often only stayed at school for two years so did not sit the School Certificate examinations. She says they saw dressmaking as a practical skill, not an academic achievement.\textsuperscript{15} As someone whose own sense of self was linked to academic achievement, Geraldine was “keen for girls to get some recognition for the work they had done.” That impulse drove her to write \textit{You and Your Clothes} to support teachers and pupils taking the School Certificate Clothing course. \textit{You and Your Clothes} makes the link with other school subjects explicit. The preface points out, “Clothing, besides being a study of practical arts can lead us into such subjects as history, geography, aesthetics, psychology and chemistry, to mention a few.”\textsuperscript{16} Geraldine wanted girls to see the possibilities from getting a broad understanding of clothing, and not limit their options and interests.

\textsuperscript{11} Geraldine, born 1926.
\textsuperscript{13} Yearbook tables showing probable destinations of school leavers show that in 1944, nearly three times as many boys as girls went to university college, whereas nearly four times as many girls as boys went to teacher training college. “The New Zealand Official Year-Book, 1951-52,” ed. Statistics (1951-52).
\textsuperscript{15} Biddington, “Something to Fall Back on”; Quinn-Young, “Technical Education.”
\textsuperscript{16} McDonald, \textit{You and Your Clothes}, 9.
Sewing and clothing were an imposed continuity in Geraldine’s life. Having learned to sew as a child at home and at primary school, she consciously abandoned it at secondary school. The tertiary course she was steered towards required her to learn the patternmaking and sewing techniques necessary to become a teacher. As she gained teaching experience, she used her expertise to become an examiner and author. Helene Aarseth et al. note that “rapid social transformations or social mobility may entail conditions that are markedly different from those conditions in which the habitus was produced.”17 They cite Bourdieu’s observation that such changes may “produce dispositions towards lucidity and critique.”18 Geraldine’s experience reflects this. To use a dressmaking analogy, she found a way to cut the cloth of her life to a garment that suited her.

Two of the interviewees, Jocelyn and Margaret, trained as primary teachers in the period when the primary syllabus was being revised to match the post-primary regulations. Both felt ill-equipped to cope with this part of the curriculum. To qualify for entry to teachers’ college (often called Training College), they had to achieve at the same academic level as the boys against whom they were competing.19 Neither of them excelled at sewing at school (or home), and both did academic courses at secondary school which minimised their exposure to the subject. Once they became teachers, they were expected to teach sewing to girls. Like Geraldine, they had little choice but to have sewing as part of their professional lives.

Jocelyn trained in the early 1950s, and was expected to deliver the primary syllabus revised in 1948. Her only preparation for this was to produce a stitched sampler, a requirement she met by paying someone else to produce the work. That she was able to achieve this subterfuge suggests little attention was paid to the subject at the teachers’

17 Aarseth, Layton, and Nielsen, “Conflicts in the Habitus,” 150.
18 Ibid.
19 The entry requirements for teacher training were the same for men and women. Division A trainees needed School Certificate as a minimum requirement, while Division C trainees needed a university degree as a minimum requirement. Division A trainees had two years of training plus a year of supervision. Division C had one year of training and were expected to teach in post-primary schools. By 1965, Division A candidates were expected to have an Endorsed School Certificate as a minimum requirement. “The New Zealand Official Year-Book, 1967,” ed. Statistics (1967).
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college. By the 1960s, Jocelyn was head teacher at a primary school and, by default, head of sewing. The primary syllabus had been revised in 1958 and now aimed to “fit girls for their lives as homemakers and provide them with a creative and useful occupation for their leisure hours.” Jocelyn decided the best way to do this was to get help:

I organised the mothers to come in. We only had one machine at school — the mothers brought theirs, I took mine. We made shifts and had a fashion show. They were called muu muus, straight, sleeveless, fringing at the hem.20

Jocelyn did what male teachers had been doing for nearly a century, using mothers’ skills to deliver a prescribed but under-resourced part of the curriculum. This solution collapsed the division between home and school and reinforced the idea that school was preparing girls for lives centred on domestic activity.

Margaret, born in 1938, went to teachers’ college after her mother stood over her while she filled in the application form. Margaret had left school in the sixth form with no sense of direction. She helped look after her maternal grandmother, worked in a photography studio, and went to extra sewing lessons. She also completed a Diploma of Fine Arts at night school, and that qualified her to apply for teachers’ college.21 Her experience aligns with Helen May’s description of the expectations for female baby boomers in New Zealand:

motherhood as a career was our destiny. Employment was an interim step before motherhood and/or something to return to later [...] those of us who had passed our School Certificate examinations were supposed to choose “careers” like teaching, nursing or being a librarian.22

Part of Margaret’s preparation for her career in teaching was more sewing lessons. Unlike Jocelyn, she and her fellow female trainees had specific training in implementing the 1958 primary syllabus for Sewing. The revised primary syllabus was now for girls from Standard 4 to Form II and led more smoothly to the post-primary course. The

20 Jocelyn, born 1932.
21 Margaret, born 1938.
22 May, Minding Children, 3.
emphasis put on training teachers to deliver it suggests a shift in the way the subject was being integrated into schools. Margaret has evidence of her training in the sample book she produced, which includes samples of techniques from woollen stitches on sacking to fine smocking. She says her mother stitched the sample of a bound buttonhole in the book. Margaret notes connections with other parts of the syllabus, as Geraldine did in *You and Your Clothes*. She connects the subject to Art and Craft, History, Geography, Science, Mathematics, Drama, and Music — although for the last two, the connection seems to be in the provision of costumes. Trainees were being encouraged to see the subject as having scope to teach girls about something other than the construction of clothes and the maintenance of household textiles. This is at odds with the personal recollections of interviewees, for whom domestic sewing and dressmaking was connected to family practice, appearance management, and thrift. The academic aspects of dressmaking were incidental to the necessity of making.

Margaret’s book includes an essay titled “Criticism of the Sewing Syllabus,” in which she describes it as:

> “sound” and practical. It is good to see that individual differences in ability and taste are catered for and that articles suggested for the three classes are merely guides to help the teacher rather than a list of work to be selected regardless of the circumstances. It seems to me that the suggestions for the three classes are for the “brighter” average and the bright child rather than one who is a little backward.24

---

23 Margaret, born 1938.
24 Sample book created by Margaret when she was a trainee at Ardmore Training College.
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Figure 34. Instructions for a bound buttonhole.
Margaret’s sample book was supposed to be proof of her competence to teach the skills described in the primary syllabus. She was more comfortable drawing a bound buttonhole than stitching one, and her mother made the necessary sample. Margaret’s sample book from teacher training. Photograph: Dinah Vincent

These comments are rather poignant in light of Margaret’s acknowledgement that she felt rather backward as a dressmaker herself, despite her mother’s expertise, and the lessons she had at school and privately. Both Margaret and Jocelyn managed to make their lack of confidence as dressmakers invisible as they conformed to the requirement for visible evidence of skill expected of primary school teachers.

Departmental records suggest that the increased emphasis on training that Margaret experienced was “too little, too late.” Primary schools were employing part-time staff to teach needle-based subjects throughout the 1950s.25 Needlework, later renamed Sewing,

---

25 6 Sept 1957 Circular memorandum No T57/26 Extension of authority to employ part-time teachers of sewing in primary schools. Men were clearly not expected to teach sewing and female teachers were diverted from junior classes to help. R17926626 Primary Education: Syllabus: Needlework, 1957–1966. ANZ.
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had become more important as a primary school subject because it connected to the examinable post-primary subject called Clothing, yet primary schools were still treating the subject as something women would be able to teach instinctively, using an inherent feminine skill set.

The shortage of trained teachers created opportunities for women who had these skills and wanted to work outside the home. For Val’s mother, training as a specialist sewing teacher was an opportunity to integrate her trade training and her personal enthusiasm to recreate herself as a qualified teacher. Val was 12 when her mother became a certified Handicraft teacher, so it must have been in the early 1960s. Women with this qualification were in the unusual situation of being able to work in both primary and secondary schools, whereas most teaching staff at secondary schools had at least a Bachelor’s degree. The yearbooks of the secondary schools show unqualified women and women with Homecraft and Handicraft certificates teaching alongside staff with degrees. This anomaly perpetuated the stop-gap measure that allowed untrained women to teach at primary schools; whether intended or not, the message was that practical ability could stand in for academic achievement. For women like Val’s mother, the Handicraft Certificate was a way of using her expertise and previous experience to return to the paid workforce after the enforced hiatus of motherhood.

Any woman teaching a needle-based subject in the period was working in an educational environment shaped by the Thomas Report, which took effect in 1945. The central

---

26 The Minister of Education announced measures to combat the teacher shortage in 1961, including special training courses for 120 Homecraft teachers, 70 Woodwork and Metalwork, and 68 Commercial teachers. *Otago Daily Times*, 9 August 1961: 1.

27 Val, born 1948.

28 In 1957 the Department was offering courses for untrained teachers of Homecraft subjects in manual training centres, district high schools, intermediate and post-primary schools. R7242368 Training of Teachers and Training Colleges – Refresher Courses–Teachers of Homecraft and Clothing, 1957–1967. ANZ.

29 The Papanui High School Yearbook shows Miss Nicol joined the staff in 1954, teaching Cookery, Needlework, and Homecraft, with no qualification against her name. By 1960, she is listed as having a Homecraft Teachers Certificate. At Epsom Girls’ Grammar, Wellington Girls’ College, and Otago Girls’ High School, most staff who taught Clothing or Dressmaking had B.H.Sc. degrees, but were sometimes assisted by unqualified women.

30 The actual title of the Thomas Report was “The Post-Primary School Curriculum.” O’Rourke and Robinson, *Schools in New Zealand Society*, 248.
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idea of the Report was a common core curriculum, which meant all pupils would take certain subjects and be able to specialise in areas of interest without being tied to the goal of university entrance. While the Report’s recommendations concerned the secondary school curriculum, the primary syllabi were subsequently amended to ensure continuity through the education system. Sue Middleton concedes it is possible to see the Thomas Report as “an enlightened statement of the aims of a liberal/progressive education,” but shows that a feminist reading reveals the “ideology of domestic femininity was clearly embodied in the thinking of educational policy makers.” This is evident in the explicit sex-differentiation in the report, which states, “the course of every girl attending a post-primary school should contain studies and activities directly related to the home.” Manual subjects for girls were firmly aligned to home-making, and included “mothercraft, housewifery, house planning, dress design and patternmaking, clothing, laundry work, cookery and meal planning.” Boys did manual subjects too, such as Woodwork and Metalwork, but these were described as leading to hobbies or a trade.

Another reading of the Thomas Report might position it as an expression of modernity. The push for a greater choice of subjects and courses of study was a deliberate break from the past that intended to make secondary school more accessible and relevant to a wide range of pupils. Schools that offered Clothing were expected to provide modern rooms, furniture, and tools for this new subject, and were castigated for failing to do so — as Otago Girls’ High School was in the 1947 inspection report. Along with the

---

31 For schools like Otago Girls’ High School, that meant a shifting from courses designed to help girls achieve University Entrance, to offering a range of courses. The 1947 Inspection Report chides the school for not offering “a Home Life Course for girls who do not wish to specialise in either languages or commercial subjects.” R15291731 Inspection Reports – State Schools – Otago Girls’ High School, 1911–1947. ANZ.
33 Quote from the Thomas Report ibid., 78.
34 “Some commentators, however, saw manual and aesthetic subjects (Music, Arts, and Crafts, for example) to be especially useful for the citizenship training of less academically-minded pupils in general and young women in particular; they were a form of social insurance.” Massey University Department of Education and Educational Research and Development Centre, “Delta Research Monograph” in Examinations and the New Zealand School Curriculum: Past and Present, ed. G. Lee (Palmerston North: Massey University, 1992), 13.
35 Middleton, Women and Education, 78-79.
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modern facilities, schools had to have a modern attitude, to embrace the changes. One of Marshall Berman’s three strands of modernity is when “modernisation infiltrates everyday life and sensibilities.”36 On one hand, the secondary school subject called Clothing gave girls a necessary introduction to the study of appearance, design, and textiles, all of which were influenced by modernity. Courses that included Clothing were often called “Modern,” reinforcing this connection. On the other hand, a “Modern” course seemed to prepare girls for a life similar to that their grandmothers might have lived, but now they would have a qualification for that life.
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Figure 35. “The Modern’s Best Friend.” Drawing. Clothing was often included in courses called “Modern.” This drawing by Dianne Darley in IV M (Modern) captures the idea that dressmaking was a means of creating another version of oneself. *St Cuthbert’s Chronicle*, 1958: 73.
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The changes to the system increased the pressure on pupils to take a course of study to present for the School Certificate examination. The pupil who wrote the editorial for the Wellington Girls’ College Reporter in 1948 understood this well:

Third-formers have the choice of a general, a professional, a homecraft or a commercial course and this should be sufficient to suit all types of girls, provided that they choose wisely in the first year subjects they afterwards like to specialise in.

Secondary school was no longer the preserve of a particular type of pupil, it was available to “all types,” but there was definitely a hierarchy in place.

Figure 36. “A day in the life of a Wellington College girl.” Drawing. This drawing shows sewing sitting between basketball and detention as one of the many things a girl might do in a day at secondary school. In 1949, making a frock at school was an unremarkable activity. Wellington Girls’ College Reporter, 1949: 56.
No matter what course of study a girl did at secondary school, she was highly likely to do some sewing in her first two years, because these subjects satisfied the requirement for “art and craft” in the curriculum. The home-making subjects for girls were also seen as substitutes for Science, following the earlier tradition that had seen sewing as a more suitable subject for girls than Mathematics. As Mark Sheehan notes, “The school curriculum is a socially constructed artefact that is shaped by the actions of individuals and groups to sustain their view of the social world.” I argue that, from 1945, sewing and dressmaking were used in the education system to promote a particular view of the social world in which some girls would experience secondary school as a training for an idealised maternal and domestic “career.”

This training began in primary schools, with syllabi that emphasised the connection between home and school. This connection was made tangible by the expectation that tools and materials would be supplied by home (in reality, mothers) for use at school. The 1958 primary school syllabus makes this connection explicit. Teachers are advised to:

Discuss the sewing programme for the whole year and let each girl know which garments are to be made so that there need be no waste of time while material is being obtained, and so that parents may plan their daughters’ wardrobes with school sewing in mind. The cooperation of parents can be enlisted by circularising them, and explaining carefully exactly what materials are required and why, by choosing useful articles to make, and by ensuring they are completed within reasonable time.

---

37 O’Rourke and Robinson, *Schools in New Zealand Society*, 249.
40 Mark Sheehan, ““Defending the High Ground”: The Transformation of the Discipline of History into a Senior Secondary School Subject in the Late 20th Century: A New Zealand Curriculum Debate” (PhD thesis, Massey University, 2008), 47.
41 R3850837 Primary School Syllabuses - Sewing, Standard 4, Form I, Form II. ANZ.
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The statement expects the worlds of home and school would overlap. Sewing at school required fabric that had to be paid for by the family, so sewing at school was an expense. Schools were trying to reassure parents that sewing at school would be productive, and that parents could expect their daughters to produce wearable garments that will fit within a planned wardrobe. The domestic habitus was exposed, made visible, in the school environment by choice of fabric and pattern. The 1948 syllabus had talked about girls producing practice pieces as exercises. By 1958, the syllabus was geared towards producing something that would move between home and school, starting as a piece of material and ending as part of a girl’s wardrobe.

Lyndsay’s experience is evidence of synchronisation between home and school. When she reached Standard 4, she was expected to make a cooking apron and cap. Her older sisters had already made aprons, which Lyndsay could use, so she just made and embroidered her cap. And to keep her occupied in class, her mother cut out a baby blouse in white Viyella because a friend had a baby, and “I smocked a sort of a blousy top for this baby. I think I hand sewed it all. I don’t think it was machined.” This variation to the syllabus seems to have been easily managed between her mother and the teacher.
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Figure 37. Viyella and Clydella fabric advertisement. These fabrics were marketed as ideal for mothers to use for clothes for babies and children. They were both traditional, because of the association with mothers and sewing, and modern, because of their shrink and fade resistance. Lyndsay’s project with Viyella straddled the domestic and school spheres of her life. NZIF, 8 February 1960: 39.

For Cheryl, at a small rural school, the boundary between home and school was blurred. The principal’s wife, Mrs Wise, came into the school to teach the girls sewing — bringing her machine with her. Cheryl was the only girl in her year, so effectively got private lessons. Cheryl says her mother and Mrs Wise discussed what she would make and, between them, provided fabric for the projects. She knows she made a black skirt
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with rick-rack braid at the hem but cannot remember whether the fabric was from her mother or Mrs Wise. Mrs Wise appears to have been following the syllabus which suggested a “half-slip or peasant skirt” as a suitable project for teaching machining in Form I.

Implicit in both these recollections is that sewing was for girls. Gender was in play in the presence of female teachers or mothers as teachers, and the absence of boys as pupils. These presences and absences are significant in the formation of habitus because they reinforce the idea that dressmaking is a feminine activity that must be practised as time and space allow without disturbing male activity.

While boys were absent from sewing classes, they were still present at school. The 1948 syllabus included as suggestion 21, “That in the organization of this needlework scheme the skills of all teachers should be employed to provide alternative occupations for the boys.” Val thinks they dug in the garden and Jocelyn assumed they did Woodwork. By the middle of the 1950s, boys were sewing at primary school as part of the Arts and Crafts syllabus — which Vera remembers in the sewing class at her primary school in Hawkes Bay a few years earlier. She does not recall making any garments at primary school despite the syllabus suggesting girls make a skirt, rompers, and frock in Forms I and II. At her primary school, Vera said boys and girls:

had to do blanket stitch and chain stitch and in and out stitch. That sort of thing. And we had to make pot mitts and oven mitts […] We used to spend one day, afternoon I suppose, a period of time just doing that sort of thing.44

---

42 R3850860 The Primary School Curriculum – Revised Syllabuses – Health Education, Oral/Written Expression, Spelling, Arithmetic, History/Geography, Needlework – May 1948. ANZ.
43 In 1956 the Education Gazette advised teachers to “regard sewing in Standards 1 to 3 as one of the optional crafts in the arts and crafts course to be taken by both boys and girls under the guidance of the class teacher.” By 1962 a pictorial supplement to the syllabus illustrated what pupils might do in these classes. School Publications Branch, “Basic Activities in Art and Crafts: A Supplement to the Primary School Art and Crafts Syllabus,” ed. Education (Wellington: R. E. Owen, Government Printer, 1962).
44 Vera, born 1945.
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The message was that when boys use a needle and thread, it is to develop creative and artistic endeavour that they will develop in other media. For girls, using a needle and thread is the beginning of learning practical sewing that will enable them to clothe themselves and their families.

Figure 38. Arts and Crafts projects at primary school.

By 1962, needlecraft was integrated into the arts and crafts lessons for boys and girls up to Standard 4. The Department of Education produced guidance for schools to help this integration. Meanwhile, a book to support the Needlework syllabus for girls had been promised since 1946. School Publications Branch, “Basic Activities in Art and Crafts: A Supplement to the Primary School Art and Crafts Syllabus”: 30.
Margaret taught the 1958 Sewing syllabus when she and her husband, Adrian, were the principal and sole teacher at a small rural school in the early 1960s. While Margaret taught the girls Sewing, Adrian taught the boys Woodwork in a shed specially set up for the purpose. Adrian says the Department of Education provided a tool box with tools for the teacher and boys, whereas Margaret was expected to provide tools and equipment for sewing lessons and to adapt the ordinary classroom. Fathers were not expected to make woodwork tools available for boys, but mothers were expected to make sewing tools available for girls. In Margaret and Adrian’s school, the boys took possession of a dedicated space for an activity from which girls were excluded. The arrangement mirrored a domestic one, where girls and women had to make the most of whatever space they could claim for their sewing.

Alison went to the same Thorndon schools that Katharine Mansfield attended 60 years before. By Alison’s time, the primary school had a manual training room, and pupils came from all over the city. But that room was for cooking, not sewing. Alison cannot recall a special classroom for sewing at primary school, although she knows she sewed at primary school (an apron, that she thinks her mother probably finished for her).45 As in Mansfield’s time, the sewing room was a notional space — created by activity rather than architecture.

The combination of a woman teacher and sewing tools, along with the absence of boys, redefined the classroom as a sewing room. As girls progressed through school, the expectation of machine sewing increased, which meant schools had to provide more space because machines take up more space than a hand-held needle and thread. The 1948 Needlework syllabus46 acknowledges that space, and other resources, are at a premium, “Consideration has been given to the difficulties existing in schools with regard to equipment, staffing, space, and time.” The message is that even though

45 Alison, born 1942.
46 R3850860 The Primary School Curriculum – Revised Syllabuses – Health Education, Oral/Written Expression, Spelling, Arithmetic, History/Geography, Needlework – May 1948. ANZ.
resources are scarce, this subject is important and must be taught to girls. The advice on managing space is under the heading “Equipment”:

A separate sewing-room, with tables, chairs, and suitable equipment, is ideal; failing that a portable classroom suitably equipped is desirable. Where it is impossible to obtain either of these, it is suggested that trestle tables or portable table tops and a sewing machine be provided as a temporary measure.\(^\text{47}\)

My evidence suggests this was aspirational for primary schools.

The Education (Post-Primary Instruction) Regulations 1945 (the Regulations) introduced the common core curriculum for secondary schools.\(^\text{48}\) The Regulations were silent on the matter of rooms for Clothing, although the inspection reports were clearly a way of holding schools to account. The School Certificate examination included questions about where sewing might happen in the home, acknowledging the importance of space for the practice. The questions were predicated on the idea that girls would have special places for sewing in their homes as they did at school. Question 9 in the 1955 paper was, “If you were given the opportunity to plan an ideal sewing room in your own home, describe the equipment you would like to have in it.”\(^\text{49}\)

The provision of specialised classrooms became expected for secondary schools, standing as proof of their commitment to providing choice in education, and embracing the modern curriculum. All six of the schools visited for this study had specialised classrooms for sewing and clothing, and most of the interviewees recall dedicated rooms at the various schools they attended. The construction or allocation of these rooms was reported in newspapers,\(^\text{50}\) mentioned in school magazines and in principals’ reports because they represented capital expenditure at the schools. They showed the school was serious about preparing girls for their roles as wives and mothers, but it did not mean the

---

\(^\text{47}\) R3850860 The Primary School Curriculum – Revised Syllabuses – Health Education, Oral/Written Expression, Spelling, Arithmetic, History/Geography, Needlework – May 1948. ANZ.

\(^\text{48}\) R19237274 School Certificate Examination Regulations. ANZ.

\(^\text{49}\) R17873617 Department of Education, School Certificate Examination, 1955. ANZ.

\(^\text{50}\) The construction of the building at Epsom Girls’ Grammar School, which included the dressmaking room, was reported in the *Auckland Star*. Papers Past, *Auckland Star*, Volume LXXVI, Issue 17, 20 January 1945: 6.
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schools took the girls who did these subjects seriously as scholars. Girls who did Clothing at secondary school spent two-and-a-half hours per week in these specialised rooms — half the time required for English and the same as what was required for Mathematics.  

Figure 39. Papanui High School sewing room.
This purpose-built room came close to the ideal described in the primary syllabus and implicit in the Regulations. The room features large windows, tables big enough to lay out pattern pieces, ironing boards, and well-spaced sewing machines. The school included pictures of this and other specialised classrooms in the yearbook two years running. Photograph from collection at Papanui High School.

Pupils understood specialised classrooms were places of restricted entry. What they may not have realised at the time was that being a student in those classrooms restricted choice. Geraldine knew there was a sewing room at Wellington East Girls’ College when she was there, but she did not enter it. “The Latin girls, they couldn’t take over the equipment that was there for another course. You’ve got to keep these things separate.” Geraldine deliberately confined herself to spaces at school that were in

51 R19237274 School Certificate Examination Regulations. ANZ.
52 Geraldine, born 1926.
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keeping with her vision of herself as a “Latin girl.” Sheena had a similar experience. She took a professional course to meet her parents’ expectation that she would go to university, and was unsure of whether sewing was even taught at the school.

Lyndsay also did a professional course at secondary school, but she did Sewing in her fourth-form year to satisfy the need for an art or craft.\textsuperscript{53} This was differentiated from her primary school experience by the presence of sewing machines. In her intermediate school years, Lyndsay had knitted a cardigan in class — an activity apparently permitted to keep her occupied while she waited to use the single sewing machine.\textsuperscript{54} At her secondary school, the classroom was well stocked with sewing machines.

\begin{quote}
I wonder if there was a sewing machine each. I don’t remember having to line up to sew. If we did line up, it was probably fairly pleasant and social, so I don’t remember.\textsuperscript{55}
\end{quote}

Lyndsay saw dressmaking as part of life at home, and seemed to transfer this easy acceptance to her view of the activity at school. It was not central to her education, but formed a pleasant diversion.

Caroline did Clothing for School Certificate in the mid-1950s, although the subject was not part of the course she originally chose:

\begin{quote}
I started off on a Modern course. And we’d only been at high school about a week if that and the headmistress came in and said, “Hands up those that don’t like maths.” So I put my hand up and the next thing I was moved to another class. And it was called 3F. It included Clothing as a School Certificate subject. I
\end{quote}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{53} Interviewees’ recall and the school yearbooks show that where sewing was part of a girl’s course of study for School Certificate, it was called Clothing. Where the subject was being taken in the first years of secondary school to meet the need for a craft, it tended to be called “Sewing.”

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{54} Girls were not to be idle in class. The 1948 syllabus said “That where the need arises, knitting be taught.” R3850860 The Primary School Curriculum – Revised Syllabuses – Health Education, Oral/Written Expression, Spelling, Arithmetic, History/Geography, Needlework – May 1948. ANZ. The 1958 syllabus suggested all girls should be working on some decorative needlework “to carry on with when they are waiting for the help of the teacher, or for a turn at the machine.” R3850837, Primary School Syllabuses - Sewing, Standard 4, Form I, Form II. ANZ.

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{55} Lyndsay, born 1940.
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finished up in there by default. My father was furious I was moved out of a class with maths because that was his forte.\textsuperscript{56}

Caroline’s experience suggests the school was managing a shortage of rooms or teachers by moving pupils around. Whatever the motivation, it reinforces the idea that schools saw aptitude for maths and aptitude for sewing as exclusive — and girls who did not do maths were labelled as “dumb girls.” On one level, the change worked well for Caroline, who looked forward to being in the specialised classroom.

It had a large blackboard down one side and on there used to be beautiful illustrations of costumes from other cultures. Mainly European and medieval and obviously the history of clothing. By the time it got to our year they’d knocked that bit out of the syllabus and I was terribly disappointed about that.

Caroline had understood the subject from what was in the room, and welcomed the idea of placing what she learned about clothing in an historical context. Instead, the emphasis was on efficient production in the here and now.

And the sewing room had a little fitting room where you would go and try things on and it had windows all down one side and big benches that we all sat at.\textsuperscript{57}

While Caroline excelled at Clothing (and English) the imposed change of course had longer-term consequences for her. Success in that course was not sufficient to gain entrance to university,\textsuperscript{58} and her options for starting a career were limited.

Cheryl did a commercial course at secondary school in the mid-1960s, and had to take sewing and cooking for the first two years. The school minimised waiting time by splitting the girls into two groups who took the lessons week about. This meant there were only about 15 girls in the class at a time. The technique worked because Cheryl remembers there were enough electric sewing machines that they did not have to wait

\textsuperscript{56} Caroline, born 1941.
\textsuperscript{57} Caroline, born 1941.
\textsuperscript{58} Caroline enrolled at Canterbury University in her 50s and graduated B.A.
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around for a chance to use them. The message was that they must use their time efficiently, part of training to be good women.

The interviewees’ stories show both choice and compulsion about sewing at secondary school. For some, like Geraldine and Sheena, not sewing was consequence of their choice to pursue a professional course — which was connected to their (or their parents’) ambition. Lyndsay is an example of the girls who sewed at secondary school as part of the compulsion to take an art or craft. Girls like Cheryl who did commercial courses of study were compelled to sew because this was presumed to be of use to them when they left school.

In 1956, Wellington Girls’ College decided that Clothing (and Cooking) were relevant for every type of girl. The school had opened a new Homecraft wing, and the principal, Miss Clark, decided the new facilities would be used by every girl in the school, regardless of her course of study.

With the approval and the cooperation of the Education Department we have reorganised the timetables of the IV Forms so that for a period of three weeks in the year each class can take seven consecutive afternoons to work in Clothing, followed by seven in Homecraft.59

Making both subjects compulsory was a strong statement about how important these subjects were in girls’ education. The inspection report from that year shows the Department was pleased with this statement. The school simultaneously appeared to be embracing change by creating facilities for a modern course, and maintaining the status quo in which girls were destined for domestic lives. Fifty years earlier, the Minister of Education had insisted every girl in her primary and secondary education should have sufficient domestic training as would “render her great future work a source of industry and pleasure.”60 The block course was recommended to other schools as a model to

60 Margaret Tennant, “Natural Directions: The New Zealand Movement for Sexual Differentiation in Education During the Early Twentieth Century,” in Women in History: Essays on European Women in New
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emulate, but it did not change the status of girls who included Clothing and Cookery in their chosen course of study.

The work of all classes may be carried to post-School Certificate level and it is pleasing to find that the trend towards some clothing and homecraft pupils staying for sixth form work continues to develop. These pupils are encouraged to go into homecraft teacher training.61

This shows tension around the status of domestic subjects at school. The girls who took these subjects were not generally eligible for the highest honours in the school, their activities were seldom reported in the magazine, yet they were earmarked as likely to return to school as teachers themselves. Their skills were associated with domesticity and compliance, not with achievement and independence. The girls understood this very well. In 1958, a member of the Form IV Homecraft course wrote “The Sad Ballad of Four Homecraft” for the Reporter.62

No lipstick is permissible,

No earrings may be worn,

All uniforms must be alike,

No fashion here is born.62

This poem conforms to a pattern in school yearbooks: writing and drawing about clothing generally earns its place through being humorous, or related to a change in the school uniform. At the four girls’ schools surveyed, girls made individual contributions to the school magazine, usually attributed with initials and the class name: girls from academic courses dominate. A popular contribution was poetry “in the style of,” or “with apologies to” that mimicked the style of Tennyson or Shakespeare. At both girls’ and co-educational schools, pupils in the top professional streams were proud to declare their academic and social superiority. The young people’s claim to be superior was

61 R20475451 - Inspection Reports on Schools Reports on State Post Primary Schools. ANZ.
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reinforced by the format of magazines, which focused on the elite of the schools — with lists, photographs, and reports of prefects, prize-winners, and senior sports teams. The girls who did courses that included Clothing were barely visible; their activities and achievements did not warrant attention in the yearbooks.

The *Epsom Girls’ Grammar School* Magazine demonstrates this with a strong emphasis on academic and sporting achievement. But in 1963 and 1964 the *Magazine* devoted some of its limited photo pages to the output of the Clothing classes (see fig. 40). This was a dramatic and unexplained change, that provides a rare snapshot of the collective output of these classes. In both years, there are separate photos of junior and senior Clothing classes wearing their own creations — they had made themselves look this way, and the photograph is included as evidence of achievement (see figs 40 and 41). The girls from the junior class are wearing demure cotton dresses, some accessorised with gloves and most wearing stockings and court shoes. The senior classes are distinguished by the fact they made winter clothes: fitted suits and ensembles that make them look like they are ready for work. These images illustrate comments made by one of Sue Middleton’s interviewees remembering mufti day at her secondary school:

> Professional A would turn up in little twin sets and pearls, and beautifully cut skirts and neat shoes with discreet heels and they’d be carbon copies of their mothers. You know, with a little bit of lipstick and maybe earrings, and terribly prissy.63

Dressmaking at school appears to have helped girls achieve this imitation of their mother’s style. In the 1965 *Magazine*, everything returns to normal: the only photos are again of sports teams, and the only mention of clothing is a report on drama.
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Figure 40. Junior Sewing class at Epsom Girls’ Grammar School, 1963.
A cotton dress must have been a prescribed project for this class. The resulting garments show the pupils had choice in fabric and style, and each produced something they could call their own. *Epsom Girls’ Grammar School Magazine*, 1963: between pages 36 and 37.

Figure 41. Senior Sewing Class at Epsom Girls Grammar School, 1963.
Pupils from the top streams also dominated contributions to the yearbooks at both co-
educational schools. Other pupils got a voice in the contributions from each form class. At Wairarapa College and Papanui High School, forms were made up of pupils taking the same course, either Academic, Commercial, Technical, Agricultural, or Domestic. The forms’ contributions provide insight to how the pupils positioned themselves in the school. At Wairarapa College, the courses for girls were Professional, Commercial, and Home. Reports from two forms in the 1945 magazine highlight the difference in self-image. Home 3, an all-girl class, contributed this:

H.3 is a form of cheerful damsels, 19 in all, whose skill with sewing machines and rolling pin has improved greatly during the year. […] We are considerably relieved that the school and public have survived the cooking which we have helped in. There were 22 of us at the beginning of the year, but three were not able to stay the course. Perhaps it was the physiology. On Saturdays and Sundays we appear in the dresses made by ourselves at school.64

The girls are self-deprecating about their cooking, they acknowledge that some of the class did not complete the year, and they attribute no qualities to the dresses they made. Physiology is mentioned as a possible reason for leaving school, the implication being that it was too difficult. Form IIIa saw itself quite differently:

In this year of grace, 1945, 40 is the number of the cream of the Third Form, […] In this extra brainy form we have plenty of beauties (as well we know) and some gay mischievous members who only just prevent us from slipping into the depths of the Sea of Latin verbs, French grammar and physiology. […] Most of the intelligent folk of P.III.a take art.65

These young people see themselves as the elite: clever, beautiful, funny, and artistic. Physiology is just one of the academic challenges they will surely overcome. Art provides

64 Wairarapa College Magazine, 1945: 33.
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an outlet for their creativity, and if they have to sew they do not bother to mention it. Nor is there any suggestion that anyone left school before the end of the year.

A similar picture emerges from the Papanui High School Review. Girls doing domestic courses were unwilling to express confidence in their ability. Class IV Hb of 1952 started with 26 girls, but “six have since left to work in city shops.” The girls describe their day, starting with child development.

After seventy minutes for revival (lunch) we face MATHS! And then English, when we enjoy showing our dramatic talents or being told stories. But essay writing is another story. […] Quite a lot of our time is spent in designing weird shapes in Art and floral designs for applique work. In Dressmaking we create models to wear over the week-ends. […] Although we have no sports champions or brilliant scholars, we are a happy class and enjoy our school life.66

The girls capitalise Maths to suggest it is somehow beyond them, as is writing essays. The emphasis on happiness and enjoyment is common to contributions from other girls’ forms who took domestic or commercial courses.

The same year, Shirley Booker of Form VIb gave a recipe for continuing happiness.

What a Girl Should Know (with apologies to Mrs Malaprop)

But at sixteen years of age I would let her begin to train for a career of her own choosing. As she grew up she would put aside childish fancies (the boy next door) and acquire a little sophistication so as to be eligible for marriage. But above all she must be mistress of home planning, nursing, clothing and childcare so that when she is married she can build a happy home.67

Shirley’s writing projects ahead to life as a wife and mother, where success is firmly anchored in mastery of domestic skills including clothing. School was preparing her for that life.

The regulation of sewing at school

The magazine of St Cuthbert’s College, a girls’ school, was less predictable. It featured lots of drawings from girls, including ones about fashion. While it was not averse to acknowledging that the girls were interested in clothes, it was ambivalent about the status of the subject. This is seen in the careless way it named needle-based subjects. The 1953 prize list indicates the course that included Clothing was called Modern, because it was girls from these classes that won the Sewing prizes. The Regulations had been calling the subject Clothing since 1945, so the Sewing prize is a colloquial name that implies ready understanding of the role of sewing in the girls’ lives. The prize was renamed the Clothing prize in 1961, 16 years after the subject was introduced.

Figure 42. “Dior fashions are at St Cuthbert’s.” Drawing. The girls at St Cuthbert’s were aware of high fashion, as this drawing shows. But the contributions to the magazine do not suggest any relationship between fashion and what was made in the Clothing classes. Fashion was something they yearned for, but not something they saw themselves cutting and stitching. 

St Cuthbert’s Chronicle, 1960: 96.

---

68 St Cuthbert’s Chronicle, 1953: 8.
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Even the teachers who taught these classes are scarcely visible in the *St Cuthbert’s Chronicle* relative to their colleagues. The staff list consistently named teachers for Physical Education, Art, Speech Training, and Music, but a Clothing teacher was seldom named. One teacher was named for her expertise in Domestic Science when she left the school in 1956. Mrs Perl had joined the staff in 1939 as a teacher of Domestic Science and was responsible for the girls doing the Modern course. While the farewell message acknowledges the successes of girls under Mrs Perl’s care, it also makes it clear these successes were confined to the domestic and service sphere:

> Whenever we hold a function where catering is called for, we are made aware of the valuable service these girls contribute so efficiently to the School. The more academically minded pupils frequently cast envious glances at garments which have been sewn by their friends in Modern forms [...] Many a mother has been grateful for the instruction in Cooking and in Dressmaking given to her daughter, and who can tell how many husbands of St Cuthbert’s Old Girls have given thanks for Mrs Perl’s teaching of the basics of the culinary art!69

For these girls, school was formal training for domesticity. Mrs Perl’s lessons were reinforcing the idea that these skills were mastered so they could be used in the service of others, or to make themselves more pleasing to others’ sight. The piece suggests the ability to sew or cook and being “academically minded” are mutually exclusive. This supports my argument that the institutional habitus was not transformed either by interaction with domestic habitus or by the advance of modernity.

This chapter has shown that space for dressmaking in schools became increasingly specialised as girls advanced through the syllabus. Primary schools replicated domestic practice by adapting classrooms, and bringing mothers in to teach. Sewing and Clothing were taught as preparation for maternal and domestic tasks, rather than being connected to creativity and fashion. The teachers themselves might have little confidence or experience as dressmakers, because sewing skill did not help them qualify for teachers’ college, although it was necessary to pass. At secondary level, teachers were more likely

---

to be specialists, and spaces and tools were more likely to be fit for purpose. The allocation or creation of classroom space was part of how schools confirmed that dressmaking was now the examinable subject called Clothing. But achievement in Clothing was barely recorded in school publications, the exception being Epsom Girls’ Grammar School’s few photographs in 1963 and 1964, and some brief reports of parades. These records suggest appearance was the only measure of success, and girls who did Clothing were not expected to talk or write about it. By contrast, the schools reported on the classrooms in which Clothing was taught, and displayed photographs of the facilities as evidence of how they met the expectation to provide spaces and tools. Separated from boys in primary school sewing lessons, girls who did Clothing at secondary school were then separated from girls deemed to be more academically able. Girls who did Clothing were being taught to become particular sorts of women, and their aptitude was understood to exclude them from the possibility of proficiency in other subjects.
Chapter 6
A necessary discipline: “Miss Smith made me mend every single one”

Velma, born in 1934, first used a paper pattern to make a garment when she was at intermediate school — about 12 years old. The experience taught her about the peculiarities of paper patterns, the importance of suitable fabric, and that her teacher liked to be in control.

I can remember going with mum to the draper to buy the material. […] it was just an ordinary weave but it was very stiff. And it was printed with a pattern of blue roses. Anyway, we bought it and I can remember Mr Hicks measuring it off on the counter and wrapping it up and tying it up with string and breaking the string. […] it was that tissue sort of pattern and it had, where the markings were for you to match it up, it was a triangular bit on the edge of the pattern. And the idea was that you just nicked it […] but I cut them all. Carefully cut out, and Miss Smith [the teacher] made me mend every single one.¹

Velma had cut the dress too big, so the mended seam allowances were all trimmed after it was fitted. Miss Smith had asserted her control over the project by requiring the pointless mending. The finished garment “was so poky and awful — it had gathers […] and I hated it and my mother thought it was dreadful and she cut it up and made it into aprons.”² Her mother’s response — to unpick the garment and re-use the fabric — satisfied the household’s practice of balancing good taste and thrift. Velma’s easy recollection of the draper’s name reinforces the idea that buying fabric was a commonplace experience for her. She had grown up seeing sewing at home as a way of using skill to create things that were aesthetically pleasing. This experience of sewing at school put more emphasis on the process than the finished product.

¹ Velma, born 1934.
² Ibid.
This chapter focuses on girls’ experience of using tools and making garments at school to argue that sewing and dressmaking were primarily designed to teach moral and feminine habits of discipline, compliance and obedience. Like the previous chapter, it includes both primary and secondary school. It shows some girls were able to move seamlessly between home and school, while others had to reconcile established domestic practice with the different constraints imposed by school. At home, dressmaking habits formed in relation to the availability of time, space, and resources. These material elements were adapted according to taste and family values to create the desired effects. Girls accepted what they saw their mothers do as the right or normal way: Caroline’s rejection of her mother’s lumpy seams and Vera’s dismay at her mother’s trouser lengthening notwithstanding. School sewing imposed a particular version of what was right. It was right for all girls to learn to sew, and right for all girls to learn the same way. Viewed like this, sewing itself is a habit, mastery of which leads to desirable moral habits. Liora Gvion says habit can be acquired through learning and repetition, whereas habitus depends on the internalisations of cultural codes embedded in corporal practices. Whether a person internalises these habits to the point they become habitus hinges, according to Gvion, on the extent to which the resulting experience proved valuable or
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useful.³ Girls saw the value of their mothers’ idiosyncratic habits of sewing and dressmaking at home — they resulted in wearable garments. School sewing, particularly at secondary level, was necessarily standardised for assessment and examination. I argue that this, combined with the emphasis on discipline, sometimes hindered the value and usefulness of the sewing habits being taught to girls.

The first stitching girls did at school was a usually a sampler of stitches, designed to practise the necessary coordination and prepare the student for more complex projects. While working on a sampler, a girl will begin to form habits in how she cuts thread, threads a needle, knots a thread, and holds the needle and fabric to stitch. Taught this way, stitching is like learning handwriting or writing lines for punishment, with the pupil repeating the form until it is perfected or the transgression overcome. Ciara McDonald uses a similar analogy when she describes the sewing syllabus in Ireland as aiming to “constitute a sort of grammar to be applied in later years, not only as a refining influence but also as a practical skill to aid women in their domesticated futures.”⁴ Samplers have been part of girls’ education for several hundred years, and the act of making such a thing as an exercise can be seen as frozen in time. Rozsika Parker says they “instructed a girl in docility and accustomed her to long hours sitting still with downcast cast gaze.”⁵ Girls in New Zealand schools did not spend too many hours this way, given the maximum time allocated to the subject was two and half hours per week. But the time may have passed slowly when it was accompanied by criticism from teachers.

An example of sampler stitching that predates the period of this study is in the archive of St Cuthbert’s College; the teacher’s comments illustrate the punitive potential of the activity. Geraldine Grubb would have been 10 years old in 1935, and her exercise book from sewing class contains her samplers of decorative embroidery stitches, including running, cross, blanket, and chain stitches. We cannot know how Geraldine Grubb felt about sewing class; all that remains is her work and the teacher’s astringent comments.

³ Gvion, “If You Ever Saw an Opera Singer Naked,” 5.
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The samplers are worked on un-hemmed rectangles of cloth, some of which have been cut with pinking shears — presumably to minimise fraying. They are attached to the pages with strips of gummed paper. The teacher comments on each one, critically in most cases: “would be more effective in thinner cotton B+ head your work Running Stitch”; “Repeat this. B Chain is worked from wrong end”; “your sewing is good but your sample is very untidy B”; “weak B-. ” The comments show Geraldine was being held to account both on the execution of the work and its aesthetic appeal. Good stitching was not enough; the choice of thread and the presentation also had to be good. Without other samples to compare this to, we cannot know if the choice of black and yellow thread on yellow fabric was Geraldine’s own, or one made for her by the availability of materials in the classroom. The small samples are definitely exercises, with no practical function other than to be stuck in a book for marking. Geraldine Grubb did not end up with a wearable garment, but she did know her stitching failed to meet her teacher’s expectations.

Figure 44. Stitch samplers from a school exercise book. These samplers of blanket stitch variations show how girls built up a vocabulary of stitches. Geraldine Grubb’s 1935 exercise book, from the St Cuthbert’s archive. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

Geraldine McDonald did sewing at primary school in Wellington in the 1930s, although she has little recollection of being taught. At home, her mother made clothing using both hand and machine stitching, and was a role model for the practice. When Geraldine was
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in Standard 5, about 11 years old, her hand-stitched night-gown earned the needlework prize at the school fête; her achievement was recorded in the newspaper.\(^6\) This recognition of her skill did not inspire Geraldine to continue with sewing at secondary school. The combination of aptitude, maternal modelling, and perhaps good teaching, made it easy for her to comply with the school’s requirement that she sew neatly. At that stage of her life, Geraldine saw sewing as something girls and women did without any fuss — she did what was expected of her.

With sewing machines becoming more common, girls may have felt frustrated at the insistence of hand-stitching. Fiona Hackney’s essay on dressmaking in British magazines in the inter-war period includes a recollection from a woman forced to sew by hand at school.

I thought longingly of my Mother running up dresses on her little old sewing machine, but nobody mentioned sewing machines here; you were expected to learn to sew by hand. It was part of your education.\(^7\)

Pupils were still sewing by hand at St Cuthbert’s College after World War II, and some found it hard to see the point of the exercise. Liz was at the school from 1950 to 1960.

In Standard 6 we had to make a skirt and blouse by hand! I cut mine out […] all fine but when I had sewn by hand the side seams on the skirt and went to school I got told in no uncertain terms that it will all come apart […] I went home [and] unpicked it all […] I over did the eeny weeny stitches second time round and that appeared to be what was expected.\(^8\)

For Liz, the frustration of the need to hand-stitch was balanced by the sense of success at completing garments: “After that I got all enthusiastic and had sewing lessons at Singer in Newmarket in the school holidays and seemed to do well from then on, and I still sew.” Hand-stitching did not prove itself useful enough to become a habit, but

---


\(^8\) Liz, a St Cuthbert’s College old girl, Email 15 November 2013.
making garments was sufficient spur to learn to use a machine. In turn, learning to use a machine began a habit of sewing that has persisted for 50 years.

Jocelyn remembers being in Standard 4, about 8 years old, and also learning blanket stitch. For her, the skill was not taught as a discipline for its own sake through samplers. Instead, Jocelyn’s class:

made little animals […] and stuffed them and put a safety pin on the back so it made brooches. […] we did it with blanket stitch, you know, little dogs and things like that. And it was easily accomplished.9

Jocelyn’s primary schooling would have been shaped by the 1929 syllabus, which gave teachers flexibility to rearrange work to suit the class (see Appendix 5). The teacher was relying on pupils being more motivated by making something, a product, than by the repetitive process of stitching for its own sake. Casey Stannard and Eulanda Sanders discuss this distinction between process and product as motivations for knitters.10 The concept of motivation is explored further in the following chapter about the interviewees’ adult practice, but is useful here as a way of thinking about sewing and discipline. The 1948 revision to the Needlework syllabus was more prescriptive and emphasised process, stating “practice pieces are to be regarded not as perfect specimens to be kept, but as exercises to make certain that the child understands the processes.”11

Val and Lynne both worked to the 1948 syllabus at primary school, and remember stitching samplers. Val, born in 1948, dismissed it as “boring” because the tasks were things she had already mastered: “I learnt to sew on bits of sacking and we did it with wool and cross stitching. And I remember being absolutely disgusted because I could do that already.”12 She had already observed and practised sewing habits at home and craved challenges, which came as she progressed through school. Val has a piece of school

9 Jocelyn, born 1932.
12 Val, born 1948.
embroidery she thinks she did when she was about nine, “and I look back at it and think, how did I do that?” Her memories align perfectly with the primary syllabus, which suggested hessian and wool as materials for Standard 2 classes, moving to the introduction of “finer materials, needles, thread and stitches” by Form I.

Lynne says there were no boys in the sewing class at her school, and that everything was done by hand because the school had no sewing machines. She remembers doing different types of stitches and assumes this was a sampler. The main message Lynne got from sewing lessons at primary school was that, “We had to learn to be ladies because ladies were able to do those sorts of things. And we were reminded of that.” Lynne was receiving a message like that delivered by the London School Board in the previous century, when:

the board's first salaried needlework inspector found the image of the silent, motionless female, bent busily over her sewing a persuasive ideal of mature womanhood, and organized needlework instruction accordingly, believing that such a paragon could be moulded from infancy via the needlework curriculum.

Lynne can also remember having to buy white fabric to make an apron and cap for cookery class, and that she had to embroider her name on the cap in red, “I was just glad I had a short name.” Like many of the interviewees, her early school sewing lessons produced items to use in that universal female workplace: the kitchen.

Jocelyn remembers the transition from the enjoyable hand-sewing of primary school to far less happy sewing in Standard 5 and 6, sometimes called Form I and II or intermediate school. Her large primary school in Masterton, a provincial town (in the North Island), had a special sewing room in a dedicated manual training block, and she was excited to be going there to do “proper” sewing, that is, sewing with a machine and making garments. Jocelyn had grown up seeing her mother completely in control of

---

13 Lynne, born 1946.
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scissors, needles and sewing machines in their home — the school machines came as a shock.

Most of them would break down or they’d have something wrong with them. It was war-time so they couldn’t be fixed. And if you ended up with a bad machine, you spent the whole of the next time undoing what you’d done the week before. We went once a week.\textsuperscript{15}

The class was taught by a specialist teacher, who failed to impress Jocelyn.

She was very old and perhaps they had to take anybody […] As a kid you think a lot of your teachers are odd […] She didn’t have much idea. You know, she was a screamer and not very well organised.\textsuperscript{16}

Jocelyn also remembers standing around a big table while the teacher demonstrated how to cut out, but she cannot remember patterns and surmises the cutting was done by measurement. Sadly, the first garment was rompers, for which the school provided “horrible navy cloth.” Jocelyn failed to complete rompers in Form I, and was supposed to make a skirt in the same fabric in Form II. “And I can remember, oh it must have been over about six weeks trying to gather it. And the thread would snap.” The skirt was never finished. The dedicated classroom did not compensate for the unreliable machines, unappealing fabric, and the volatile teacher. Jocelyn did not learn any new habits from the class, and did not have the satisfaction of creating a garment: the experience was useless.

For some girls, the final years of primary school sewing meant they created sample books. These were simple school exercise books in which pupils affixed samples of specific seams, fastenings, and facings — techniques they would use on their rompers, skirts and other garments. Margaret produced a sample book as part of her training to deliver the 1958 primary syllabus. For pupils, the book served as a reference and proof of their growing expertise. Cheryl, born in 1951, has kept her one from her final year of

\textsuperscript{15} Jocelyn, born 1932.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
primary school, 1963. It includes an embroidery stitch sampler, garment techniques, and instructions for the skirts she made. Kept together in a book, the samples are a rewarding record of the techniques a girl mastered.

Figure 45. Cheryl's sample book. These four images from Cheryl's Standard 6 sample book show the title page, embroidery sampler, techniques for attaching fastenings, and instructions for a skirt. The instructions include measurements and calculations for the amount of fabric Cheryl would need for the project. Photographs: Dinah Vincent.

Sample books inevitably contain a pupil's best efforts, and show the techniques worked as near as possible to perfection. When talking about sewing at home, interviewees confessed to short cuts and adaptations, but these garments did not survive as evidence. The garments that did survive are more likely to be those made with great care for special occasions, and infrequently worn. This perpetuates the idea that previous generations of women were universally competent and maintained the highest standards of stitching. The archive of St Cuthbert’s College contains a school tunic that
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demonstrates a lack of care and technique in mending and attaching eyes as part of hook and eye closures (see fig. 45).

Figure 46. St Cuthbert’s school tunic with visible mends.
The person who mended the waist seam and attached the eyes on this tunic did not take the trouble to match the thread or make the stitching invisible. If they had learned to affix eyes with buttonhole stitch, as seen in sample books, they did not use the technique here. School tunic in the St Cuthbert’s archive. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

Sheena did not do a sample book at intermediate but she did have to do a sampler of embroidery stitches on huckaback cloth and make an apron and a skirt. Her rural primary school had only one treadle machine, and that was in the library. Like Jocelyn, she struggled with the treadle, “I was so hopeless at this treadle thing, I couldn’t get it to go forwards or backwards. I can use one now, but I’d rather not.” Sheena has her school reports from these years, and they show there were 42 girls in the class. They practised the feminine virtue of patience as they endured the discipline of waiting so they could learn treadling, a technique that would have no use beyond school if there was an

17 Sheena, born 1951.
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electric machine at home. Fortunately, mothers came into the school with portable electric machines, and Sheena used one of these to make her skirt. She finished the garment and wore it to school.

Figure 47. Sheena wearing a self-made skirt.
The girls in Sheena's Form II class made skirts. This is the first garment Sheena remembers making for herself; her mother made almost all her clothes until then. Photograph provided by Sheena.

Along with skirts, samplers, sample books, and aprons, making a sewing bag was a common experience at primary school sewing. All these items were integrated in the primary syllabi. The sewing bag can be seen from several perspectives: it was a project; it was useful; it acted as a sewing place; and it moved between home and school. The 1948 primary syllabus included bags at Standard 2 and again at Form I, and suggestion 17 was, “pupils be required to provide themselves with sewing boxes or bags containing scissors, thimble, assorted needles, a box of pins, material, and thread.”\(^{18}\) Implicit in suggestion 17 was the assumption that all mothers sewed and could easily provide the required tools. The 1958 syllabus advised teachers to instruct girls to make “sewing bags to hold

---

equipment” in Standard 4. In Forms I and II, girls were expected to decorate their bags using creative needlework techniques that were part of the syllabus at that level.19

Sewing bags were made to a simple design, usually a drawstring style with a casing for the cord. While the syllabus said the bag was primarily for transporting tools to and from school, the interviewees had scant recollection of the tools. Cathie and Cheryl both recall anxiety about remembering to take their sewing bag to school on the right day. Cheryl’s sewing lessons were once a fortnight, so forgetting the bag and the enclosed project meant a great delay in progress. The bag was something else a girl was responsible for, and having it when needed was a way of demonstrating obedience and compliance.20

Sheena, Cheryl, Velma, and Lyndsay all recall making a bag; most had to embroider their names or at least their initials on the bag. The quality of this work was a statement of their skills, and showed the care they had taken with the task. Cheryl still has the bag she made when she was about 11: the yellow Britway fabric is faded now, but the mauve and blue embroidery is still legible and the French seams are intact. Cheryl has a friend who uses her drawstring bag, made about the same time, as a peg bag.21 The other thing girls had to embroider their names on was a cap, made at the same time as an apron which they wore for cooking class. This project linked sewing and cooking as necessary skills for girls. Red appears to have been universally prescribed for names on cooking caps; casual conversations with women about this research often yielded the memory of this activity. Girls got more choice with the embroidery on their sewing bags, a labelling activity that designated ownership, responsibility and private space.

---

19 R3850837 Primary School Syllabuses - Sewing, Standard 4, Form I, Form II.
20 Railene went to Iona College, a private boarding school. The girls were expected to have “sewing boxes and they had scissors, thread, and tape measure and in the bottom, there was room to have your material or sewing all folded up and we had lockers in the sewing room that everybody put their sewing boxes in.” Railene, born 1934.
21 Cheryl, born 1951.
The sewing bag mimicked a domestic custom, and strengthened the idea that sewing lessons were an intersection between home and school. Most interviewees talked about their mothers having sewing bags or boxes. Even Railene and Cathie, whose mothers were not dressmakers, remember their mothers having sewing bags. A girls’ own sewing bag could be seen as an accessory for role-playing as a mother, like a handbag or apron. Like mothers did at home, girls had to be tidy and keep their work clean. The bag ensured that sewing did not spill over to the space occupied by classmates, just as girls saw their mothers try to contain sewing at home (with varying degrees of enthusiasm and success).

Lyndsay does not remember much detail about her sewing bag, other than it being a required item. When asked if she had to provide her own equipment for school sewing, she said:  

I would have thought we had to have our own tin of pins or pin cushion. Can’t remember what, although I remember in later life this pin cushion with a name on it. So we probably had to have our own pin cushion. And a cloth bag we took

22 Many authors gave advice on keeping work clean. In her *Concise Manual of Sewing*, Alice White says, “Needlework can be kept clean and fresh by placing it in a white cloth, such as a clean cloth, an old pillow slip or piece of sheeting.” White, 9.
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our gear to and from school. That gear, what we were sewing on, plus our tape measure and so-on went home with us that night. It didn't stay at school.23

These blurred memories of which tools were used at school and which at home are typical of the interviewees, particularly when remembering primary school sewing. This supports the idea that sewing space in primary schools was created by the activity — and sometimes by the appearance of a mother and her sewing machine. Even when schools had a dedicated room, as most secondary schools did, it was inevitably used by several classes over the course of a day or a week. Making and using a sewing bag at primary school created the habit of remembering to bring it, and packing it up again at the end of a lesson.

Figure 49. Girls in a sewing class, undated.
This image suggests work was stored in boxes between classes, rather than carried to and from school in bags. We see girls practising both hand and machine stitching in a classroom that was specially set up for sewing. R21010781 Christchurch South Intermediate School – Girls’ dressmaking class, 1900–1947. ANZ.

23 Lyndsay, born 1940.
While sewing at primary school was a given for all girls in public schools in New Zealand, as discussed in chapter 5, there was less certainty they would hold a needle at secondary school. All pupils enrolled for full-time instruction at a post-primary school were required to follow the common core curriculum, which included “a craft or one of the fine arts,” regardless of whether they did an academic, commercial, or domestic course. For girls, “Home Crafts are regarded as satisfying the requirements of ‘a craft’.” Some schools railed against the requirement for a craft, and sought dispensation from the Department so academically able girls could devote more class time to subjects perceived as important. Individual schools must have responded differently to the guidance because some of the interviewees had no recall of sewing at secondary school. This was true for Sheena and Val, both of whom did academic courses and did not touch a needle at secondary school. Sheena was not even sure if her secondary school offered Clothing as a subject. In Sheena’s family, there was a firm expectation that all four girls would go to university, and a course that included Clothing was not seen as helping with this goal. For Val, the pressure seems to have come from the school, which had identified her as an academically able pupil. Val knew Clothing was available, but it was not an option in the academic stream. This exclusion demonstrates another way that girls were under pressure to comply. Both Sheena and Val enjoyed sewing and had successfully made garments before starting secondary school, but they had to comply with a convention that put dressmaking outside the realm of what was acceptable for them to study at school. They had the potential to achieve good marks in Clothing for their School Certificate examination, but did not have the option to use that ability.

26 In March 1940, the Headmistress of Waikato Diocesan School for Girls wrote to the Director of Education seeking permission for a girl to drop Home Science for Geography so she could sit School Certificate and UE in six subjects: English, French, Latin, Maths, History and Geography. The reply on behalf of the Director stated, “The Department requires all girls in registered private secondary schools to learn some form of applied domestic work (cookery or needlework) for the first two years of their secondary course, for at least one hour per week. They should also learn some elementary science in the first and second years, but there is no necessity to continue with science after the second year.” R7208918 Secondary education. Courses of instruction. Domestic Science, 1931–1977.
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Jocelyn and Lyndsay are examples of girls who did sewing in the first years of secondary school despite having no intention of being examined in the subject. Jocelyn’s experience just predates the introduction of the common core curriculum, but Jocelyn describes a marked improvement in the quality of the sewing teaching at secondary school. Her recollection of “properly trained teachers” is confirmed by the staff list in the school magazine.²⁷ Nevertheless, having to sew at school felt like a pointless discipline, because she still had to make unattractive garments on treadle machines that she found near impossible to manage. Jocelyn’s habit of failing to complete garments was consolidated at secondary school.

Lyndsay’s experience showed her school complied with Department of Education expectations of how the common core curriculum should be implemented. Lyndsay took a “professional” course with French, and did Art in Form III and Sewing in Form IV. Like Sheena and Val, she had already developed some sewing skills and completed garments at primary school. She made three garments in Form IV: a wind breaker, a dress, and a blouse. She remembers the classes as “a pleasant diversion from the academic stuff.”²⁸ The three garments she made all taught specific skills: inserting an open-ended zipper, binding buttonholes, and managing a revere collar. Lyndsay says:

The gabardine wind breaker was brown and much used. […] The dress had bound buttonholes and it was a cotton dress, and I had chosen buttons that were probably an inch across and they were too heavy. I remember that. There should have been more stiffening I think in the facing. Anyhow I learned to do bound buttonholes through that.²⁹

Fifty years later, Lyndsay can remember both the success of the wind breaker, and the dissatisfaction with the buttons on the dress. In keeping with her easy approach, she focuses on what she learned from the experience.

²⁷ The staff lists in the Wairarapa College Magazine include women with Dip H.Sc. and B.H.Sc.
²⁸ Lyndsay, born 1940.
²⁹ Ibid.
Zippers were part of the modernisation of dressmaking, an advance from the hook and eye and button closures commonly used in the early twentieth century. Girls who learned sewing at school post-war were taught how to use modern fabrics and trims, including zippers. *NZWW*, 12 April 1956: 51.
At primary school, girls learned to hand-stitch buttonholes that can be worked on finished garment. By secondary school, they learned bound buttonholes that must be created as the garment is being constructed. Resek and Resek, *Successful Dressmaking*, 89.

The interviewees who did not do academic courses did not stay for the fifth year of secondary school, and sometimes left as soon as possible. This was true for Velma, Joy, and Vera, all of whom left school as soon as they turned 15, before sitting the School Certificate examination. Velma, born in 1934, did a course described as “Art” at Auckland Girls Grammar, although it included Domestic Science subjects. Velma
learned washing and ironing skills, and cooking. Her time at secondary school got off to a bad start because of the polio epidemic. Schools were closed for the first term of 1947, so Velma started secondary school by correspondence. Once classes did start, a couple of things became clear to Velma. The Art course was “designed for the no hopes” and “we had a pretty brummy lot of teachers because it was the end of the war.” Velma also realised that between home and the teaching she had had at intermediate school, there was not much more for her to learn about domestic subjects. She does not think this made her unique.

It’s notable that anybody who had a mother or came from a family where it was routine to make your own clothes and whatever — they did extremely well at school but not really because of what you were being taught, because you knew it already.

Velma’s comment connects what you knew with what you wore. Girls like her and her classmates had a lifetime of evidence that showed the relationship between dressmaking skill and appearance. In Velma’s case, this included seeing her mother work with limited resources, often renovating garments. Miss Smith’s class had introduced her to using commercial patterns, and the Clothing course gave her a chance to develop her patternmaking skill. The Regulations for the Clothing course included “Study of Patterns” as one of nine topics. The topic is described as:

How to choose and use commercial patterns. The making of simple foundation patterns and designing from these. Practice in taking measurements; estimate of quantity of material; rules for cutting; economy in placing patterns on materials.

Velma welcomed the idea of a learning system that would help her achieve the effect she wanted from a piece of fabric. Neither she, nor her mother, were inclined to take the risk of “freehand dressmaking” advocated by Carol Tulloch’s interviewee Anella, who released what was inside her by drawing or cutting directly into fabric. Instead, Velma

30 Velma, born 1934.
31 Ibid.
33 Tulloch, “There’s No Place Like Home,” 114.
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could see the value of extending her knowledge to increase the chance that she could create the look she wanted.

We were taught how to spread patterns and it was very instructive. We used coloured paper […] We cut it to spread to get a pattern to the right size. You started by drawing what you wanted […] It was basic but it was good enough that I could do something reasonably well.34

If she had stayed at school to take the examination in 1950, Velma would have had to “show by diagrams how you would cut, from foundations patterns for bodice and skirt, working patterns for [a blouse and skirt].”35 But Velma had learned enough in the first two year to use her knowledge at home:

We used to save the white butcher’s paper because newsprint was too off-putting for when you wanted to draw bits on it. Nothing was ever wasted in our house. I would use that, and the sitting room floor […] And crawl around and re-cut and so-on.36

Velma’s knowledge allowed her to see patternmaking as an opportunity to exercise imagination and begin to create her vision of herself. Like Tulloch’s case study subject, Velma had a clear sense of what was “inside of her.”37 At the same time, imagination was curtailed by the scarcity of paper to make the patterns, let alone the fabric to cut the garment.

34 Velma, born 1934.
36 Velma, born 1934.
37 Tulloch, “There’s No Place Like Home,” 114.
Joy, born in 1936, did not have a maternal model, and arrived at secondary school with limited knowledge of sewing. She went to Grey High, a co-educational secondary school that separated boys and girls. She has no recollection of choosing a course of study, but found herself in the Domestic Science course: “the dumb people’s course.” This perception lessened the chance that Joy might see anything she was taught as meeting Gvion’s test habits of being valuable or useful, and therefore becoming part of habitus. Joy’s assessment of her school course is confirmed in Sue Middleton’s interviews with New Zealand women educated after World War II.

38 Joy, born 1936.
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The women in my study noted that commercial streams were perceived by academic girls and teachers as “dumb classes.” Furthermore, commercial and other “lower stream” girls were often perceived by academic girls (whether it was true or not) as more sexually active - as “tarts.”

Although Joy understood the course as being for dumb people, Clothing did not turn out to be easy for her. She had not had what Velma saw as the advantage of having a mother who sewed. The teacher, Miss McDonald, was old and bossy. The projects were not appealing: aprons, bloomers, and tablecloths. Joy says navy blue fabric was handed out for rompers — “dished out for every person so they’d all be the same.” She queued to use a sewing machine. And she remembers lots of unpicking when her work failed to meet the expected standard. Joy’s memories of the sewing class suggest its primary purpose was to enforce discipline on girls who were not expected to work outside the home. In the midst of this bleakness, there was one classmate who sewed beautifully. Joy concedes the girl’s positive attitude may have helped, and meant the teacher treated her differently and gave her more time on the machines. Joy herself has no sense of having learned anything from this class, and certainly did not form any useful habits. She left school as soon as she turned 15 and got a job.

Vera, born in 1945, missed the first week of secondary school because she was at a swimming competition. Vera had chosen a commercial course, but included Clothing because it was something she was interested in and capable of. When she asked her classmates what she needed to do for the class, she heard the first project was to be a plain, straight skirt. Accordingly, she and her mother went shopping.

We went into town and we bought the piece of material and it was a piece of Donegal tweed, gold, cream winter wool fabric, lining, a zip and a pattern. And I got to school. And the other thing was they had to have it cut out by the time they came back to school. [...] So I cut it out, and I pinned it together and I packed it together and I took it to the class.

40 Middleton, Women and Education, 102.
41 Vera, born 1945.
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And that is where things began to go wrong. To Vera’s mind, she had complied with what was asked of her. But the teacher queried the complexity of the pattern, which included a kick pleat and welt pockets. A cycle began whereby Vera would work on the skirt at home, and the teacher would insist that work done at home be unpicked. This was the teacher’s most powerful means of asserting control and imposing discipline. Ciara McDonald describes sewing as a form of discipline in Irish schools, where the syllabus was unchanged from 1831 to 1971 and was praised for “encourag[ing] habits of accuracy, neatness, order and economy.”42 One of her interviewees recalls a teacher who demanded students unpick and re-do work as a means of enforcing authority, while purporting to teach discipline.43 Vera’s story is one of several that show this technique was also used in New Zealand schools.

Vera’s experience shows the flipside of what Velma saw as the advantage of coming from a home where dressmaking as a common practice. As an examinable subject, Clothing could be seen as distinct from home practice. Vera’s teacher may have subscribed to the views held by L. E. Eason, who warned against help from mothers and friends in Clothing: A Practical Course for Post-Primary Schools.44 Vera herself subscribed to a view held by one of Sally Helvenston and Margaret Bubolz’s interviewees who “felt her teacher didn’t know very much.”45 Vera did not try to comply further, instead, “I used to duck around and ignore her.”46 Perhaps because of her mother’s insistence on good quality fabric, Vera’s project survived the unpicking. She finished the skirt, and wore it frequently, “It was a beautiful skirt. It had pockets and it had a band on the top of the pocket, […] and a button on it. And the zip in the back and a kick pleat. And it was lined.”47 While Vera’s interest and ability had the potential to make her a model pupil, her competence appears to have made her a target for negative attention. She completed

42 Irish School Monthly, 1900 3: 22 cited in McDonald, 73.
43 Ibid.
44 Eason, 87.
46 Vera, born 1945.
47 Ibid.
the year, but did not take Clothing the following year and left school as soon as she
turned 15.

Cheryl, born in 1951, went to a co-educational secondary school. She did a commercial
course which meant she was in a girls-only class. They did sewing for the first two years
as required by the curriculum. Like other interviewees, it seems likely she could have
managed Clothing at School Certificate but did the subjects the school stipulated for a
commercial course, “I was not the sort of girl who questioned what the school
suggested.” Cheryl remembers her sewing teacher, Mrs Green, as “a nicely presented
woman who wore tailored clothes, stockings and dress shoes, and was always made up
and had her hair done.” While Mrs Green served as a role model in terms of personal
grooming, she was not an effective teacher — not that Cheryl challenged her at the time.
Looking back, Cheryl recognises that Mrs Green did not explain concepts. This meant
Cheryl was unable to replicate things independently. So complete was her failure to
understand how to apply a facing, she became adept at binding edges instead.

Even though Cheryl was doing sewing as a craft rather than Clothing for School
Certificate, her class appears to have followed the Regulations. These stated girls should
make baby clothes, along with children’s clothes and a renovation. By including these
types of garments, the Regulations were reinforcing the connection between
dressmaking and maternal domesticity. None of the interviewees mentioned renovating a
 garment at school, and Cheryl is the only one who talked about baby clothes at this
level. The project Mrs Green set for Cheryl’s class was a smocked baby gown. Cheryl
was very keen to do this project, having seen the gowns from a previous class pinned on
the sewing room wall. She was particularly struck by the deep hems on the fine lawn
garments. Cheryl’s teacher was not alone in using work from previous classes to inspire
pupils. Writing about home economics classes in the United States, Helvenston and
Bubolz quote Peggy who had, “a vivid memory of her ninth-grade home economics
teacher showing the class a beautiful pink spun rayon dress made by a senior in which

48 Lyndsay had made a baby’s blouse at intermediate school although that was an alternative to making an
apron, not a prescribed activity.
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the hem was invisible.’”

Examples of successful work were used to inspire girls like Cheryl and Peggy to strive for the same type of disciplined femininity.

Cheryl still has the smocked gown, which was made to a pattern provided by the school. The only choice Cheryl had was the colour; she chose blue. The gown is well made and shows evidence of many techniques. The yoke is cut with the selvedge at the centre back seam, removing the need for seam neatening. Other seams are neatened with a combination of double rows of straight stitching and a zig-zag stitch. The back opening of the skirt has a bound placket, and the neck and sleeves are bound with a bias strip. The button holes are hand worked, as is the smocking. The gown features the deep hem, but that hem is not stitched with the original thread. When Cheryl’s sons were born, she considered remaking the gown into a romper, more suitable for a boy. She got as far as unpicking the hem and thinking about how to re-arrange the skirt, but did not proceed. She re-hemmed the gown before my visit. The gown remains as evidence of Cheryl’s willingness to obey instructions, and a tacit acceptance of the possibility of motherhood.

Figure 53. Smocked baby gown made by Cheryl at secondary school. Cheryl and her classmates made smocked baby gowns in class. Cheryl kept the garment but it has never been worn. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

49 Helvenston and Bubolz, “Home Economics,” 313.
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Two of the interviewees, Cathie and Caroline, completed the Clothing course and sat and passed the School Certificate examination. For Caroline, this was sufficient to gain entry to teachers’ college, while Cathie went straight to a clerical job. Both followed the pattern Helen May suggests was expected of them: that employment was an interim step before motherhood.50

Cathie arrived at secondary school without the benefit of having seen dressmaking or even much sewing at home. What she did have was the example of her mother’s pride in her appearance, and a keen interest in looking good. She has kept a sample of embroidery stitches worked in wool on an open weave embroidery cloth, and a sample book that includes facing, hem, and collar techniques as well as the seams and fastenings seen in primary school sample books. Once Cathie got the basics of dressmaking at secondary school, she was able to satisfy her desire to look nice. Part of looking nice was being on trend. In the mid-1950s that meant, “All my dresses looked the same — gathered skirts with round neck, no sleeves.”51 She must have fulfilled the requirements of the course because she passed, but her marks were not important to her. Cathie took one of those full-skirted dresses she was making at school home so she could hem it on her grandmother’s treadle machine and wear it on a Saturday night. Back at school, she lost marks on the garment because the teacher expected a hand-stitched hem. Her teacher did not insist that she undo and re-hem it, relying on a bad mark as sufficient discipline. When Cathie did hem dresses by hand, she worked for speed not finesse: her father coined the phrase “homeward bound” stitches to describe her technique.52 She alone of the interviewees appears to have both developed and sustained dressmaking habits directly from school classes.

50 May, Minding Children, 3.
51 Cathie, born 1940.
52 Ibid.
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Figure 54. Cathie’s sample book, showing collars. Girls who did Clothing for School Certificate progressed from creating samples of fastenings and seam finishes to construction elements such as facings, pockets, and collars. Cathie produced these collars in chambray for her book. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

Caroline, born in 1941, also did Clothing as part of her School Certificate course. Although her mother was not a confident sewer, Caroline had already learned to sew. For her, the structured exercises of the School Certificate class were a welcome discipline. They were increasingly challenging, starting with an apron that had bands of contrasting fabric, knickers with flat-fell seams, then a petticoat with French seams:

Then we did something with buttonholes. We also had a book — we had to make samples with seams and finishes and button holes — all these bits and pieces, and samples of different fabrics, cotton, rayon, silk and how it was made and where they came from. And somebody said we had a Simplicity sewing books. ⁵³ I can’t remember. ⁵⁴

---

⁵³ The *Simplicity Sewing Book* was a suggested text in the 1958 primary school syllabus, but teachers may also have used it for reference at secondary schools.
⁵⁴ Caroline, born 1941.
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Caroline had more choice about garments as she progressed through the course, “I remember making a house coat and it cost a fortune because it turned out to be a one-way pattern […] but it was lovely, I loved it.”

Another successful project was denim pedal pushers, for which she also made “a red and white striped shirt and matching espadrilles. And I was just the thing.” Caroline had sufficient skill, confidence, and style to produce clothes that satisfied her desire to be in fashion. But that was not the point of Clothing as a school subject. She and her classmates were supposed to be making what Jagger describes as “the normative and subjugated image of the heterosexually desirable female.” Pedal pushers did not necessarily conform to that image, and were associated with being “bodgies” and “widgies,” which were threatening manifestations of non-conformist teenage culture. Redmer Yska’s analysis of teenage culture in New Zealand in the 1950s describes a policeman insisting his daughter cut up her home-made pedal pushers because “what you wear, how you are seen, you will be judged on that.” Fortunately for Caroline, her teacher and her mother embraced both modernity and fashion. Caroline was not disciplined, either at school or at home, for failing to comply with a conventional full-skirted femininity. When asked whether she was proud of what she made and wore, Caroline said, “You wanted something to wear so you made it and you wore it. Perhaps mother was more proud of me.”

Alison, born in 1942, did a professional course at Wellington Girl’s College. This meant she had no expectation of doing sewing or cooking when she started secondary school. But she was part of the cohort that went through the “block scheme” run by the Home Science department.

---

55 Ibid.
57 New Zealand nightclub manager Rainton Hastie described widgie gangs in Auckland in 1955 thus: “Widgies wore low pump shoes and skin-tight long pants, a big wide belt and a blouse, and their hair was always up. They got the idea from Betty Grable and Marilyn Monroe in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.” Yska, All Shook Up, 183.
58 Ibid., 73.
59 Caroline, born 1941.
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We had seven afternoons off to do sewing, seven afternoons off to do cooking. And at the end of the period each class invited the mothers to a mannequin parade to display their dresses and to have afternoon tea which they had catered.\textsuperscript{60}

Alison’s word choice is telling — time spent on sewing and cooking was time “off.” This alternative occupation created an opportunity to bring home and school together by bringing mothers in to see their daughters were capable of the tasks of motherhood. And the course marked a milestone in Alison’s life: she remembers this as the first time she had been able to choose fabric for herself. Dressmaking at school was imposing on the habitus within Alison’s family whereby older women made choices about what would be made and therefore worn. For these seven lessons, the school set the rules. Alison remembers it was tightly prescribed:

You were to make a dress with a square neck. It had to have a pattern, […] sleeveless, had to have a zip, set in waist […] And it was supposed to be floral. And I can remember I went to Thompson’s silk shop. […] And we chose this fabric that was white background and it had pink carnations […] with green stems and leaves and there was a bit of black in the background, a sort of sprinkle of black. And we had to buy the zip and the cotton, and the pattern. […] And there was no such thing as iron-on stiffening for the facings. […] But there was something for stiffening which I remember having great difficulty with.\textsuperscript{61}

Dresses had always seemed to materialise at Alison’s home, thanks to the skills of the women in her family. The block course showed Alison the reality of making a dress, but it did not teach her to sew. That happened when she went to classes as a young mother, which is discussed in chapter 7. The culmination of the block course was the afternoon tea and mannequin parade for mothers. It was not enough that girls made themselves

\textsuperscript{60} Alison, born 1942.
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid.
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dresses — they had to exhibit themselves in those dresses. The final discipline was to subject oneself to the gaze of an audience, hopefully one of approving mothers.

This discipline of display was part of sewing and Clothing at other secondary schools. *The Wairarapa College Magazine* includes a report on the demonstration night at the Home Science department at the end of 1947. The night was a chance for girls to exhibit their feminine accomplishments. A spectacular event of the evening was the mannequin parade in which some 50 girls participated. Amid floral decorations arranged by budding florists of the Sixth Form, the girls displayed their pinafore dresses, summer frocks and evening dresses to best advantage.⁶²

At St Cuthbert’s College, the work of the Modern classes was on display at a parents’ day held on 29 October 1953, described in the school magazine as follows:

> Wearing the garments they had made in class, the girls from these Forms paraded from Melrose, [one of the school boarding houses] across the lawn to the dining room and back to Melrose […] The fashion parade concluded with Year VI girls modelling evening frocks, the patterns of which were designed and drafted by each girl.⁶³

The display of work from the Lower School featured embroidered mats by Standard 2 girls, while the Standard 6 girls wore gypsy skirts and blouses — which were likely stitched by hand. These events were proof of discipline and obedience, the culmination of careful attention to the teacher and her instruction. By appearing in their self-made garments at school, girls were visible evidence of compliance with expectations of what good women would be and look like.

This chapter and the preceding one have highlighted the similarities and differences between how girls experienced dressmaking at home and at school. They show how the education system appropriated certain elements of domestic habitus to achieve cultural reproduction. The subject was taught by women for girls, and parents (mothers) were

⁶² *The Wairarapa College Magazine* 1948, 12.
⁶³ *St Cuthberts’ Chronicle* 1953, 36.
expected to be involved as providers of tools and materials, and witnesses of successes. At the same time, schools tried to isolate Clothing as a secondary school subject from domestic dressmaking by insisting on particular techniques and projects, and making connections with other subjects in the curriculum. Discipline is fundamental to schools and this chapter has shown the way sewing was used to impose particular feminine and domestic disciplines on girls. At primary school, girls were separated from boys to learn stitches, first as a means of decorating samplers, then to construct items that were associated with domestic work. The transition from stitching as an exercise, a process, to making an item, a product, was a significant milestone. As they progressed through school, girls began to use stitching to make garments for themselves, although their choices were largely prescribed. While the primary syllabus spoke of aesthetic values and the Regulations included design, girls worked within controlled environments that gave limited scope for personal expression. The ethos of dressmaking at school was conformity — in matters of style, taste, and technique. Girls who stayed at school and complied could achieve academic success in the form of School Certificate, although the possibility of this achievement was not always an incentive to stay at school. And failure to stay and comply did not preclude girls from developing habits that contributed to the formation of dressmaking habitus in life after school. The following chapter looks at the adult practice of some of the interviewees, to see how it evolved over their lifetimes.
Chapter 7

The motivation to keep dressmaking: “I shook it off and made the dress up”

When asked to recall recent sewing projects, Caroline described having the pattern for a shirt dress laid out on fabric on her living room floor the day of the Christchurch earthquake in February 2011.1

When I came home after the earthquake, the pot plants were all over it. Luckily the potting mix was fairly dry. I shook it off and made the dress up. I wore it last year. I just bring the sewing machine out and put it on the dining table. It was not out at the time of the earthquake.2

Caroline’s home was damaged by the earthquake and, like many Cantabrians, she had years of disruption and uncertainty ahead of her. But dressmaking was something that survived the shock. Cutting out and making the dress was normal; abandoning the project would have been abnormal. When Caroline wore the dress, a friend commented that it was nice and asked where it was from. As she has done so often in her life, she was able to say, “I made it.”3 Dressmaking has been part of Caroline’s life since she taught herself to sew as a child. After doing Clothing as part of her School Certificate course at secondary school, she made all her own clothes when she was at teachers’ college.4 As a young wife, with two little girls, she said, “I was sewing all the time. I made most of their things.” Those words could easily have come from Railene, Joy, Margaret, Lyndsay, Cathic, Lynne, Cheryl, or Sheena — all of whom sewed for themselves and their children as young mothers and continued to sew throughout their lives. Caroline

---

1 The magnitude 6.3 earthquake killed 185 people and caused extensive damage to the city.
2 Caroline, born 1941.
3 Affirmations have been identified as a motivation for knitters, who wear their creations in anticipation of compliments. Caroline’s story suggests the motivation applies to dressmaking too. Stannard and Sanders, “Motivations,” 109.
4 Caroline’s teaching career was short: she did one year with a new-entrants class before giving up. She did not have to teach any sewing because the pupils were too young.
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bought a length of material the day before she was interviewed for this research (in October 2013), indicating she had another project in mind.

This chapter looks at sewing practice in adult life, using the interview subjects to consider what motivates women to continue the practice. I am arguing that this later practice will strongly reflect the skills and attitudes learned as girls, but will necessarily adapt as practitioners go through different life stages. Like Carla Cesare, I have looked at home dressmaking — “gathering and reviewing [...] collections of the ordinary” to “reveal the diversity of everyday lives.” The preceding chapters showed factors that affected dress strategies for Pākehā (European) girls and women in New Zealand in the early to mid-twentieth century. These were the availability (or shortage) of ready-made clothing, machines, patterns, and fabrics, and the expectation that girls and women would sew — an expectation reinforced by newspapers, magazines, and the education system. These factors combined to make dressmaking a valid and reliable dress strategy for many. While these factors were common, girls responded to them differently and attributed their own meaning to the practice. By adulthood, the women had deeply seated dispositions formed in response to their experience. I argue that their diverse individual practices are motivated by the need to: please others, please themselves, experiment with particular fabrics, achieve technical excellence, feel comfortable, and control their appearance. Life had taught them that dressmaking was a way to meet these needs, and this motivated them to continue with the practice.

I did not directly ask women what motivated them, instead I analysed the interviews to identify motivations and needs which were fulfilled by dressmaking. These motivations are broadly similar to those identified by Sherry Schofield-Tomschin in her review of

---

5 Lifetime collections of domestic dressmaking are relatively rare for reasons outlined in chapter 1. One UK example is Rachel Rosta, whose wardrobe is held at the York Museums Trust, and “capture[s] her engagement with fashion over time as a child, a young woman, a working mother and as she became older.” Buckley and Clark, *Fashion and Everyday Life*.


8 My analysis of this motivation draws on Lilian Mutsaers’ work on the potential of unmade cloth. Mutsaers, “Unpacking Mrs Wood’s Suitcases.”
The motivation to keep dressmaking surveys of American home sewers in the twentieth century. The dominant motivations were economy, quality, fit, creativity, and psychological well-being. Caroline’s completion of her dressmaking project after the earthquake is an example of using the activity to maintain psychological well-being through engaging with a familiar activity, which might be more simply described as sewing for comfort. Dressmaking had been giving Caroline a sense of success and security for over 60 years.

Figure 55. Gibraltar Board advertisement. Sewing and dressmaking were activities associated with mothers and home, which are in turn associated with comfort and security. Advertisements like this one made a direct link between sewing and security. ODT, 16 August 1956: 16.

9 Schofield-Tomschin, “Home Sewing.”
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Previous chapters identified themes that were common to the interviewees’ early experience of dressmaking at home and school. As girls, and through to adolescence, most of the interviewees reported having very little choice about their clothing. They wore the clothes that were provided for them at home, and stitched (with varying degrees of success) the projects that were set at school. In their childhood homes, interviewees connected dressmaking to maternal duty, inherited skill, being judged (for appearance and competence), thrift, and ease. Girls’ access to and affinity with the tools of sewing, particularly the sewing machine, were important in developing their interest. At school, these experiences were overlaid with expectations of learning specific techniques and demonstrating certain behaviours, notably obedience and compliance. Interviewees’ experience of dressmaking in their adult lives picked up on some of these themes. A shared enjoyment of dressmaking emerged as the foundation of friendships, some of which formed in school classes and others developed from adult practice.

While many interviewees talked of sewing as mothers for their own children, none made any special effort to ensure their daughters learned to sew. Instead the interviewees seemed mildly, but pleasantly, surprised if their daughters decided to take up dressmaking. Thrift was a strong theme in the narratives of their youth, but became less important because of the increasing availability of material goods, the end of rationing, and the decreasing cost of ready-made clothing. This matches Schofield-Tomschin’s conclusion about home sewing in America, that “as economic necessities diminished, home sewing became a venue for creativity and originality, and eventually a process for relaxation and alleviation of stress.”¹⁰ The theme of judgement for appearance persisted, emerging as the need to please oneself and to control appearance. Judgement for competence turned into the need to prove technical expertise. Free from the constraints of family standards and school requirements, interviewees could try new skills and styles — although not all embraced this freedom.

This chapter also picks up on the idea of modernity that has traced through the thesis, and accounts for the ways the themes of childhood experience are translated into adult

¹⁰ Ibid., 107.
The motivation to keep dressmaking practice. All the interviewees, particularly those born in the 1930s, experienced modernisation in the basic apparatus of dressmaking. This was evident in their recollections of the tools of dressmaking practice and the patterns and fabrics that were available. The older ones started to sew with treadle sewing machines and used flat irons before getting electric appliances; they remember nylon and other synthetic fabrics as novelty items; and they remember patterns becoming increasingly accurate and easy to follow. The changes to the post-primary curriculum were more evidence of modernity; they changed the definition of formal education by increasing the subject choices.

Geraldine and Margaret form an interesting pair to consider the impact of modernity on adult dressmaking practice — with distinct motivations also apparent. Both were raised by mothers who did not work outside the home, and whose dressmaking practices were visible and valued by the family. Chapter 5 analysed the role of dressmaking in their different paths to teaching. That discussion revealed Geraldine’s embrace of modernity, and the way she was able to translate expertise in dressmaking into a career. For Margaret, dressmaking expertise was something she had to work to achieve and represented an obstacle she had to overcome before qualifying as a teacher. What happened when these women had children of their own? How did modernity and other motivations affect the dressmaking practice of the subsequent generation?

Geraldine cannot really recall being taught to sew by her mother or school teachers, but was taught industry-standard skills as part of her own teacher training. She went on to teach Clothing as a secondary school teacher, examined School Certificate Clothing, and indirectly supported the dressmaking practice of many girls and women through her book *You and Your Clothes*. But Geraldine did not teach her daughters to sew.

No, because my mother made things. One of the daughters made several efforts. They both loved fabrics. They really did. They love fabric and often they’d buy lengths of material, and then they’d lose interest and that would be that.11

---

11 Geraldine, born 1926.
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Geraldine’s daughters understood that fabric had the potential to be something more, but did not have sufficient motivation to transform yardage to garments. They may have contented themselves with what Lilian Mutsaers describes as the “emotional experience of the garment [that] exists before it is even created and worn.”

By the time the girls were buying fabric, sewing had ceased to be a useful habit for Geraldine, because her career in education had gone beyond classroom teaching. For her mother, sewing continued to be useful because it was a way being part of her daughter’s and granddaughters’ lives. Where Geraldine saw her mother make clothes quite happily, Geraldine’s daughters saw that she:

> wasn’t desperately keen on the drudgery of actually doing the dressmaking. I was more interested in the results. […] I liked the cutting out and getting the thing to the point where you could tell if it was going to fit or not. But as for making sure all the seams were straight and all the rest of it. Quite happy for somebody else to do that.

“Somebody else” may have been her mother or dressmakers. Geraldine lived in Indonesia for a time and had domestic servants who would do “the drudgery.”

Geraldine was pragmatic about dressmaking. She did it to please herself, to achieve a particular aesthetic result. Where possible, she avoided doing parts of the process she found tedious. Time was a factor in her attitude to dressmaking, because she was a wife and mother who had a career. She identifies the increasing availability of ready-made clothing as having a big impact on the decision whether to make or buy.

The opportunity to work with aesthetically pleasing materials seems to have been Geraldine’s main motivation in adult life. In her case, this was combined with confidence that she would achieve the desired effect because of her skill. She cited the ever-lowering cost of clothing as a further disincentive to making, saying, “once upon a time if you

---

12 Mutsaers, “Unpacking Mrs Wood’s Suitcases,” 31.
13 Geraldine, born 1926.
14 Mutsaers makes the same point, citing Jacqueline Atkins’ claim that “the declining interest in home sewing […] coincided with the increased availability of ready-made clothing.” Mutsaers, “Unpacking Mrs Wood’s Suitcases,” 29.
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wanted to have clothes, you had to make them.” Geraldine relegates the practice to the past, and believes “home sewing has had its heyday.”

Born in 1938, Margaret is 12 years younger than Geraldine, but she did not embrace the possibilities of modernity with the same enthusiasm. Margaret connects her dressmaking practice to that of her mother and grandmother, although she insists they had greater levels of skill. Margaret attributes her mother’s sewing expertise to the example of her mother, who had been in service and developed sewing skills while working for a wealthy family. The idea of service is pertinent. Margaret sees dressmaking as something done to serve or please others, and that seems to have been the primary motivation throughout her life. Margaret was the first in the three generations of women to train for a profession, which she did at her mother’s prompting. This departure from a purely domestic life did not break the connection between the sewing and dressmaking practices of previous generations, nor did it hinder transmission to a fourth.

Despite Margaret saying her young self did not listen to her mother’s advice, she retained it as the correct way to do things. Margaret repeatedly described her mother as patient and a perfectionist. Margaret’s mother was prepared to spend time on dressmaking so she could get things right. As a girl, Margaret says she struggled to pay attention to her mother’s advice because she was impatient. When asked if bought dresses were nicer than home-made ones, she said, “Well, I think when you make a dress you are sick of the sight of it by the time you’ve made it.” She describes her own sewing skills in a self-deprecating manner, implying her impatience meant she could not match the skill of her mother (or grandmother) — “I wanted to get through things.” This self-assessment is contradicted by her description of her adult approach to making garments, which suggests she has either become more like her mother, or was always similar.

I don’t think I’m very good. But I made my first daughter’s wedding dress. […] I cut guipure lace. I spent about three times as long thinking about it before cutting it.

---

15 Geraldine, born 1926.
16 Margaret, born 1938.
Margaret’s words indicate she is a careful and patient dressmaker, just as her mother was.

The same pattern of learning appears to have been repeated with Margaret and her two daughters. She said she taught them “as much as they’d listen — like me and my mother.” And like her mother, Margaret must have been a successful teacher. Her eldest daughter makes clothes for herself and her family, including Margaret — which means four generations of the family have been or are dressmakers. The repetition of patterns also happens at a literal level of practice. Margaret said her daughter made them both a dress from the same pattern, while Margaret knitted them both a cardigan from the same pattern. Consequently, they met for lunch one day wearing the same outfit. This story positions dressmaking as a cultural activity as much as a design one. Mother and daughter created garments that bound them together with the same visual identity.

Cheryl identified ingenuity and creativity as hallmarks of her mother’s dressmaking. She was unwilling to attribute any qualities to her own adult practice, although it is possible to discern a prolific output particularly in the early years of her marriage. Cheryl made outerwear and undergarments for her husband and two sons, as well as making clothes for herself, “I could make what I wanted, I didn’t like commercial clothes.” Neither of her sons is interested in sewing, so Cheryl feels she has no one to pass her skills to. That transmission of skill is important to Cheryl, because she knows her mother learned from her mother. When Cheryl married, her mother was no longer sewing. This meant she did not make a wedding dress for Cheryl as she had for her other daughters. Instead, Cheryl used the skills her mother taught her to make her own wedding dress: “I like to put myself into something. […] I could not have worn a bought one… it would have had no meaning.”

Marriage was a transition in Cheryl’s life and, in keeping with her family’s practice, she marked it by making her dress. The resulting garment connected “feelings and memories with family and the activities we did.”

Alison also came from a family with a strong tradition of dressmaking. Family photographs show definite attempts to dress her and her two sisters differently, in

17 Cheryl, born 1951.
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colours and styles that suited them — even though they personally had no choice. The excitement Alison felt at being able to choose fabric for herself for her secondary school sewing project (described in chapter 6) appears to have been the beginning of one of her motivations to keep dressmaking throughout her life. Alison’s descriptions of fabric place her — with Geraldine’s daughters — in the group Lilian Mutsaers describes as “everyone who has a love of fabric.”¹⁹ Alison said, “I can remember the fabric of practically all my clothes.” Even before she became a confident dressmaker, she understood the potential of fabric and the importance of style. That confidence finally came when her mother paid for her to go to a sewing course as a young mother.

I went every morning for six weeks to learn to sew. At the end of the six weeks you had a shirt dress, and a dress of your choice, the pattern of your choice, and a skirt I think. […] A shirt dress because they wanted to teach you the skills in making a collar and things.²⁰

¹⁹ Mutsaers, “Unpacking Mrs Wood’s Suitcases,” 31.
²⁰ Alison, born 1942.
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Figure 56. Alison in a home-made dance dress.
Alison had a say in the fabric and pattern of this bronze peau de soie dress her mother made for her in about 1959. Photograph supplied by Alison.

Alison’s only classmate on the course was the woman who had been her French teacher in the fourth form. As a secondary teacher this woman had not needed to teach sewing, but once she married she was expected to be able to sew for herself and her children. The way sewing classes were advertised suggests this should have been motivation enough, suggesting dressmaking was the best way to dress the family on a budget (see fig. 56). But Alison’s recollection of buying the necessary fabrics for the class suggests she was not motivated by thrift.
The motivation to keep dressmaking

I loved fabric. The one I got from Thompson’s was brown and black and white print and it was eight and 11 a yard, which was quite expensive. […] it was brown and black and bits of white in between. And the shirt dress was turquoise and white diamonds — small, very, very small.21

The classes also gave Alison the opportunity to master the finer techniques of sewing. Being left-handed had been an obstacle at school; in this class it was not a problem. She enjoyed learning to make buttonholes by hand.

It was quite nice making the buttonholes actually. You were taught the technique of making things. It wasn’t just for convenience. You weren’t doing it for speed. It was to learn how to make things properly.22

That sense of making things properly has stayed with Alison. She still inserts zips by hand and uses herringbone stitch for hems. She has many patterns and uncut lengths of cloth. When she buys clothes, either new or second-hand, she often alters them to make them her own. This type of activity is an echo of the habit of a lifetime, which has made Alison accustomed to being clothed in garments with which she has a tactile, tangible relationship.

21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
Maintaining a family tradition is a motivation for Lynne, along with the pleasure of making things properly. Unlike Alison, Lynne says she learned by observing her mother, and trying things out.

How did I learn? Just by doing I think. And having the belief I could do it. Yes, I could understand the patterns, how they worked, how you were supposed to do
The motivation to keep dressmaking

them. Read the instructions. And watched enough. I suppose I thought I got it by osmosis and it was in the genes. Just did it.23

Just as Alison described differences in the ease with which she and her sisters began sewing, Lynne says her sister learned differently.

   No, she didn’t have the same umm […] But she used to sew for her children. In fact, we were laughing because she put herself in the playpen and the kids outside to be able to do her sewing.24

The suggestion that Lynne’s sister was not an especially competent dressmaker was apparently not a disincentive to the practice. The sisters had grown up with their mother’s dressmaking as a constant in their lives, and both continued the practice in their own adult homes. Lynne got her own sewing machine when she was about 25, soon after she married. It is the Elna she still uses. Over the years she has experimented with it, learning to sew knit fabrics and using different stitches. Lynne recreated the way her mother used space for sewing in the family home, simply setting up the machine at the dining room table and having her sons watch as she worked. Not long before the interview, the machine stopped working when Lynne was sewing heavy canvas (to make squabs for a caravan):

   And my husband said, “You’ve got to get it fixed.” And I said perhaps it can’t be. He said, “You’ve got to have a sewing machine because that’s you. You’ve got to have a sewing machine that goes on the end of the dining table.”25

Lynne’s husband and children do not see her sewing as an intrusion on family space. Instead, they see it as part of her maternal and domestic identity, as she saw it part of her mother’s.

Lynne’s pleasure at making things properly is tempered by her high standards. She describes herself as “a neat freak,” which means it is hard for her to reflect on successful

23 Lynne, born 1946.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
The motivation to keep dressmaking projects, “It’s hard to see yourself though in a way. I don’t know if all the clothing I made really lived up to…” With prompting, she remembered an outfit she made when she was teaching.

But there’s one that I kept for ages and ages, a high waisted skirt that had a long jacket, sleeveless over the top. That was in a wool, Donegal tweed is it? Grey and teal-y blue.26

Lynne could remember the colour of the lining, and that she covered the buttons herself, and what shoes she wore with the finished outfit. She knew what she wanted to look like,27 and was aware that she would be subject to scrutiny as a teacher. The awareness of this scrutiny sharpened her desire to achieve technical perfection. The bridesmaid’s dress she wore for sister’s wedding shows she was highly motivated. It is clearly the work of “a neat freak,” featuring neatly finished seams and facings, even stitching, a beautifully inserted zip, and a neat hook and eye closure.

26 Ibid.
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Figure 58. Lynne wearing a self-made bridesmaid dress. Lynne made this dress for herself when she was a bridesmaid at her sister’s wedding. Photograph supplied by Lynne.
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Figure 59. Construction details on Lynne’s bridesmaid dress.
Lynne has kept the bridesmaid dress. It validates her description of herself as a “neat freak.” The hook and eye at the top of the zip are done with buttonhole stitch as prescribed in dressmaking books and the school curriculum. The facings around the shirred bodice panel are all machine neatened and hand-stitched in place. Photographs: Dinah Vincent.

She described herself as wanting to look reasonably smart, and not being too worried about cost. Like Geraldine and Alison, she sees the fabric as key to the success of a garment.

I wanted the feel and the look of the fabric to be right. I would spend what I wanted. If it was exorbitant I wouldn’t. But it was the look and the feel of the fabric. I didn’t want things that weren’t nice to work with.28

Lynne does not see all the decisions she makes about fabric, patterns, trims and the fit of the finished garments as design activities, instead thinking of herself as a maker. For her, the design happens in the creation of the paper patterns that are essential to all her dressmaking. She follows instructions on the paper patterns, and makes only minor adaptations, “Just whether I topstitched, or put another pocket, or missed out pockets. But no great changes.”29

The idea of technical mastery is also important for Vera, but for her this evolved into seeing herself as someone who designs clothing. Her desire for technical mastery is evident from her early experiments with her mother’s sewing machine, and her ready acceptance of her mother’s invitation to make pyjamas if she needed them. Vera’s

28 Lynne, born 1946.
29 Ibid.
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mastery can be seen as growing from what Bourdieu describes as a “minimal distance from necessity”;\textsuperscript{30} if she had not learned to sew, she would only have had the clothes her mother made and altered for her. Vera was acutely aware of her mother’s limited budget for clothing, which also made economy an important motivation. She felt confident to ask for fabric for something that she truly needed, but knew she had to justify the request and work to a price. One request was for white sailcloth for a pair of shorts:

And people used to say to me how many pair of shorts have you got? And I said one pair. And they said, they’re always so clean. And I said, well I wear them, take them off at night, I wash them, they dry overnight, I iron them and I wear them again. […] We had to have good quality stuff you could wash and wear immediately.\textsuperscript{31}

This family wore clean clothes daily: washing and ironing were expected routines for maintaining clothes and for presentation of the self. As Vera became financially independent, she chose fabrics based on what was fashionable, but the habit of considering cost was firmly ingrained. She made a blue linen shift frock, “because they all came in then.” She described it as “beautiful. Fully lined, had to be because it was linen. Oh, it was expensive to maintain because you had to get it dry cleaned all the time.”\textsuperscript{32} Like the British women Rachel Moseley talked to about their longing for film star style in the 1950s and 1960s, Vera placed cleanliness and respectability above ideas of fashion.\textsuperscript{33} Vera accepted that making garments meant taking care of them — a prosaic example of what Susan Kaiser describes as “minding appearances.”\textsuperscript{34}

\textsuperscript{31} Vera, born 1945.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{33} Moseley, “Respectability Sewn Up,” 482.
\textsuperscript{34} Kaiser, “Minding Appearances,” 90.
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Figure 60. Smith & Caughey advertisement.
This advertisement targets mothers and daughters as makers and wearers of home-made garments, both of whom must be satisfied with the fabric. Dressmakers like Vera and her mother were motivated by thrift and cleanliness, and looked for fabric of sufficient quality to withstand frequent washing and ironing.
NZH, 23 August 1962, section 2: 1.
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Vera is largely self-taught; both school sewing lessons and night classes later in life were disappointing. She developed her knowledge by reading.

I used to read a lot of pattern instructions and keep them. I still do. And then I can remember buying books […] Tailoring trousers, tailoring skirts, and I read all those, and I can do all the fancy cuffs on shirts […] Reading. I suppose my father was always one. He was a builder mechanic and he used to always be reading manuals and that sort of thing so I suppose we had that background. If you couldn't do it, you could work it out for yourself.35

The habit of working things out also started early, and success created a virtuous circle of motivation. In her teens, she saw a dress in what she thinks was Seventeen magazine that had a bodice with blocks of different coloured fabric. She found a similar pattern and took on the challenge of patching fabric before cutting the dress, “And I just did it. And I put it on and went out to display it to mum. She was most surprised. I said – oh it was easy.”36 Although underplayed in this story, her mother’s praise seems to have been a motivation for Vera to continue with such experiments.37

Vera looked for details in others’ clothing, rather than style, and was confident of her ability to replicate details that pleased her. After seeing piping on a dress she liked, she taught herself to make it and use the technique on a dance dress when she was about 17:

It was a white frock and it had a red rose on it with a grey stem with a grey leaf on it. […] And it fitted all round the bust […] and it had a beautiful skirt, white with this red and grey on it and it was piped around the centre with the grey. And I thought I was a million dollars in that frock. Funny how you remember the odd one.38

35 Vera, born 1945.
36 Ibid.
37 For knitters, such reinforcements prompt them to try a more difficult project. Stannard and Sanders, “Motivations,”109.
38 Vera, born 1945.
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This is Vera’s own Cinderella moment, without sabotage from the ugly sisters. These successes inspired her to continue.

As a mature and prolific dressmaker, Vera describes herself as a person who designs clothes. Her mastery of construction means she can adapt commercial patterns and ready-made garments to create the effect she wants. Vera explained the benefit of altering ready-made clothes was being able to work with fabrics that she might not be able to buy as yardage and creating something that was right for her. Cheryl Buckley notes the value of such clothes, perceived as exclusive to the wearer in their “unique combination of design elements, materials and colour.”

Coats are the outer edge of her expertise. She made a coat once, after going to night classes, but was not satisfied with the teaching or her workmanship on the coat. Her decision to buy herself a woollen overcoat with money from her mother at the same time as she bought a sewing machine, overlocker, and press emphasises her perception of the limit of her expertise. For Vera, the reward of dressmaking comes from her satisfaction in knowing she has made herself garments that fit and flatter her using the right techniques.

Not surprisingly, several of the interviewees said they wanted the clothes they made to flatter them, although their perception of what this meant varied. Cathie, born in 1940, was most direct in stating that she wanted her clothes to flatter her so that other people would notice that she looked nice. When Caroline and Vera talked of being complimented about the garments they made, the emphasis was on their ability to make garments. For Cathie, the emphasis was on her ability to present the most flattering version of herself to others’ gaze and to be complimented for her total appearance. She said, “I like to be noticed.” Cathie fits into Gregory Stone’s framework for appearance and self. She was establishing her identity as an attractive young woman, projecting herself to others through her self-made clothes. She sought validation from their review.

The motivation to keep dressmaking

Cathie was motivated by economic factors: there was not much money for clothing in her family and she often wore hand-me-downs. Being able to make her own clothes gave her more choice and control. Once she had enough skill to make her own clothes, she had greater motivation. Dressmaking enabled her to produce garments that were both unique and flattering. Cathie said this was brought home to her when she went out in a rare shop-bought dress, only to see another girl in the identical dress. Cathie spent the evening hiding so they would not be seen together. A happier memory was of being wolf-whistled at while wearing a self-made yellow dress with black spots.

Figure 61. Calpreta fabrics and Simplicity patterns advertisement. Fashion parades in shops showed dressmakers like Cathie the latest fabrics and patterns. Cathie’s choices balanced being in fashion with having garments that were unique and flattering to her body.

When Cathie left school she felt, “The world was my oyster, I could go and buy fabrics. I had lots of quite nice dresses.”\(^{41}\) Margarethe Szeless’ interviews with Austrian women who used patterns from *Burda* magazine, reveal an obsession “with the idea of creating new dresses for each new occasion”;\(^{42}\) this is something Cathie seemed to share. She talked about “taking advantage of clothes,” reinforcing her understanding that the garments were part of her total appearance, that affected the way people responded to her. She estimates she made about three-quarters of her clothing when she first started work. Unlike the interviewees mentioned earlier in this chapter, Cathie did not talk about fabrics or sewing techniques. She described stiffening petticoats with sugar and water to make her skirts as full as possible. Like Scarlett O’Hara, she was interested in the visual effect.

As a young mother, Cathie made all her children’s things until “it got too hard,” by which she meant trousers with zip flies for the boys. Lynne said the same thing about sewing for her sons, both women confirming Barbara Burman’s observation that “clothes made at home by mothers are for little boys.”\(^{43}\) This decision is consistent with Cathie’s interest in the product of sewing, more than the process.\(^{44}\) But Cathie’s motivations for sewing changed over time. Despite her lack of interest in technical mastery, she started sewing stretch fabrics in the 1980s because one of her daughters did gymnastics and needed leotards. She does not enjoy stretch sewing, but taught herself to do it so she could make things for her daughter. Cathie’s mother could not teach her to sew, and Cathie chose not to teach her daughters, but she did buy the eldest a sewing machine when she got married. As far as Cathie knows the machine is seldom used, but she does the accumulated mending on it when she visits the house. At the time of the interview, the last thing Cathie had made was a pair of “Spiderman” pants for her grandson. The much loved commercially made ones had fallen apart, so she copied the pattern and made a new pair in stretch fabric. As a mother and grandmother, she

\(^{41}\) Cathie, born 1940.  
\(^{42}\) Szeless, “Burda Fashions,” 859.  
\(^{44}\) Research on motivations for knitting identifies “process” and “product” knitters, that is they are interested in the action of making or the end result. Cathie’s responses suggest she is a “product” dressmaker. Stannard and Sanders, “Motivations,” 106.
The motivation to keep dressmaking continues to extend and use her dressmaking skills in much the same way Geraldine described her mother doing so. These stretch items could more easily be purchased than made, but making them fulfils an emotional need for both Cathie as the maker and her daughters and grandchildren as recipients.

The possibility of emotional connection to garments made by dressmaking is demonstrated by the absence of such of connection for Joy. She saw the garments made for her by the housekeeper in her family home as a part of that woman’s duty, which did not extend to sharing the skill. Joy herself came to dressmaking relatively late, at 18, when her room-mate encouraged her to sew in their shared hotel room. By 20, Joy was married and soon became a mother. One of her first purchases was a Singer electric sewing machine that she paid off over some months. The machine was a marker of her transition to motherhood, a sign that she was capable of clothing herself and her family. She had four children in five years, and sewed all their clothing and much of her own on that machine at her kitchen table. Her adoption of dressmaking was of financial necessity: “I had no choice. You couldn’t afford to buy for four kids in those days.” Making clothes for herself and the children demonstrated conformity with accepted norms that equated domestic industry with virtue. Her descriptions of her early married life are similar to those given by women interviewed by Helen May in her study of post-war Pākehā women, all of whom were exposed to similar representations of what a wife and mother should be. Crucially for Joy, making her children’s clothes made her different from her own, absent, mother.

When her children were young, she remembers sewing at night because “it was the only time you really got peace.” As the children got a little older, she remembers sewing while they were outside playing. To some extent, Joy was emulating what she grew up with: she never saw the housekeeper in her childhood home sew. With four young children, the chances of Joy being disturbed while she was sewing were high, so it made sense to sew when the children were asleep or outside. The activity was not deliberately

---

45 May, Minding Children.
46 Joy, born 1936.
The motivation to keep dressmaking covert; it was simply more efficient to sew when she could concentrate on what she was doing. Which is perhaps how the housekeeper would have explained her practice.

Figure 62. Woman’s Choice advertisement. Women were under pressure to perform well as wives and mothers. Making clothes for oneself and the children, and perhaps knitting for one’s husband, was part of this performance. ODT, 6 August 1956: 2.
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Once Joy realised what suited her, she made the same patterns up in different fabrics.

I made myself a lovely safari suit in linen. You know how you have the button-down pockets and tabs over the shoulder [...] And the princess line, miles of that because I actually suited it. Skirts with splits up the back.47

As her children began to be involved in sports, Joy sewed less because her time was spent taking them to and from practices. Joy’s daughter began to reject home-made garments when she got to secondary school, something Joy attributes to peer pressure. Most of her sewing as a mature woman is mending and alterations, and making drapes for friends and family. As a young woman, dressmaking helped create her identity as a good mother through her industry, skill, and practicality. Later in life, she was seen as someone who was generous with her time and skill.

Lyndsay’s clothing choices have also narrowed as she has got older and she says she dresses for comfort. Lyndsay continues to sew for herself, making most of her clothing from a limited selection of patterns.

In my old age, I’ve stuck to a very few patterns. I make my own trousers so I’ve got one trouser pattern I’ve adjusted over the years. I’ve got several shirt patterns. I make the occasional skirt, but not very often.48

Comfort as a concept is evident in many aspects of Lyndsay’s relationship with dressmaking. Sewing and dressmaking were a constant and enjoyable part of her early life, both at home and at school. Her mother sewed for her and she has in turn sewed for her daughter. Lyndsay’s daughter showed no interest in sewing for herself until she reached her mid-forties. Lyndsay’s dressmaking has played a part in at least one friendship: Lyndsay has a friend who has done City and Guilds Dressmaking, and helps Lyndsay with fitting and advice when needed. Lyndsay has not tried to learn to sew knit fabrics and is comfortable with buying merino tops rather than trying to make them. All of this suggests that Lyndsay’s dressmaking is part of a dress practice that supports

47 Joy, born 1936.
48 Lyndsay, born 1940.
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Andrew Hill’s theory that the signifying power of clothing has been eroded through the rise of casual wear. But I argue that Lyndsay’s engagement in the production of those garments, however casual they may appear, sets them and her apart. Her continued use of skills observed in her home and supported at school means she has the central point of reference Hill says is crucial to meaning in clothing. Like her mother, she buys up lengths of fabric and stores them for the right moment. Another point of reference is the pattern Lyndsay uses to make her underwear, made by her mother in the 1950s. Thus, Lyndsay’s unremarkable clothed appearance integrates a constant connection to patternmaking skills her mother learned at the Hollywood School for Dressmaking in the 1950s and her own construction skills. When she gets dressed, she is the product of practices developed over several lifetimes.

Amanda Bill, writing about the role of fashion education in the creative economy, cites social psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihayli’s observation that “for many people happiness comes from creating new things and making discoveries.” Bill’s view on creativity, derived from Butler and Derrida, is that:

> one becomes creative through a repetitive series of acts over time, so that it is the sedimentation of conventions that have been inserted into performances in different contexts, which constitute what we know as creativity.

This applies to home dressmaking, which simultaneously demands repetition of certain stages and processes, and allows for variety through the choice of patterns, fibres, textures, and colours. The adult practices of the interviewees summarised in this chapter show behaviours repeated over time, and variety as personal style evolved, choices increased, and fashions changed. While Vera was confident to call herself a designer, all of the women described combining their familiar or habitual skills with different fabrics and styles to produce unique items. The reluctance to label themselves as designers, to

---

50 Ibid., 73.
52 Ibid., 59.
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see themselves as creative, may come from their life-long exposure to dressmaking as a domestic practice associated by many with imitation (of shop-window styles) and thrift (as a cheaper option that bought clothing). But their dressmaking practice affected many elements of their domestic lives and created their public appearance.

This summary of findings of adult practice ends with Velma, for whom dressmaking was part of a lifetime of creativity. From early childhood she saw her mother making: using knitting, embroidery, and dressmaking techniques to clothe herself and her two daughters in beautifully made but otherwise unremarkable garments. Writing about paper patterns as a means whereby women could interact with fashion in the US and Britain in the inter-war period, Cheryl Buckley and Hazel Clark acknowledge women’s complex motivations and high skill levels:

> It wasn’t just economy however, nor was it solely a working-class activity. Home-made clothing could also be the product of substantial skill in sewing, but also in knitting and crochet.53

Velma learned all these skills from her mother, and picked up enough patternmaking at school to give her confidence to alter commercial patterns and make simple ones to her own style. Velma avoided the word fashion relative to her mother’s activity, instead emphasising the way textile skills reinforced her domestic role as a wife and mother. Velma herself rejected the idea of fashion, but says she used her skills to forge a distinctive visual identity.

Velma left school as soon as she turned 15 and started work in a bookshop. The friendships she had made at school survived, the girls’ shared interest in dressmaking part of their connection. None of them had the means to buy clothing off the rack, instead they got inspiration from:

---

53 Buckley and Clark, Fashion and Everyday Life, 102.
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Just watching people. Walking down Queen Street you got a picture of the whole gamut. Unlike now where everybody looks the same, it was very easy to pick out something you thought you’d like yourself and set about copying it really.54

Velma’s description puts the ideas of copying and being different side by side; implicit in this is her belief in the significance of making your own garments. If, as Andrew Hill suggests, clothing needs a central point of reference to have meaning,55 Velma’s approach balanced her observations of 1950s streetwear with her growing sense of self; she became her own central point. She was clear, “The aim was to have something different and the only way you got that was to make it.” Other interviewees expressed similar ideas — notably Vera, Val, Lyndsay, and Cathie — but Velma’s is perhaps the most emphatic description of the significance that lies in the choice of fabric and finishing details, and the creation of a garment in the way that corresponds to the maker’s sense of self.

Velma joined an amateur dramatic society, working on props for the productions. This gave her another source of inspiration:

That was interesting because I was looking at stuff from different periods. It didn’t worry me if it was fashionable or not. But if I liked it, then I was likely to make something that included some of the things I found.56

Velma’s admission that her involvement in amateur dramatics had an impact on her dress strategies evokes the theatrical metaphor that is central to Erving Goffman’s *The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life*.57 Goffman, using male pronouns, describes “the individual’s own belief in the impression of reality that he attempts to engender in those among whom he finds himself.”58 While Goffman’s argument is about total presentation, the metaphor works for dress and dressmaking: “where the individual presents a product

54 Velma, born 1934.
55 Breward and Evans, *Fashion and Modernity*, 73.
56 Velma, born 1934.
58 Ibid., 17.
The motivation to keep dressmaking to others, he will tend to show them only the end product, and they will be led into judging him on the basis of something that has been finished, polished, and packaged.\textsuperscript{59}

Figure 63. Velma and friends.
Velma, right, in the early 1950s, wearing a dress she made herself, adding design details to make it her own. The skirt features corded bands and the neckline facing is reversed out. Photograph supplied by Velma.

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid., 44.
Velma appears to have had a high degree of self-awareness about the fact her strategies would create an impression, and did not constrain herself when looking for inspiration.

Where she did constrain herself was in the choice of fabrics she would work with. This is the girl who was dissatisfied with garments at primary school because they were “poky,” meaning they did not hang nicely. Velma resolved this as an adult by refusing to work with synthetic fabrics, and favouring silk and wool. She showed me photographs of a silk brocade dress she made to be bridesmaid at a school-friend’s wedding. One of the group became a professional dressmaker and made gowns for her friends as her wedding gift. In designing and making her bridesmaid dress, Velma was determined to match the standard of the bride’s gown.

Over time, Velma’s personal style evolved to create garments which would showcase her interest in historical embroidery and her fondness for wool. Her attitude showed the
The motivation to keep dressmaking value she placed on her skill and time, and her disregard for trends, “If I’m making something, I’m making something that lasts forever. So top of the pops is wool.” Velma’s wardrobe contains self-made woollen garments from the 1970s, featuring elaborate embroidery and patchwork. Her use of these techniques means her clothes are immediately identifiable as one-off pieces, made by and for an individual with a high degree of skill who wants to create a specific look. Relative to Patrizia Calefato’s analysis of the “look” as part of the language of fashion, Velma seems to have reconciled looking and being looked at, and developed a visual vocabulary to represent herself.

Figure 65. Velma’s “shepherd smock” dress. Velma’s interpretation of a shepherd’s smock, made entirely from woollen fabric and yarn. Velma first learned smocking at intermediate school and adapted the technique for this unique garment. Photograph: Dinah Vincent.

As children, the interviewees had dressmaking imposed upon them, both at home and at school. For many, it was the sole source of clothing and their primary dress strategy — although it might more properly be described as the strategy used by mothers to dress children. School dressmaking was enjoyed or endured by the interviewees, sometimes

---

60 Velma, born 1934.
61 Calefato, “Fashion and Worldliness,” 76.
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The motivation to keep dressmaking emerging as an influencing factor in adult practice. The decision to continue dressmaking was shaped by economic necessity as the interviewees became mothers themselves, remembering it was unusual for married women to have paid employment and even less common for mothers to work outside the home. Dressmaking was also an expected expression of domestic femininity and some interviewees validated themselves through the practice. Those who continued the practice when it was no longer necessary for thrift or validation did so because the habits of making had begun to generate other benefits. Sometimes that benefit was in the sense of continuity with previous generations, which might be expressed in the choice of machine, the arrangement of space, or the enactment of the practice. Dressmaking maintained friendships and family relationships, and provided a tangible expression of care. The practice was a means of creative expression that allowed interviewees to realise their imagined selves. Dressmakers used it to make a statement about who they were as well as what they wanted to look like.
Conclusion:

“The skill comes only from practice”

A 1950s edition of the *Simplicity Sewing Book* urged its readers to: “Remember, the fun and ease of sewing come from being skilful, and the skill comes only from practice.”¹ Sewing was to be enjoyable, but only after a certain level of skill was acquired. The book was, of course, encouraging dressmaking to boost sales of Simplicity patterns. And this was one of many pervasive ways dressmaking was encouraged, to the point it became a formative practice in the lives of girls and women in mid-twentieth century New Zealand. This thesis has looked closely at domestic dressmaking and unpicked how it was practised, what it meant to those involved, and how it influenced girls and women over the course of their lives.

My research confirmed the extent to which dressmaking was integrated into the home and school experience of girls who grew up in the 20 years following 1945, and how it was associated with qualities deemed to be desirable in young women destined to be wives and mothers. Despite the ubiquity of the practice and the uniformity of its representation in society, little attention has been paid to its meaning for practitioners. I have shown how individuals developed diverse responses shaped by each unique set of influences and biography.

The literature review showed the necessity of creating a unique critical framework to understand dressmaking practice in a new way. The resulting framework brought together fashion and design history, feminist historical thinking, material culture theory (itself “an intervention within and between disciplines”),² and sociological thinking. The sociological thinking is dominated by theories formed by Bourdieu, particularly habitus, “durable, transposable dispositions”,³ and cultural reproduction. Cultural reproduction informed my analysis of how families perpetuated practices over generations, and the

---

¹ Simplicity, *Simplicity Sewing Book*.
³ Bourdieu, *The Logic of Practice*, 53.
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role of sewing and dressmaking within schools. Fashion and design history aided my interpretation of the way girls saw and used dressmaking as a means of managing appearance. The notion of being modern emerged throughout: being modern (or fashionable) in appearance, using modern tools and material to make garments, and being modern in outlook about the role of dressmaking in girls’ education and lives. A feminist historical perspective highlighted how gendered domestic dressmaking was, and the implications this had on practice. Relative to material culture, I looked at the tools and objects used for dressmaking, and the space in which the practice occurs. Taken together, these theoretical viewpoints created a framework that enabled me to understand the practice as it happened in the time period, and to understand the impact of the practice on practitioners.

My methodology brought together layers of evidence about the practice in the time period. The 15 interviews are the backbone of the research and form a unique data set: the recollections, photographs, and objects of women who grew up in homes shaped by the Depression and World War II. Their personal stories were contextualised by the public record in government documents, magazines, and newspapers. School yearbooks provided valuable insight into how girls saw themselves as pupils of dressmaking, and how they might use those skills beyond school. Together, these sources showed the variety of individual experiences as well as the commonalities. The layered methodology proved effective for qualitative research and allowed me to build a rich picture of dressmaking practice in New Zealand at a particular point in time.

Dressmaking was portrayed as a strategy that allowed the practitioner to side-step or transcend constraints of materials or money to achieve her desired effect in dress. Such constraints were a reality for many of the interviewees and their mothers. Dressmaking may have been a thrifty option, but still demanded decisions about the quantity, quality, and style of clothing that would be produced. Far from being the “between the scenes” activity suggested in movies like Gone with the Wind and The Sound of Music, dressmaking was a physical presence in homes that influenced the way families used space and time. The desired effect was assumed, by magazines and newspapers, to be “fashion,” but my
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research has shown that it might also relate to fit, perceptions of decency, or the ability to be able to use a particular fabric. Decisions about choice of fabric were sometimes based on the tactile experience of working with it. A dressmaker’s motivations were different to those of someone who habitually bought their clothes ready-made. Dressmakers had greater control over their appearance; they could make more of themselves, or the most of themselves, or make themselves something other than what they were. Dressmaking allowed for conformity with contemporary expectations within the family, and of thrift, industry, and modesty. The dressmaker and those around her saw the decision making and activity that led to the garment. By allowing a greater degree of control over appearance, dressmaking allowed experimentation, social mobility, and participation in subcultures or trends.

My research confirms the arguments of feminist dress and fashion scholars who advocate for a situated and subjective perspective of female experience.\(^4\) I have shown the reality of girls’ and women’s experience through placing dressmaking at the centre of it. A degree of scholarly antipathy towards clothing and fashion has seen dressmaking side-lined as a mundane, domestic activity representative of a stereotypical feminine identity. My research has highlighted the extent to which dressmaking was a highly subjective practice that was part of daily life and contributed to each individual’s unique sense of self. The stereotypical expectations of feminine identity were evident in the magazines, newspapers, and books I surveyed, but this was tempered by individual experience that showed a variety of responses. Dressmaking certainly offered a way for girls and women to make themselves “right” in the period — as good girls, good women, good wives, and good mothers.

Dressmaking was an integral part of life for the model family because it allowed women to enact the ideal: they could use the practice to manage the household budget, be occupied, and also be creative. Making garments enabled them to conform to societal expectations because making clothes for themselves and their children was visible evidence of being a wife and mother. Whatever value one may ascribe to these

\(^4\) Clark and Brody, eds., *Design Studies: A Reader*, 286-87.
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outcomes, my research has underscored that they were, in each case, the result of unique
dressmaking practice shaped by an accumulation of influences. The performance of that
practice cannot be dismissed as passive acceptance of a prescribed role. Girls and
women could manage their appearance to a minute degree of detail, controlling the
length of skirts, depth of necklines, and the closeness of fit. Rather than seeing
dressmaking as a dress strategy imposed by lack of choice or limited budget, it can be
seen as a strategy that supports creativity, experimentation and the enactment of varied
identities — as a potentially empowering practice.

Dressmaking practice empowered women in other ways. They used it to maintain family
ties, through making clothes and sharing garments with extended family. This created an
alternate economy that allowed an initial investment of time and resource to be shared
beyond the originating household. Girls and women involved in these economies saw
themselves connected to a wider familial network, and understood that dressmaking
could be valued in multiple ways. The skill gave status within families too; the
interviewees talked about particular family members as having special skill and being
respected for this. For some, dressmaking was a means of earning in the wage economy,
either as makers or teachers. Once sewing became the examinable subject called
Clothing in the post-primary education system, women who could teach the subject
became more valued. The appropriation of a domestic skill as an academic subject
created a more prestigious pathway for women within the education system.

The way sewing was taught in primary schools perhaps contributed to the way it has
subsequently been overlooked by feminist scholars. Primary school education aligned
sewing firmly with a limited female experience: devaluing it by the exclusion of boys, the
introduction of untrained teachers, and the absence of specialist rooms or equipment. At
primary schools, girls experienced a reinterpretation of the domestic ideal, with a woman
in the classroom teaching them to do what most saw their mothers doing at home. I
argue that this experience did not become internalised as habitus, because it was an
appropriation or approximation of the domestic rather than an authentic response.
Instead, sewing in primary schools is better understood as being an exercise in cultural
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reproduction. The curriculum developed after World War II was a product of thinking shaped by both the depression of the 1930s and the war. Sewing and other domestic subjects, for girls, were part of attempts to re-assert a — mythical — social order. In a similar way to magazines creating a master narrative of feminine experience in their pages, sewing lessons at school perpetuated a narrative in which girls’ main educational need was to be prepared for domestic life. School sewing reinforced girls’ position on the periphery of male-dominated worlds.

At secondary school, the subject called Clothing was distanced from domestic practice by being linked to other areas of the curriculum and assessed by an examination. The school curriculum imposed rules that created the potential for conflict when girls arrived at secondary school with established dressmaking habits or strong role models. The interviewees’ stories suggest that domestic experience trumped whatever teachers might try to impose. Where interviewees had little domestic experience, suggestions from school were more readily absorbed. My research shows that school sewing taught habits, but dressmaking habitus was formed and re-formed in homes, as a personal dress practice.

I have also shown how dressmaking practice is both part of the progress towards modernity and at the same time is influenced by modernity. Dressmakers expressed modernity in the fabrics, tools, and machines they used for dressmaking, as well as the styles they created. The practice allowed for physical and sensory interaction with the consumer items of modern twentieth-century living. Early in the period, dressmaking meant making or remaking clothes for yourself and your children, from whatever fabric was available on whatever sewing machine you had access to. After the war, the increasing availability and variety of consumer items pushed dressmaking practice forward, because dressmakers had to learn new techniques. Dressmaking practice connected girls and women to these changes in tangible ways. Learning to sew was also modernised by being integrated into an education system that required pupils to stay at school longer and considered every pupil a potential candidate for the School Certificate.
examination. Clothing as part of secondary school education was part of a “Modern” course; girls who did that course were associated with a new approach to education.

The concept of modernity links to things, to material culture, both in the design and materials of things and in the simple availability of goods as production and trade normalised after the war. My research has underscored the importance of material culture to even the humblest dressmaking practice. In the domestic sphere, girls’ understanding of the practice was shaped by the things and spaces used by their mothers, grandmothers, aunts and sisters. For earlier generations, these things were often hard-won and carefully guarded. The material culture of dressmaking demanded a certain reverence or ceremony, with things used in particular spaces: scissors for cutting fabric on a flat surface, needles threaded in good light, sewing machines set up in sufficient space. Dressmaking practice in the home exposed girls to decisions about space, time, materials, style, skill, conformity, decency, and want. These everyday materialisations establish patterns of behaviour that were observed, repeated, or rejected by subsequent generations. All the interviewees, even those whose mothers did not sew, could remember sewing tools of various kinds in the family home. The sewing machine often served as the focal point for memories of the primary user, either mother or grandmother. The power of sewing tools, either machines or smaller tools, was evident in the reluctance to discard them long after they ceased being used or useful. The memories of these tools seldom focused on what was being made, rather on who was using them and where in the house this happened. My findings showed the power of emotional responses in creating memory and meaning in things and spaces. Girls observed individual patterns of behaviour in their households, and these observations became the foundation for their own behaviour. The interviewees’ sensibilities were brought to bear on what they saw in their homes, how their mothers and other relatives responded to conditions and conditioning. From that, they began to lay down their own “matchless combination of schemata,” and create their own habitus.5

The skill comes only from practice

The insights to be gained from looking at dressmaking as a practice that shapes practitioners are clear. Habitus is a useful way to theorise this understanding. In Joanne Entwistle’s view it is:

the way we come to live in our bodies and how our body is both structured by our social situation, primarily our social class, but also produced through our own embodied activities. It is, therefore, a concept that can provide a link between the individual and the social.6

The accumulation of influences and habit — including society, school, family life, maternal skill, resources, and positive reinforcement — coalesce into a unique set of behaviours and responses. Because the practice does produce garments, it shapes the way the individual is seen in the world; the dressmaking habitus is reinforced and refined by feedback on the individual’s way of being and the appearance she presents to others. Dressmakers were involved in a complex matrix of relationships and decisions, all of which were informed by previous decisions and informed future ones.

My research could be extended in a number of directions, both methodologically and theoretically. Dressmaking tools and the garments made using the practice are vital sources of information about the lives of girls and women. Even if they are only slowly being integrated into museum collections,7 they must be embraced by more scholars and subject to a wider range of analysis. These humble objects are tucked away in private domestic environments, ready to yield a fuller picture of experience. Oral history is a valuable technique for exploring memory and “glimpsing female subjectivities”8 held in such objects. Where the objects or garments are gone, scholars should heed Lou Taylor’s advice to encourage their interview subjects to recollect garments9 while these traces remain. As my research has shown, the recollection of a garment will often be associated with the circumstances in which it was made and worn.

8 Buckley, “Made in Patriarchy,” 287.
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My research could be replicated with Māori women who went to Native Schools, in which the curriculum was biased towards domestic subjects with little thought of preparing pupils for higher education. It would be interesting to note what differences, if any, emerged in recollections of home practice by Māori women, and the interplay of home and school practice. The ability to use dressmaking to be part of a subculture was touched on briefly with the reference to “bodgie” culture of the 1950s, but there is scope for a more detailed study of how girls in New Zealand used, or perhaps subverted, dressmaking to signal membership of groups beyond the family and the home. The role of sewing and dressmaking as skills in girls’ service organisations, such as Girl Guides, would be a valid starting point for tracking change in the purpose and ethos of such organisations.

My research has confirmed making, altering, and mending as economically necessary practices which sometimes became habitual. Since the end of the twentieth century, recycling has increasingly become both an environmental and political statement — and led to new conceptions of fashion both in New Zealand and internationally. Relative to my research, what is the status of the dressmaker when her garments are repurposed in such designs?

The literature review established that domestic dressmaking has been largely excluded from discussion of fashion, but fashion and design has permeated this discussion.

10 Yska, All Shook Up.
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Individual practitioners’ relationships with both domestic practice and fashion could be more thoroughly examined in the New Zealand context.

The emphasis in this thesis has been on the interplay between a practice and its practitioners. Like Sandra Buckland, my real interest is in “understanding the people who [made] the clothes”. The introduction questioned whether fragments about dressmaking from autobiographies and movies hinted at a story where dressmaking was central to female experience. My sources confirmed this was indeed possible. The multi-faceted critical framework and layered research design have shown what is missed if the practice is simply defined as a something that begins with the selection of fabric and pattern and ends with the fastening of a button. Dressmaking in post-war New Zealand had an impact on public appearance, purchasing decisions, domestic arrangements, school experience, and personal relationships; it resulted in a material product, and also shaped the practitioner. Materials, objects, skill and practice came together in unique ways to form a specific dressmaking habitus for some individuals; it was not just something they learned to do, it became part of who they were. Dressmaking was important long after its heyday at home and in school in the post-war decades, and this thesis has shown how analysis of it can add richness to fashion and cultural studies.

14 Pedersen, Buckland, and Bates, "Theory and Dress Scholarship," 75.
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**Epsom Girls Grammar School – School List**: viewed editions 1944 to 1949 (final year of publication).
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**Otago Girls’ High School, Dunedin**

Otago Girls’ High School is a state secondary school for girls that opened in 1870. The school’s records are held at the Hocken Library.


**Papanui High School, Christchurch**

Papanui High School is a co-educational school that opened in 1935 as Papanui Technical College. The school had separate forms for boys and girls.


Ephemera in the school collection.

**St Cuthbert’s College, Auckland**

St Cuthbert’s College is a private school for girls that opened in 1915 as the Auckland Presbyterian Ladies College.

*St Cuthbert’s Chronicle*, the magazine of St Cuthbert’s Presbyterian College Auckland, founded February 1915: viewed editions 1945 to 1961.

Publisher (to 1949): Newmarket Printing House Ltd., 2 Teed Street, Newmarket, Auckland; (from 1950) J. E. Jenkins, 46 Victoria Street, Auckland.

Ephemera and garments in the school collection.

**Wairarapa College, Masterton**

Wairarapa College is a co-educational school that opened in 1938. The school had separate forms for boys and girls.


**Wellington Girls’ College, Wellington**

Wellington Girls’ College is a state secondary school for girls that opened in 1883.


Ephemera in the school collection.
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Appendix 2: Questionnaires and agreements

General questionnaire

I asked interviewees the following questions. Some interviewees asked to see the questions before the interview so they could prepare themselves.

Biographical detail: year of birth, siblings, place in family

Education: schools attended (type of school if not name, e.g. primary, intermediate, district high school), subjects at secondary school, tertiary training

Sewing and dressmaking at home:
Did your mother or other family members sew?
If there was sewing at home, where did it happen?
What were the tools and spaces involved?
What can you remember about dressmaking in your house?
What influenced the sewing in your home? Price? Magazines? Lifestyle beliefs?
As a child, did you wear home-made clothes? What can you remember about that?
Did you wear them willingly?
Thinking about when you were growing up, what words would you use to describe your mother’s attitude to home dressmaking? What words would you use to describe your mother’s attitude to clothing and fashion?

Sewing and dressmaking at school:
What years did you learn sewing at school?
Did you have a choice about learning? Would you have learned if you didn’t have to?
Where did you go for sewing lessons?
What equipment did you have?
What did you make?
What influenced your choices of patterns and fabrics?
Did you wear or use garments or accessories that you made?
How would you describe your experience of learning to sew at school?
Did learning sewing at school stop you from learning anything else?
At the time – why did you think you were being taught to sew?
Dressmaking since school:
Have you ever made anything since finishing sewing at school?
Have you worn clothes you have made for yourself?
What motivates you to sew?
What tools and equipment do you have? Tell me about them.
Do you have a dedicated space for sewing in your home? Describe this space.
If you could have your time at school over again, would you have sewing lessons?
Do you have children?
Did you teach them to sew?

For teachers
Tell me about your training to be a sewing teacher.
Was it something you always wanted to do?
Tell me about your experience as a sewing teacher - types of school, year groups, facilities available in the school
Describe the curriculum - what was its intention?
How did sewing and dressmaking fit in with girls' other classes?
What status did sewing classes and pupils have in the school?
Vetting questionnaire

When people suggested interview subjects to me, I used the following questionnaire to assess whether they were a suitable candidate.

What year were you born?
Did you go to school in New Zealand?
Can you remember learning to sew at primary school?
Which primary school?
Can you remember learning to sew at secondary school?
Which secondary school?
Did you do Clothing for School Certificate?
Can you remember a family member teaching you to sew?
Have you ever taught sewing at a New Zealand school?
Were you trained to teach sewing?
Do you have any objects or garments associated with learning or teaching sewing at school?
Do you have any photographs of yourself or family members wearing garments you made between 1945 and 1965?
Do you own a sewing machine at the moment?
When was the last time you used it?
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**PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM - INDIVIDUAL**

I have read the Information Sheet and have had the details of the study explained to me. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I understand that I may ask further questions at any time.

I agree/do not agree to the interview being sound recorded.

I agree/do not agree to the interview being image recorded.

I wish/do not wish to have my recordings returned to me.

I wish/do not wish to have data placed in an official archive. *(use additional consent form)*

I agree/do not agree to the researcher using photographs taken or provided at the interview or in subsequent visits in presentations about the research and in the thesis.

I agree to participate in this study under the conditions set out in the Information Sheet.

Signature ___________________________ Date _________________

__________

Full name

Address for supply of summary and other information

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
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Dressmaking in New Zealand 1945 - 1965:

What did girls make of it?

INFORMATION SHEET

I am Dinah Vincent and I am enrolled part-time for a PhD at Massey University. My tertiary studies to date include Clothing and Textiles (Certificate completed 1984 at Wellington Polytechnic, now Massey University); a Certificate in Journalism (1989), and Bachelors and Master’s Degrees in English Literature from Victoria University (1995 and 2000). In 2010 I completed a Graduate Certificate in Museum and Heritage Studies at Victoria.

I would like to ask you about your experience of teaching, learning, or practising dressmaking, as part of my PhD research, described in more detail below.

Research description

My PhD research aims to reconstruct the practices of domestic and, more specifically, school dressmaking as undertaken by and taught to girls in New Zealand in the period 1945 to 1965. I aim to clarify the relationship between the compulsory experience of school dressmaking and what is understood to be the common practice of domestic dressmaking by women in that time period. The study concentrates on female experience, because it is popularly understood as a female activity, and because it is a subject for girls at school over this time.

In the absence of previous work on the topic in New Zealand, the research is using a grounded theory approach, that is, it does not test any existing theory.
but will develop theory through analysis of existing data and information collected in interviews and other research.

I will use a combination of research methods, including: review of Department of Education records at Archives NZ; analysis of magazines and ephemera from the period; review of archives held by individual schools; and through interviews with women who taught, learned, or practised dressmaking in the period.

**Who is being asked to participate?**

I am asking people to share their experiences with me as the thesis progresses, using a variety of methods:

- word-of-mouth introductions to women known to have taught or learned dressmaking in the period, or to be keen dressmakers
- direct approaches to people involved in the development and implementation of the curriculum, identified as authors of curriculum documents or text books
- requesting introductions to women identified in the archives of individual schools.

I hope to include some participants whose experience falls outside the specific time frame of the study to provide further context, and a means of assessing continuity and change in dressmaking practices.

A review of other projects and discussion with other researchers suggests around 20 participants will be the upper limit of a project undertaken by one person, as opposed to a group of researchers.

I am looking for a spread of ages, types and locations of school, whether they were teachers or pupils, and whether they have continued to use dressmaking skills in later life or not.

I cannot pay participants in this research. I expect that participation will require a commitment of time for interviews. Any other associated costs will be covered by me. These might include phone calls, postage, copying, or refreshments.

It is not anticipated that there will be any risk to you if you take part in the project. That said, discussion of the past and growing up, which is fundamental to the project, can trigger strong memories and feelings. You may stop an interview at any time and withdraw from the project if that happens or if for any other reason you feel uncomfortable.

**Research procedures**

Wherever possible, interviews will be carried out face-to-face and recorded. No recording will be made without your consent. Where a face-to-face interview is not possible, I will interview you by telephone.

It is expected that interviews will take between 30 and 90 minutes, depending on individual circumstances. You will get this sheet and consent forms to
review before the interview. Completing the form and other administrative
tasks may take between 15 and 30 minutes. The set up and follow up to
interviews will be done using e-mails and phone calls and will take extra time.

If you have objects (such as tools or equipment, workbooks, photographs, or
garments) relevant to this topic I may ask your permission to take
photographs for reference, presentations or possible publication in the final
thesis. You can indicate the extent of such permission on the participant form.
If you agree to loan items such as photographs, arrangements will be made
for their safe return. I will cover any costs of such arrangements.

**Data management**

The information given in the interviews will be used as part of the findings of
the thesis. Any recordings, notes, and transcripts, and a back-up copy of the
same, will be held by me until after the thesis is submitted and examined.
Electronic copies of notes and transcripts will then be deleted, and paper
copies shredded.

If an interview is recorded on the understanding that it is to be lodged in an
archive, you and I will complete and sign a detailed agreement form about
access to and publication of such a recording.

After the thesis is submitted, you will be sent a summary of the findings of the
research.

You will be identified in the thesis by your first name, year of birth and age,
and the schools you attended. Given the size of New Zealand’s population,
this information, along with any family details, may be enough to identify
some people. You may opt to be identified by an alias, and to restrict
identifying information about school and family circumstances. This will be
discussed at the time of the interview, and you may change your mind at a
later date.

**Participant’s rights**

You are under no obligation to accept this invitation. If you decide to
participate, you have the right to:

- decline to answer any particular question;
- withdraw from the study (by advising the researcher before 30 June 2017);
- ask any questions about the study at any time during participation;
- provide information on the understanding that your name will not be used
  unless you give permission to the researcher;
- limit the researcher’s use of potentially identifying information about the
  schools you attended and your family circumstances;
- be given access to a summary of the project findings when it is concluded;
- if the interview is being recorded, you can ask for the recorder to be turned off
  at any time.
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Appendix 3: Biographies of interviewees

Alison was born in 1942 in Wellington. She is the second of three daughters.

Her father was a builder and her mother was a clerical worker. Her maternal grandmother and unmarried aunt lived in the family home.

Alison’s mother had a treadle sewing machine that was used to make clothing for the women of the house. Her grandmother made lace, and her aunt knitted. Another aunt visited the house and would “knock up” dresses for Alison and her sisters. Alison’s sisters both learned to sew, although Alison’s recollection is that the older one simply “took to it like a duck to water.”

Alison went to primary and secondary school in Wellington. She had sewing lessons in her intermediate years where she remembers making an apron and kerchief for cooking that she thinks were finished by her mother. She recalls being treated as a problem pupil because she was left-handed.

Alison did a professional course at Wellington Girls’ College, with an emphasis on Science. In the fourth form, every pupil had to do a block course in sewing where they made a sleeveless dress with a gathered skirt and a zip. Alison recalls her mother or older sister unpicked some of her work and did it again. She remembers wearing the finished garment. Not to have done so would have been wasteful.

When Alison was newly married, her mother paid for her to go to classes run by the Singer Sewing Machine Company. Her mother also bought her a sewing machine. She has sewn her own clothing throughout her life. Alison uses the sun room of her home to store her sewing machine, patterns, and fabrics — but she sews in different rooms according to temperature and mood.

Alison has two daughters. She did not teach them to sew.
Caroline was born in 1941 in Dunedin. Caroline is the eldest of two girls.

Her mother was a homemaker and her father worked in the finance and commercial sector after serving in the air force.

Caroline’s maternal grandfather was a tailor who specialised in bespoke suits. He died before Caroline was born. Caroline’s mother did not sew, but was used to having high-quality clothing through her father’s connections. Caroline remembers her mother had a soft chintzy bag for her mending things.

When Caroline was ten, her mother got a treadle sewing machine and went to sewing classes, but it was Caroline who really learned to sew on that machine. Caroline had already been making dolls clothes by hand, working out the patterns by herself.

Caroline ended up doing Clothing for School Certificate when the headmistress of Christchurch Girls’ High asked girls to put up their hands if they did not like maths. All those with their hands up got moved to the class that did Clothing.

Caroline bought her own machine after she got married, a Husqvarna. She has had an Elna for 30 years. She made clothing for her two daughters, but did not teach them to sew. She describes herself as a throwback to her grandfather, and that her sister missed the gene.

She stills sews, and had a pattern pinned to fabric on the floor of her Christchurch home the day of the February 2011 earthquake. It was covered with fallen things, but she cleaned it off, cut it out, and wore the finished dress.
Cathie was born in Wellington in 1940, the middle child and only girl of three.

Her mother was a homemaker and her father was a tram driver, later a bus driver and inspector.

Cathie’s mother mended and altered things rather than sewed, and taught Cathie to darn. Cathie’s aunt who could sew and was a source of lovely hand-me-downs made for her older female cousins.

Cathie’s mother’s treadle sewing machine was in the house, and later had a motor added to it. Cathie used that machine, both as a treadle and an electric.

Cathie did a Homecraft course at Wellington East Girls’ College and took Clothing for School Certificate. She remembers being taught specific techniques for each stage of garment construction. Those techniques were not always put into practice. Cathie remembers making dresses on Saturdays to wear out that night, and being teased by father for hemming dresses hastily with long stitches.

Cathie says she likes to be noticed, and enjoys wearing clothes that look good on her. Making her own clothes is a way of ensuring her look is unique. She has a vivid memory from her secondary school years of going out in a bought frock, and having to hide all night because another girl was in the same frock.

Cathie bought a Liberty sewing machine on hire-purchase when she first left school. For her, it was fun to go home at night and make something. She bought whatever fabrics she wanted and had “lots of quite nice dresses.” If a dress doesn’t feel right, Cathie will not wear it again.

Early in her married life, she bought a Brother sewing which she used until buying another Brother in 2012. Cathie has a table and chair as a dedicated sewing space in the sun room of her home.
Cheryl was born in 1951 in Waiuku, south of Auckland. She is the fifth of six children, three girls and three boys; she is the youngest girl. Her parents were sharemilkers.

Cheryl's mother sewed and knitted much of the family’s clothing. Cheryl remembers her mother as being busy and competent. She described her mother as a problem solver. Her mother’s machines and tools for sewing, spinning, and knitting are part of Cheryl’s memories of home.

Cheryl learned to sew with her mother at home, from observation, rather than organised lessons.

She also learned to sew in lessons at primary school. Cheryl was the only senior girl in the school, so got plenty of attention from the teacher’s wife who came in to teach sewing and needlework to the girls. Cheryl embroidered a gingham cloth and made a sewing bag, both of which she still has. She can remember making two skirts at primary school, both from fabric that seemed to appear from nowhere.

Cheryl did a commercial course at Fairfield College in Hamilton. She did clothing in Forms III and IV but did not ask if it was possible to take the subject through to School Certificate. In the two years of classes, she can remember making a school shirt, a lined skirt, and a smocked baby gown. Cheryl still has the baby gown, which she considered altering to a romper for one of her sons. In the end, she left the dress as it was.

Cheryl trained as a nurse and bought herself a sewing machine when she was in the nursing hostel. She can remember running up outfits for balls.

Cheryl is married with two sons and sews many garments for herself and her family. Cheryl’s sewing machine and ironing board are set up in a spare bedroom in her home.
Geraldine was born in Wellington in 1926. She is an only child. Geraldine’s father was a public servant. Her mother did not have employment outside the home, but was a competent sewer who made clothes for herself and Geraldine.

Geraldine remembers her mother having a treadle sewing machine, and recalls this having the benefit of continuing to work even if there were power cuts.

Geraldine won a needlework prize for a hand-stitched night-gown when she was at primary school. Despite being capable with needle and thread, Geraldine was not interested in doing sewing at school.

Geraldine did a professional course at Wellington East Girls’ College. She recalls having to make some garments for school — a wrapped-coat to wear in the laboratory and rompers for Physical Education — which she was easily able to do. Geraldine never went into a sewing room at secondary school because, as a pupil in the professional stream, that was not her place.

Geraldine left school after four years, ready for tertiary study. It was 1942 and she was only 16 years old, and she was directed to Dunedin to enrol in the newly-established course for Homecraft teachers. She had little interest in this, but saw it as a stepping stone to university which was where she wanted to be.

By 19, Geraldine was a Homecraft teacher in secondary schools, and doing other university study at the same time. She worked as an examiner for secondary schools, and taught adult classes in dressmaking and fitting.


Geraldine’s mother continued to make clothes for her and her daughters, but not her son, until the children were teenagers. Geraldine herself likes choosing fabric and cutting out, but prefers to leave the construction to others.
Jocelyn was born in Masterton in 1932. She is the youngest of three, and the only girl. Jocelyn’s father worked in the meat industry, and her mother earned money at home from her sewing skills. Jocelyn’s mother had been apprenticed to a menswear business, and was particularly skilled at hand-stitched buttonholes. Jocelyn can remember suits being sent by train to Masterton so her mother could do the buttonholes. Jocelyn’s mother also did alterations for local clothing businesses, and made womenswear to measure.

Jocelyn believes her mother’s real interest was in high fashion womenswear, but Masterton did not give much scope for her creativity. Jocelyn remembers people noticing her clothes because her mother made things special with unusual techniques and details.

Sewing affected the use of the family home. In summer, the sun porch was a children’s bedroom and the back bedroom became the sewing room. In winter, when the sun porch was too cold for sleeping, Jocelyn’s mother used the sun porch in the daytime or the living room.

Jocelyn had sewing lessons at primary and secondary school, neither of which she enjoyed. Both schools had treadle machines which she found difficult to use. Her memory is of temperamental machines and horrible fabric; Jocelyn does not think she finished anything she started sewing at school.

Jocelyn cannot remember her mother teaching her to sew. She does remember her mother unpicking and finishing things she started, which was a disincentive to trying. When Jocelyn trained as a teacher and had to submit a sampler of hand-stitching at teachers’ college, she paid someone to do hers.

Yet when she was a young mother, she realised that she must have learned something along the way because she sewed for her children and herself.

Jocelyn did not teach her son or daughter to sew. She did help her grandson with a cushion cover for a school sewing project.
Joy was born on in Runanga on the west coast of South Island in 1936. She is an only child, and her mother left her father before Joy can remember.

Joy’s recollection is of growing up with her father and housekeeper. The housekeeper was a competent sewer and made clothes for herself and Joy. Joy cannot remember seeing the housekeeper sew, just that well-made garments appeared. Joy had no choice and took little pleasure from the clothes that were made for her.

Joy did Clothing at secondary school, as part of what she described as “the dumb people’s course.” She did not enjoy the class and has little memory of it. Indeed, her strongest memory is of the physical struggle of getting to school, when her severe asthma made it difficult to endure the cold walk and train ride.

Joy left school without qualifications. She got a live-in job at a hotel in Wellington. She roomed with another girl who had a sewing machine and was a competent sewer. Joy remembers discovering the fabric shops in the city and choosing patterns for herself. She sewed in her shared room at night and can remember garments from this time.

She bought a sewing machine on hire-purchase soon after she married and really taught herself to sew by making all the clothing for her four children.

She sewed less clothing as time went by, but enjoys making curtains and mending and hemming.
Lyndsay was born in 1940 in Christchurch, the youngest of three girls. Her mother was a Home Science teacher and her father was the principal of Christchurch West High School, which Lyndsay attended.

Lyndsay’s mother taught her the basics of sewing, but Lyndsay was not especially interested as a girl. She does remember visiting a friend whose house seemed to be full of women. Lyndsay and her friend used the electric sewing machine in that house to make dolls clothes.

Lyndsay enjoyed sewing classes at primary school and made a smocked blouse for a baby and a blouse for herself.

Lyndsay did a professional course at Christchurch West High School, where dressmaking was mandatory for fourth-form girls. Lyndsay remembers the teachers as young and enthusiastic, and that the class was a pleasant experience. She made a blouse, a dress, and a jacket in that class – all of which she wore.

Despite this success, Lyndsay did not practice her skills until her mother became ill when Lyndsay was 21. She recalls her mother’s amazement that Lyndsay could set to and make clothes. Lyndsay was similarly amazed when her daughter began sewing in her mid-forties.

Both her parents enjoyed making and learning as well as teaching. Her mother learned patternmaking, and her father did woodwork.

Lyndsay followed in their footsteps, achieving academic success with a PhD in Botany, and becoming a weaver.

Lyndsay continues to make most of her clothes on the Husqvarna sewing machine she has had since 1974. She makes her own underwear using a pattern drafted by her mother. She dresses for comfort, relying on proven patterns for shirts and trousers.
Lynne was born in Invercargill in 1946, the eldest of three children: two girls and a boy. Lynne’s mother was a shorthand typist and her father was an accountant.

Lynne can remember the treadle sewing machine being in the living room of the family home, and that her mother was making clothes for the children. Cutting out and sewing all happened in the living room. She can remember her mother having a fitting form, but has no recollection of her making clothes for herself. Lynne says her mother encouraged her to learn the action of the treadle machine and gave her pieces of fabric to practise on.

Lynne remembers sewing lessons at primary school. Her strongest recollections are that the boys were doing something else, and that learning to sew was connected to the idea that girls were to become ladies. She stitched a sampler and made a cushion cover and an apron.

Lynne did an academic course (French, Latin, Science) at secondary school, but had to do cooking for the first two years regardless. In the second year, she and a friend negotiated to join the boys in Woodwork because they already knew how to cook. She described herself as a “neat freak,” and acknowledges this attention to detail was helpful for Woodwork.

When she was getting ready to go to university, she used her mother’s treadle machine to make a wardrobe suitable for student life. Lynne says her motivation was to be “smart.”

Lynne has two sons. Like her mother, she was happy to have her children watch her as she sewed, and for them to learn from observation. One of her sons likes to sew and will attempt any sewing task.

Lynne still uses the Elna she bought in 1971 when she was newly married. When that machine broke down a few years ago, her husband said, “You’ve got to have a sewing machine because that’s you. You’ve got to have a sewing machine that goes on the end of the dining table.”
Margaret was born in rural Waikato in 1938, where her father was a sharemilker and her mother was a homemaker. She is the eldest of four, with two brothers and a sister as the youngest of the family.

At home, her mother did not have a special place for sewing, although a bit of the veranda was eventually boxed in as a sewing room. Margaret’s mother progressed from a treadle to an electric Singer machine, and eventually got a Husqvarna. This was significant because the family, who had Swedish ancestors, had a running joke that something that was Swedish must be good. Margaret does not remember ever having bought things as a child, although there were sometimes cast-offs from relatives.

Margaret remembers doing basic needlework at primary school: boys and girls together learning hand-eye coordination by stitching on sugar bags. Later, girls had separate lessons where they hemmed handkerchiefs, and made soft toys before making an apron and a skirt.

Margaret’s mother tried to teach her to sew, but her mother would become frustrated with Margaret’s lack of attention to detail and end up taking over. Her mother paid for her to do sewing lessons, but was disappointed by the quality of the teaching.

Margaret trained to be a primary school teacher, and as part of her training she had to learn to teach the 1958 Sewing syllabus. She recalls her mother produced some of the stitch samples for her exercise book. Margaret was more motivated to draw the stitches because art was her real interest.

Margaret taught her own daughters to sew, “as much as they’d listen — like me and my mother.” Margaret still has the Elna she bought over 50 years ago. She did buy an overlocker, but found she seldom used it.
Railene was born in rural Manawatu in 1934 on the family farm. She is the middle child of three girls.

Railene’s description of her life was punctuated with reminders that she had enjoyed an unusually privileged life, “Mother was always beautifully dressed because they could afford it.” All her mother’s clothes were made by a dressmaker, who also made matching dresses for the girls.

Railene remembers learning sewing at school from when she was very young — and loving the experience as a welcome break from the tedium of lessons. She said the woman teacher took the girls while the headmaster did some other activity with the boys. Railene says there was a treadle sewing machine at the school, although most of the projects were handwork.

For secondary school, all three girls boarded at Iona College in Hawkes Bay. Railene started in her final years of primary school, so had seven years there. Sewing and mending were part of life at Iona. Railene’s mother bought an electric sewing machine so the girls could sew when they were home in the holidays — something they enjoyed doing together. Railene’s older sister did the Home Science course at Otago, and inspired Railene to make more of her own clothing.

Despite the family’s wealth, war-time shortages meant some things were not available to buy. Railene had the novel experience, for her, of not having the right clothing when she started at Iona. The prescribed brown fabric simply was not available, and she remembers being embarrassed about her worn-out gym tunic.

Railene suffered ill health after having an ear removed to stop an infection. This interrupted her education, and she did not complete her sixth form year.

Given carte blanche to ask for anything for her twenty-first birthday, Railene asked her parents for a sewing machine. They bought her a top-of-the-line model. As a young wife and mother, she used the machine to make all her children’s clothing — and uses it still.
Sheena was born in Waipawa in 1951, the third of four girls. Her mother was a teacher who worked intermittently as the girls grew up, and her father was an accountant who also served as deputy mayor of Waipawa.

Sheena remembers her mother making clothes for all four girls. Dressmaking tools and materials were part of everyday life in the house, and the girls would play or experiment with anything that was left in reach.

Sheena’s mother learned to sew from her mother-in-law, whom she had known from childhood.

Sheena remembers her mother being in control of the family’s clothing. She remembers her mother having bursts of activity, so the girls might get three new dresses each in a period of a few weeks. Everyone got a new “best” dress every year, which was then relegated to second best the next year.

Sheena remembers her father supporting his wife’s sewing. He altered the laundry to be a sewing room. Despite this bespoke environment, the sisters preferred to sew in the kitchen or the dining room.

Once the girls got to secondary school, they were given their family allowance money to use for clothing. Their parents provided school uniform and footwear, but they had to manage everything else for themselves.

All of them sewed, and the second was a very competent after doing Home Science at Otago. She shared her new skills with Sheena in the school holidays.

Sheena said her mother stopped dressmaking when the girls left home and returned to her first loves — spinning and knitting. Sheena is an adventurous craftswoman who spins, knits, weaves, and sews.
Val was born in Whangarei in 1948, the youngest of four children — three girls and a boy. Her father worked as a clerk in the dairy industry, and her mother was a dressmaker who trained as a Homecraft teacher when Val was 12.

Sewing, dressmaking, and other kinds of handcrafts were the norm in Val’s family home. Val’s mother was a thrifty woman who made all sorts of garments for the entire family, including her husband.

Val’s mother worked as a dressmaker in a department store when she left school and was highly competent and confident. She also saw dressmaking as a competitive activity. Val says her mother won a competition to a design school in Sydney before she was married. When she did her training to be a Homecraft teacher she was unhappy she got 98% for a garment rather than 100%. She also entered sewing and dressmaking competitions for prizes.

Val enjoyed sewing at home with her mother, but did not enjoy school sewing because the projects were too simple and unappealing.

Val was an academically able pupil who did a professional course at secondary school. She continued to sew at home, mastering the shift dresses that were highly fashionable in her teenage years. Her mother provided quality control, demanding she stitch hems neatly before leaving the house.

Val went into the fashion business, using her knowledge of construction and sense of style to great effect. Her partner, who became her husband, learned patternmaking. Their daughter does not sew.

Val now runs a fashion training course, and seldom makes her own clothes — although she enjoys other textile crafts. Her mother’s treadle machine is on display at her business, still with notions in the drawers.
Velma was born in 1934 in Auckland, and has an older sister. Her father was a motor mechanic, an occupation that kept him in New Zealand during the war because he provided an essential service. Velma’s mother was a homemaker.

As a girl, Velma’s mother worked with her three sisters selling haberdashery from their father’s newsagency in Waipawa. Velma’s mother was a skilled knitter, and also a competent dressmaker. Velma still has garments her mother knitted for her, and knitting and sewing books her mother used.

Velma remembers her mother teaching her French knitting before she started school. Velma learned cooking, sewing, and other domestic skills at intermediate school, and then enrolled for the Art course at Auckland Girls’ Grammar, which included Clothing. New Zealand schools were closed for the first term of 1948, her first year at secondary school, because of the polio epidemic.

When school re-opened, Velma made enduring friendships with a small group of classmates, most of whom enjoyed dressmaking. Velma says their goal was to be individual; they did not want to look like everyone else.

Velma, like her sister, left school as soon as she turned 15 so she could earn a wage. She worked in shops before being offered a job as a piano teacher at a girls’ school. She continued to teach Music in secondary schools for the rest of her life, becoming head of department in several schools.

Velma inherited her mother’s love for wool. Instead of knitting it, Velma used it for embroidering and smocking. Velma designed her own clothes, preferring simple shapes in woollen cloth, which she embellished with fine and intricate surface decoration.

Velma did not have children of her own, but enjoyed making smocked garments for other people’s children.
Vera was born in 1945 in Hawkes Bay, the youngest of six children and the only girl. Her parents were orchardists, who later developed a motor camp on their property.

Vera’s mother used the sun porch at the family home as a sewing room, where she made and mended clothing and household linens for the family.

Vera’s mother was a competent and efficient seamstress, who favoured practical garments in good quality fabrics. Vera remembers her mother having commercial patterns and fabrics neatly stored in the sewing room. Sewing was not only a means of making new clothes; it was also a way of extending a garment’s usefulness. Vera remembers having trousers lengthened with contrast fabric sewn at the hems.

Vera was encouraged to sew for herself, starting with pyjamas when she was ten. Her mother supported her by providing advice and encouragement, giving her access to the sewing machine, and buying good quality fabrics.

Vera started Clothing at secondary school as part of her commercial course, but dropped it after one year because she was not learning anything new. Vera left school before taking the School Certificate examination. She is an avid reader of patterns and instructions, and enjoys mastering techniques. She went to sewing classes as an adult but was disappointed with the teaching.

Vera’s mother had an Elna sewing machine, and Vera stayed loyal to that brand. When Vera was 20, she bought herself an Elna sewing machine. When her mother died, about 30 years later, Vera used money she inherited to buy a new Elna sewing machine, an overlocker, and a pressing machine — along with a woollen overcoat. Despite having a high level of skill, Vera does not believe she has sufficient knowledge or mastery of tailoring to make an overcoat.

Vera continues to make about half her clothes. She often buys ready-made garments for the fabric, before unpicking and altering them to her taste.
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Appendix 5: Sewing in the education system

This timeline shows the place of sewing in the free state education system in New Zealand from 1877 to 1968.

1877 The Education Act “established the free, compulsory, and secular system.”1 It was for primary education, to Standard 6. Most children went to primary school from the ages of six to 14, moving through Primers 1 to 4, before Standards 1 to 6. “The subjects of instruction were named as reading, writing, arithmetic […] and, in the case of girls, sewing, needlework, and the principles of domestic economy.”2

1899 The Proficiency Examination was introduced to mark successful completion of primary education. The examination was in “Reading, Spelling and Dictation, Writing, Composition, Arithmetic, Geography, and Drawing.”3

District high schools opened to cater for pupils who wanted to continue their education, but were not intending to go to university.4 Pupils who wanted to go to university went to secondary schools.

1901 A pass in the Proficiency Examination became a way of getting free entry to district high schools.5 Central government gave financial incentives to boards to provide free education at district high schools, and to establish classes in technical subjects.6

1903 The Competency Certificate was introduced for those in lower Standard 6 who failed to achieve Proficiency.

Pupils could choose between three distinct types of post-primary school: district high schools if they were to work in agriculture, technical high schools if they were to get

---

2 Cumming and Cumming, History of State Education, 102.
3 Openshaw, Lee, and Lee, Challenging the Myths, 195.
5 Openshaw, Lee, and Lee, Challenging the Myths, 195.
a trade or work in industry, and secondary schools if they expected to go to university.7

1912 The Minister of Education commented “on parents’ failure to appreciate that the sound education of girls was just as important as that of boys.”8

1914 An addition to the Education Act confirmed the importance of needlework in girls’ primary education, “where possible, needlework had to be taken by all girls and could even be taken by boys.”9

1929 The primary syllabus was revised in 1928. The document was published in 1929 and became known as the “Red Book” because of the colour of the binding. The introduction said teachers should be free to, “make any alteration of rearrangement of work they think desirable, and the inspectors will approve any reasonable scheme that appears to meet the needs of children of a particular type or a particular locality.”10

1934 Needlework was one of 12 new subjects11 added to the existing 19 subjects available for the University Entrance examination.12

“School Certificate was instituted in an attempt to provide an alternative to the University Entrance examination as a general qualification for pupils entering commercial work and other similar employment.”13

1935 Handicraft Teachers Certificate offered for women to train to teach the newly created post-primary subject called Needlework.

1936 The Proficiency examination was abolished.14

---

8 Tennant, “Natural Directions,” 87.
10 O’Rourke and Robinson, *Schools in New Zealand Society*.
1943 Bursaries established for girls wishing to train to teach homecraft subjects at teachers’ college or a technical institute.

1944 The Thomas Report introduced the common core curriculum for post-primary (secondary) education. All pupils took English, Mathematics, General Science, Social Studies, Music, Art and Craft, but was emphatic that girls had to have training related to their likely occupation as a in the home.\textsuperscript{15}

The school leaving age was increased from 14 to 15.\textsuperscript{16} In 1945 the average length of pupil attendance at all three types of school (district, technical, and secondary) was less than three years.\textsuperscript{17}

Homecraft Teachers Certificate offered for women to train to teach the revised post-primary subject called Homecraft (previously Home Science and Housecraft).

1945 Clothing and Embroidery replaced Needlework as subjects that could be part of a School Certificate course.\textsuperscript{18} Candidates were expected to make at least three garments per year for three years. The garments had to include baby’s clothes, children’s clothes, and a renovation.

1948 Revised syllabus for Needlework in primary schools issued, covering six years of school from Standard 1 to Form II and aimed specifically at girls.\textsuperscript{19}

1955 Clothing prescription for the School Certificate examination was revised at the request of the Post-Primary Teachers’ Association.\textsuperscript{20} The revised prescription became the foundation on which Geraldine McDonald’s book \textit{You and Your Clothes} was based. Girls still had to make at least nine garments over the three years, but no longer had to renovate an existing garment, and only had to make one garment for a baby or a child.

\textsuperscript{15} Middleton, \textit{Women and Education}, 78.
\textsuperscript{18} R19237274 School Certificate Examination Regulations – The Education (Post-Primary Instruction) Regulations 1945.
\textsuperscript{20} R17917845 Examinations – School Certificate – Clothing Revision Committee.
1958 Revised syllabus for Sewing in primary schools issued, covering three years of school from Standard 4 to Form II and aimed specifically at girls.21

1959 76 candidates for the Handicraft Teachers Certificate, the highest number in any year it was offered.22 (This is the qualification Val’s mother gained — see chapter 5.)

1964 A remit at the NZ Education Institute conference held in May suggested sewing for girls be part of the manual training programme where a manual training centre was available. Where a manual training centre was not available, sewing not be required in primary schools.

The same month, the Chief Inspector of Primary Schools wrote “Some proposals for a change in the general timetable for primary schools involving general science and homecraft.”23 The proposal notes the long history of sewing in the primary curriculum, and questions the time still given to it, “in which they make a garment or two.”

1967 The primary syllabus was revised in 1967, ushering in “a new era for sewing as a primary-school subject.”24 Needlecraft became part of the art and craft syllabus, learned by boys and girls in Standard four.25 Girls did sewing as part of the modified Homecraft syllabus, and the main objective was to help girls make “attractive garments using acceptable techniques.”26

1968 Education Secondary Instruction Regulations 196827 The Regulations made it necessary for a pupil to have a minimum amount of instruction in certain subjects

21 R3850837 Primary School Syllabuses - Sewing, Standard 4, Form I, Form II.
23 The Revision Committee that looked at the primary school subject in 1949 said “The subject should be called Homecraft, and should cover work in Foods, Housewifery, and Laundry-Work. These should not be treated as separate subjects, but be correlated in the complete lesson plan for each day.” (R17926790 – Primary Education – Syllabus – Homecraft) Homecraft was named as a post-primary subject in the 1945 Regulations. R19237274 School Certificate Examination Regulations – The Education (Post-Primary Instruction) Regulations 1945.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid., 254.
(Geography or History or Social Studies, and Mathematics or Science) even if they were not taking it for the School Certificate examination. This limited pupils’ instruction time for their chosen subjects, which had a disproportionate impact on practical subjects like Clothing.